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Abstract
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) show great promise for commercialization because of the
potential for high system efficiency and reduced cost as long as material failures can be
addressed and minimized. Mixed-reactant SOFCs (MR-SOFCs) make use of selective
catalysts to limit unwanted reactions caused by fuel leaking across cracked electrolyte
materials, as well as to simplify SOFC construction to minimize material cracking. It is
crucial to understand more about the physics affecting performance of SOFCs in order to
compare MR-SOFC technology to traditional SOFCs. In particular, the phenomena
resulting from leakage must be categorized to properly analyze the problem and develop
solutions.
A quasi-1D numerical model for the simulation of a traditional (dual chamber) SOFC
and mixed-reactant solid oxide fuel cell has been developed based on first principles.
The model takes into consideration fuel cell operation at the microscopic level through
the use of elementary heterogeneous and electrochemical mechanisms, as well as
macroscopic heat transfer considerations. This model is the first to consider elementary
kinetic mechanisms at both electrodes and the first to signify the contributions that the
individual electrochemical reaction steps have to cell current. The model is also the first
MR-SOFC model to consider CO as a fuel for direct electrochemical reaction. The
model is comprehensive in that sense that it can be used to analyze many aspects of fuel
cell operation and performance, such as: non-equilibrium OCV, species surface coverage, activation polarization, electrochemical reaction rates, and electron production. The
model is easily adapted to changing fuel cell materials, properties, fuel types, and to
future advances in understanding of heterogeneous and electrochemical kinetics.
CO is shown to have an impact on current production in traditional SOFCs. The study
also indicated that approximately 9.5% by mole H2 fuel crossover can be tolerated, while
CO leakage causes immediate detrimental effects on cell performance. Finally, the MRSOFC modeled here is shown to be competitive with dual chamber fuel cells experiencing crossover losses, but has significantly decreased performance compared to a
comparable ideally functioning SOFC.
xiii
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1. Introduction
Fuel cell technology offers highly efficient, direct energy conversion of fuel and oxidant
into electricity. Unlike traditional power generators, fuel cells operate without rotating
machinery, thus offering high efficiency and silent electrical power generation with
near-zero pollution. Since fuel cells operate without thermal energy, they are not subject
to the Carnot limit. Instead, their theoretical maximum efficiency approaches 83%. The
efficiency of present fuel cell technology is between 40-60%, but systems have the
potential to achieve higher values in hybrid systems where a fuel cell would replace the
combustor of a gas turbine [1].
Each type of fuel cell has advantages and disadvantages inherent in its the design,
but they rely on the same basic requirements for peak performance. Indeed, there are
several important material requirements, which must be satisfied to produce high performing fuel cells, including:


proper electronic and ionic conductivities for the connecting layers;



adequate gas transport to the triple phase boundary (TPB);



thermo-mechanical and structural stability under operating conditions;



minimal reactivity and inter-diffusion between the phases.

Of the more common fuel cells, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are
prized for their ability to operate at lower temperatures than other varieties and, therefore, have quick start-up times and limited thermal cycles. However, PEM cells rely on
expensive catalysts to achieve “chemical efficiency” at the low temperatures. Solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operate at elevated temperatures and high efficiencies, since the
efficiency of the reactions within the cells do not rely on expensive catalysts. Hybrid
systems can achieve even greater efficiencies than PEM or standalone SOFCs if SOFCs
are used in a combined heat and power (CHP) system or a combined cycle. However,
the elevated temperatures extend the thermal cycling range, which can result in longer
start-up times as well as thermal-expansion induced failure within the cells. The cracks
that arise cause fuel leaking across the fuel cell electrolyte, also known as fuel crossover,
which greatly decreases the performance of fuel cell systems.

SOFCs show great

promise for commercialization because of the potential for high system efficiency and
reduced cost as long as the failures can be addressed and minimized.
16

1.1 Motivation
One promising approach to overcome the lowered performance caused by cracks within
a SOFC membrane electrode assembly (MEA) is to apply selective catalysts to traditional SOFC materials to create Mixed Reactant SOFCs (MR-SOFCs). MR-SOFCs use
selective catalysts to limit the rate at which unwanted species react at the TPB, essentially chemically separating the fuel and oxidant that have mixed due to leaks or the
operating conditions of the cell.
It is crucial to understand more about the physics affecting performance of SOFCs
in order to compare the MR-SOFC technology to traditional SOFCs. In particular, the
phenomena resulting from leakage must be categorized to properly analyze the problem
and develop solutions. Without the proper metrics, it is difficult to evaluate the performance required of MR-SOFC technology to be a valid solution to the cracking issue.
Numerical modeling is an important tool in the estimation of performance and selection of design and operation parameters of fuel cell systems. Fundamental numerical
models that simulate complex fuel cell systems can give important insight into processes
and can aid product development, especially when comparing two design of similar
technology (e.g., SOFC and MR-SOFC). With a model, an engineer can focus on the
most significant processes within the designs when characterizing the performance of the
systems. In the case of SOFC and MR-SOFC comparison, there are many aspects that
should be considered and taken into account for a robust model, including: a) fundamental reaction electrochemistry, b) heat transfer and polarization modes within the SOFC,
c) the contribution of all species of complex fuel and mixed-fuel species. The lack of
such models for use in comparing SOFC to MR-SOFC technology in the literature and
the desire to develop such models are the major motivation of this work.

1.2 Objectives & Scope
The major purpose of this work is to determine the present capabilities and future
potential of MR-SOFC technology in comparison to traditional SOFC technology. In
particular, the objectives are:


To develop a first-principles model of an internal reforming SOFC operating
with separated and mixed hydrocarbon-air fuel streams.
17

Most fuel cell models in the literature make use of the Butler-Volmer equations
to account for the polarization from electrochemistry. This approach, while valid, relies on knowledge arising from the global electrochemical reaction
mechanisms; however, the charge transfer process may include multiple reaction
steps and asymmetry factors. A priori knowledge of the effect of fuel crossover
on the asymmetry does not exist in the literature. Thus, a fundamental electrochemical model is essential for modeling SOFC with fuel leaks and MR-SOFC
chemistry.


To study and quantify the effects of CO charge transfer electrochemistry on
internal reforming SOFC.
The impact of CO on the electrochemical oxidation reactions in a SOFC is still
under debate in the literature. Thus, many researchers assume that negligible CO
electrochemistry occurs at the TPB. However, MR-SOFCs can and often operate
on exhaust fuel streams with a significant CO concentration. Hence, the effect of
CO must be considered for a robust model.



To study and quantify degradation caused by fuel leaks across SOFC electrodes.
Fuel crossover contamination is well documented in direct methanol fuel cells
but is not understood in the SOFC field. It is crucial to fully characterize the
physics resulting from fuel leakage in order to quantify the problem and to develop solutions. Leaks can have multiple effects of fuel cell operation and
performance, but leaks are defined in the literature as the total of the losses within the cell. This simplification gives little insight into the physical processes,
increasing the difficulty of developing solutions to the issue.



To study and quantify the thermodynamic phenomena inherent in MR-SOFC.
To date, the development of MR-SOFCs has progressed primarily by experimental optimization of design parameters related to power output and catalyst
selectivity. Besides selectivity of the catalysts, there are other factors that influence MR-SOFC performance. At the component level, surface chemistry on the
anode and cathode, heat transfer, porous mass transfer, and ion transfer interplay
to affect the performance of the fuel cell. On a larger scale, performance is sensi18

tive to the flow characteristics, species transport, and additional modes of heat
transfer. Few of these aspects have been fully investigated for use in improving
cell designs. Underlying the importance of these design issues above is a lack of
effective research tools for micro-scale physical and chemical processes.


To develop a system of comparison between traditional and mixed-reactant
SOFC technologies.
As mentioned above, design tools are crucial to the development of MR-SOFCs.
Without a system of metrics for comparison, it is difficult to evaluate the ability
of MR-SOFCs to address the issues inherent in crossover leakage in SOFCs. The
results of such comparison will have a great impact on future direction of the
MR-SOFC field and can be used to guide the design of the technology.



To determine the performance requirements for a successful MR-SOFC system.
Most experimental groups take a trial-and-error approach to improving cell designs. This is a cost prohibitive method for advancing the field of MR-SOFC. It
is crucial to the success of the field to develop design tools to guide and direct
the experimental efforts in the field. Furthermore, the use of numerical tools
provides the unique ability to create and study hypothetical scenarios not yet
physically realizable to guide experimental design, design of materials, and development of the technology.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The following chapter gives an overview of the basic functions of both traditional and
mixed reactant fuel cells. A literature review on degradation mechanisms occurring in
SOFCs is also included. This information lays the foundation for MR-SOFCs and
differentiates the specific degradation issues that the technology aims to address from
the issues that both traditional and MR-SOFCs continue to endure.
The third and fourth chapters include the modeling considerations within SOFCs
and the model implementation including a description of a program that implements
chemical reaction and the models for heat transfer. Also included is a description of the
origins of the model parameters and validation. The remaining chapters include the
results, conclusions, and future directions of the work.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Basic SOFC Operation
In order to understand the failures that can occur in SOFCs, the basic operation of the
cells must be explained. SOFCs are named for their ceramic electrolyte, which conducts
oxygen ions, O2-, and prevents electron conduction. O2- conducts from the cathode to
the anode and oxidizes a fuel stream on the anode catalysts to establish a voltage across
the cell, driving free electrons from the anode reaction through an external circuit. The
working principles of an SOFC are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Working principal of SOFC [2]
Figure 2.1 shows the major components of the membrane electrode assembly
(MEA) of a SOFC. This planar geometry is the most common SOFC design and is the
basis for this research. In the planar cell design, fuel and air are separated by the anode,
electrolyte, and cathode stack. Typically, the anode and cathode are a porous mixture of
electronic-conducting catalysts and ion-conducting electrolyte material to encourage the
half reaction at both electrodes. This increases the length of the triple phase boundary
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(TPB) between the ions in the electrolyte, the catalyst, and the gaseous reactants. The
half reactions at each electrolyte for three fuels of interest are listed below [3]:
Anode half reactions:
H2 + O2- ↔ H2O + 2e-

(2.a)

CO + O2- ↔ CO2 + 2e-

(2.b)

CH4 + 4O2- ↔ CO2 + 2H2O + 8e-

(2.c)

O2 + 2e- ↔ 2O2-

(2.d)

Cathode half reaction
Reactions 2.a-2.d represent global reaction rates, which generalize a multi-step reaction process into single equations.

For instance, O2 molecules must first adsorb

dissociatively on the cathode catalyst in the SOFC before undergoing the charge transfer
reaction in which they also will change phases from the cathode catalyst surface to the
electrolyte surface [2]. Under a current load, the resulting O2- ions move into and across
the solid electrolyte to the anode. At the anode, the fuel species adsorbs on the catalyst
and reacts to produce fuel oxidation products and two electrons per O2- ion at the TPB.
The difference in oxygen chemical potential at the cathode and anode establishes a
voltage drop, Vcell , between the electrodes according to:

Ecell 

RT  PO2 , Cathode 
ln 

zF  PO2 , Anode 

(2.1)

where PO2 is the partial pressure of O2, n is the moles of electrons produced per mole O2
reduced (4), and F is Faraday’s constant. Ecell drives a current of electrons from the
anode through an external electric circuit to the cathode for useful work and continued
production of O2- ions. SOFC performance is measured by the cell voltage and the
current density, j, per unit area of electrolyte.
The flat components and seals in a planar SOFC are susceptible to cracking due to a
mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients between materials over the range of operating temperatures [4]. Even with gradual heating, the mismatch of thermal expansion
coefficients between components and large temperature gradients across the cell can lead
to the failure of the materials and the cells. Note that in Eq. 2.1, a difference in partial
pressure of oxygen between the electrodes is essential to generating the cell voltage.
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Any fuel or oxidant crossing over the MEA will greatly degrade the fuel cell performance. Until thermal cycling and failure issues are better addressed, SOFC applications
for propulsion and portable power generation are limited. This is the issue that MRSOFC technology is anticipated to circumvent. More information of the vulnerabilities
of SOFCs is found in Section 2.3.

2.2 Overview of Mixed-Reactant Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (MR-SOFC)
A new technology is being developed to alleviate concerns about thermal and mechanical stresses in SOFCs. Mixed reactant fuel cells (MRFCs) negate the effects of cross
contaminated fuels and operate on a fuel/oxidant mixture feed. In this novel type of
SOFC, the anode and cathode are exposed to the same feed stream, and selective electrocatalysts are used to preferentially oxidize the fuel at the anode and reduce oxygen at the
cathode [5]. This process is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2. It is necessary for these
fuel cells to operate on a fuel rich mixture in order to produce H2 and CO (syngas)
without producing significant amounts of CO2 and H2O. At the anode, selective catalysts partially oxidize and reform the fuel to produce syngas, which is electrochemically
oxidized with oxygen ions from the anode-electrolyte interface. At the cathode, oxygen
is selectively reduced to replenish the oxygen ions within the electrolyte and create a net
flow of current through the electrolyte and in the external circuit.

Figure 2.2. Working principle of a MRFC where the cathode is catalytically inert to
the hydrocarbon species (HC) [6]
In traditional fuel cells, the chemical and electrical potential across the cell is generated by the oxygen partial pressure gradient across the cell caused by separating the fuel
and oxygen. In mixed reactant fuel cells, this gradient is caused by the selectivity of the
electrolyte catalysts for different catalytic reactions, causing an effective difference in
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partial pressure at the TPBs. Thus, the need to maintain gas-tight flow channels to
segregate the fuel and oxidant is eliminated, and the fuel cell design can be greatly
simplified. Eliminating sealing requirements opens the field to numerous innovative
fuel cell geometries including: the traditional stacked geometry, the co-planar geometry,
the interdigitated geometry, and the porous radial geometry where the reactant stream
flows across the cell through a porous MEA structure [7,8]. These geometries are shown
in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Four types of geometries for MR-SOFCs [6]
The need for selective electro-catalysts is essential for the MRFC field and has several implications for the fuel cells.

First of all, catalysts with selective properties

applicable to fuel cell operation are limited and often give the desired characteristics
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over only a small range of temperatures. Thus, MRFCs must often operate below 700oC,
which is a significantly lower temperature than conventional SOFCs. The relatively low
temperatures (400-600oC) at which MRFCs function expand the choices of materials for
the fuel cell structure and can help inhibit carbon deposition of the anode catalyst [9].
Lower temperatures also reduce the risk of explosive combustion of the fuel-air operating mixture. The ignition temperature of methane is greater than 1000oC over Ni and Pt
surfaces, so MRFCs can avoid this issue when operating in the reduced temperature
range [10].
Another implication is that the use of a selective catalyst can limit the types of fuel
used in a MRFC system. Due to the reactivity of hydrogen and oxygen, any electrocatalyst that promotes electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen or reduction of oxygen
would likely promote direct catalytic combustion of a hydrogen-air mixture. Thus,
hydrocarbon fuels are better suited to MRFC operation. The benefit of this is a simplified system in which the reforming chemistry occurs within the anode, depleting the
oxygen deep within the anode and generating hydrogen in situ near the working electrolyte surface.

The next challenge becomes limiting the hydrogen production by

hydrocarbon cracking at the cathode, in order to minimize parasitic combustion of
oxygen [5].
MR-SOFCs are a new and developing technology and much work remains before
they become commercially viable. Mixed reactant fuel cell technology was conceptualized in 1965 [11], but it was not until 1993 that Hibino et al. [12] applied this concept to
a working system. To date, MR-SOFC development has progressed primarily through
experimental optimization of parameters relevant to power output and catalysts’ selectivity. Development of fuel cell technology generally begins with innovations in materials
for cell components followed by expanding to other parameters leading to technology
with lower operating temperatures, higher power densities, and comprehensive designs.
Early advances were made by Hibino’s group developing materials for the stacked
geometry. This research generally involved fixed operating conditions (temperature,
flow rates, and geometry). The earliest MRFC utilized Pt anodes and Ag cathodes [13].
A summary of the results by Hibino et al. is shown in Table 2.1 where the type of cell
refers to the variations in cell geometry.
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Table 2.1. Performances of MR-SOFC reported by Hibino et al. [6]

Since 2004, many researchers have explored the effect of operating conditions along
with material studies on fuel cell performance. Shao et al. [14] studied MR-SOFCs
while considering the combined effects of material, temperature, flow geometry, fuel
type, and fuel/air ratio on fuel cell performance. Additional studies have been completed
by Steffan et al. [15] on the effects of orientation of the cell with respect to fuel flow.
Napporn et al. [16,17] conducted a set of studies on MR-SOFC geometries and operating
conditions that was continued by Kuhn et al. [18,19]. A summary of these results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2.2. Summary of MR-SOFC Performance
Electrolyte
SDC
SDC
YSZ
YSZ
YSZ
YSZ
YSZ

Thickness
mm
0.02
0.8
0.2
0.01
0.2
0.2
0.2
(gap = 0.25)

Anode

Cathode

Fuel

NI-SDC
Ni-SDC
Ni-YSZ
Ni-YSZ
Ni-YSZ
Ni-YSZ
Ni-YSZ

BSCF-SDC
SSC
LSM20
LSM20
LSM20
LSM
LSM-YSZ

C3H8
C3H8
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4

Temp.
o
C
500
600
800
800
800
700
700

OCV
mV
0.68
0.7
1020
880
1000
961
898

Peak power
mW/cm-2
440
18
85
360
85
9.37
10.46

[14]
[15]
[16]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

Although respectable power densities have been demonstrated by MR-SOFCs,
NASA has developed a planar SOFC that can achieve peak power density over 900
mW/cm2 [20], Versa Power Systems reports planar SOFC systems that can achieve
power densities over 600 mW/cm2 and potentially reaching 1400 mW/cm2 [21,22], and
Siemens has produced a micro-tubular SOFC that can achieve power densities over 280
mW/cm2 [23].

It is clear that present MR-SOFC designs are not optimal. Due to the

complexity of the systems, many factors influence MR-SOFC performance. At the
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component level, surface chemistry on the anode and cathode, heat transfer, porous mass
transfer, and ion transfer interplay to affect the performance of the fuel cell. On a larger
scale, performance is sensitive to the flow characteristics, species transport, and additional modes of heat transfer [5]. Underlying the importance of these design issues is a
lack of effective research tools for micro-scale physical and chemical processes. Most
experimental groups take a trial-and-error approach to improving cell designs. This is a
cost prohibitive method for advancing the field of MR-SOFC and illustrates the need for
a numerical modeling system.
In order to assess the abilities of MR-SOFC technology against traditional SOFCs
subject to crossover, more must be understood about the physics occurring at the TPB of
a cell suffering from cracks. Determining the limitations of traditional SOFCs is essential to determining the performance required of MR-SOFCs for the technology to be a
valid solution to the degradation issue. Without the proper metrics, it is difficult to
evaluate the performance of MR-SOFC technology. This difficulty in assessing the
performance inhibits the development of MR-SOFCs into a commercial product.

2.3 Understanding and Categorizing Losses, Degradation and Failure
in SOFCs
Long-term stability is as important to SOFC systems as the efficiency and the inherent
low cost of the materials. The United States Department of Energy goal for SOFC
lifespan is 40,000 h for stationary applications and up to 5,000 h for transportation [24].
These goals have not yet been achieved. The operating conditions of SOFCs lead to a
variety of losses, degradation, and failure modes, which present a significant challenge
towards meeting the lifespan goals. Therefore, it is important to understand the mechanisms that limit the life and impede commercial development of SOFC systems.
There are many manifestations of losses within fuel cells. Some losses are experienced by every variety of fuel cell, such as polarization losses. Others, like degradation
and failure, manifest in different forms depending on the design, materials, and operating
parameters of a specific cell. Even among SOFCs, design and operating parameters alter
the failure mechanisms within the cell. SOFCs used in stationary systems with long
operational cycles are more affected by chemical instabilities at the interfaces than
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SOFCs used in transportation applications where thermal cycles are more frequent and
thermochemical instability has greater influence on degradation [25].
Since MR-SOFCs contain many of the same materials as traditional SOFCs, they
are subject to many of the same degradation modes that will be described in further
detail below. The unique characteristic of MR-SOFCs is the use of selective catalysts to
control adsorption rates at the TPB to limit the presence of unwanted species. This
process avoids part of the reduction in performance related to material cracking in
traditional SOFCs, namely fuel-oxygen crossover. When comparing and assessing a
potential solution to a technology with an issue, it is important to understand the issues
that are common and those specifically addressed by the potential solution. Then, a
metric can be created that better relates to the situation.
2.3.1

Polarization Losses

Polarization losses occur in each type of fuel cell. The maximum reversible voltage
(e.g., the open circuit voltage, OCV) of a fuel cell occurs when a fuel cell is not connected to an external load, and there is no current flow through the cell. However, when a
fuel cell starts supplying current the voltage produced by the cell decreases due to
internal resistances and irreversible losses. These losses are often called polarization,
overpotential, or overvoltage because they are reported in a fuel cell’s polarization curve
as the difference between the achieved electric potential and the ideal potential, as
shown in Figure 2.4. A detailed discourse on polarization losses can be found in IversTiffee and Virkar [26] and Akkaya [27]. The total polarization loss of a fuel cell consists of three main sources: activation polarization, ohmic polarization, and
concentration polarization.
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Figure 2.4. Ideal and actual fuel cell voltage/current characteristic polarization
curve
2.3.1.1 Activation polarization
Activation polarization is the loss that results from the energy barrier that must be
overcome for the electrochemical reaction to occur. The activation energy barrier is
overcome by a sufficiently high reaction temperature or by the use of extra electrical
potential such that the electrode reaction proceeds at the desired rate. This voltage
required is the activation polarization. The activation polarization is largest at low
current densities but is less significant at higher current densities. Activation polarization occurs at both electrode and electrolyte interfaces in SOFCs. But the cathode side
generally has a lower exchange current density than the anode side; that is, the current
density for the forward and reverse reaction to proceed is lower for the cathode at
equilibrium. This will result in greater activation losses on the cathode side of the cell.
The Tafel equation is often used to approximate the resulting voltage drop, act :

act 

RT  j 
ln  
 zF  j0 

(2.2)

where  is the electron transfer coefficient of the reaction at the electrode being addressed, j is the current density, and j0 is the exchange current density of the electrode.
This equation is most applicable for fuel cells where activation losses are high such as in
low- and medium-temperature fuel cells.
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In reality, the losses are the result of complex surface electrochemical reaction steps,
and the rate parameters and activation energy of one or more rate-limiting reaction steps
control the voltage drop under specific conditions. The high temperatures of a SOFC
result in higher reaction rates and lower activation energy of reactions, which results in a
less significant activation polarization. Because of the decreased activation requirements, the Tafel equation is not a good approximation for activation. Instead, the losses
in SOFCs are determined by solving the Butler-Volmer equation for the activation
polarization. The Butler-Volmer equation relates the activation polarization and the rate
of reaction as:

  zFact
j  j0 exp 
 RT


 1    zFact

  exp  
RT





 

(2.3)

where j is the net current density and j0 is the exchange current density or the current
densities for the forward and reverse reaction at equilibrium; α is the electron transfer
coefficient, which is an additional kinetic parameter and represents how an applied
potential favors one direction of reaction over the other or the change in the electrical
potential across the reaction interface changes the sizes of the forward versus the reverse
activation barrier.

Equation (2.3) shows the general form of the Butler-Volmer equa-

tion; however, the equation is solved for the activation polarization, act .
2.3.1.2 Ohmic polarization
Ohmic polarization is caused by the transport resistance of ions in the electrolyte and
electrons though the electrodes. Both obey Ohm’s law. This allows the ohmic polarization, ohmic , to be written as the simple relation:

ohmic  iR

(2.4)

where I is the current flowing though the cell, and R is the total cell resistance. The
cell resistance includes electronic, ionic, and contact resistances:

R  Relectronic  Rionic  Rcontact

(2.5)

Any of these components can dominate the ohmic resistance, depending on the cell
type. Often, the ionic resistance dominates in planar SOFC, but in thin-electrolyte cells,
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contact resistance can dominate. Three general methods of reducing this polarization
are: use of high conductivity electrodes, use of appropriate interconnect design and
materials, and use of thin electrolytes.
2.3.1.3 Concentration Polarization
Concentration polarization is the voltage loss due to reductions of reactant gas concentration that cause reductions in the partial pressures of the reactant. As a reactant is
consumed at the electrode by electrochemical reaction, it is often diluted by the products
of the reaction. Finite mass transport rates limit supply of fresh reactant to and the
evacuation of products from the electrodes. In SOFCs, gas diffusion controls mass
transfer. Fick’s first law of diffusion is often used to describe the effect of the rate of
mass transport to an electrode surface on current production:

i

zFD  CB  CS 



(2.6)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species, CB is its bulk concentration,

CS is its surface concentration, and  is the thickness of the diffusion layer.
The maximum rate at which the reactant can be supplied to an electrode determines
the limiting current, iL . Beyond this value, the reactants cannot reach the reaction
surface to fully supply the reaction, such that the reaction rate will decrease. From
Fick’s law, the concentration polarization, conc , can be written:

conc 

RT  i 
ln 1  
zF  iL 

(2.7)

For Eqn. (2.7) to be valid, activation polarization is assumed to be negligible in
comparison with the concentration polarization. This is reasonably appropriate for a
high temperature fuel cell.
The cumulative effect of these polarizations affects the voltage across the cell as follows:
Eactual  Eideal  act  ohm  conc
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(2.8)

2.3.2

Component Degradation

Degradation will often appear as an increase in polarization loss. A change in the fuel
cell may result in decreased ability for species to react at the surface interfaces or in
decreased mass or charge transfer in the cell. The definition of degradation in the SOFC
field traditionally includes both performance degradation and mechanical failure of the
cell (e.g., crack formation and delamination) [28]. Additionally, the total degradation of
SOFC performance must include the effects of the deterioration of individual components, as well as the deterioration caused by the interactions between cell components at
the stack level.
The main degradation phenomena are: microstructure changes in porous material
and at the TPB, poisoning, and component failure. The latter phenomenon is the mode
addressed by MR-SOFC, while the former are common between MR-SOFC and traditional SOFC.

The failure modes, or visible symptoms, of degradation are either

decreased performance (e.g., decreased voltage at a given current density) or physical
damage to the cell. These are generally caused by the cycling conditions such as thermal
cycle, redox cycle, and load cycle that a SOFC experiences. As thinner electrolytes with
higher ionic conductivity are developed to decrease the effect of polarization, the losses
which dominate SOFC operation are electrochemical losses at the electrodes and losses
due to failure of the thinner components. As the constraints on SOFC design evolve, the
issues of degradation and longevity remain topics of ongoing research. To date, the
development process of degradation phenomena are well understood in Direct Methanol
(DMFC) but not in SOFCs [25].

Yokokawa et al. [25], outlines the mechanisms

limiting solid oxide fuel cell durability. For a deeper overview of degradation phenomena refer to the work by M. Sohal at Idaho National Laboratories [28].
2.3.2.1 Microstructure Changes
As SOFCs operate at elevated temperatures, the materials in the cells undergo changes.
These changes affect many materials in a variety of applications as a side effect of the
extreme conditions. For example, the nickel particles in the catalyst will often reform
and fuse over time changing the TPB characteristic length and decreasing the number of
electrochemical reaction sites. The intrinsic electrical conductivity of YSZ electrolytes
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have also been shown to change over the lifetime of a SOFC [25]. These materials are
popular for both traditional and MR-SOFC, such that these losses will continue to affect
the new technology.
2.3.2.2 Poisoning
Degradation caused by the deposition of foreign materials on the TPB is known as
poisoning. Chromium poisoning is a degradation mechanism, which is the focus of
much research [29]. Most of the metallic interconnect materials used in SOFCs form
chromia as a protective oxide scale [30]. Water vapor in the gas channels corrodes the
chromium and deposits it along the cell. If it is deposited on the TPB it interferes with
the electrochemically active sites. Carbon deposition is another form of the degradation
that occurs in systems operating on hydrocarbon-based fuels.

When higher-

hydrocarbons are internally reformed, carbon can build-up on the surface of the anode
deactivating the catalysts [25]. This is common for both traditional and MR-SOFC.
2.3.2.3 Component Failure
Cracking, delamination, and detachment of components are types of failure in SOFCs
that result from mechanical and thermal stresses.

Mismatch in thermal expansion

characteristics of materials in the SOFC is a major cause of mechanical stress during
thermal cycling. Non-equilibrium chemical reactions also produce large thermal gradients across the cell, generating additional thermal stresses.

These thermal and

mechanical phenomena can cause cracking across the layers of the MEA or cause
degradation and eventual delamination of the contact between the electrolyte-electrode
and the interconnect-electrode interfaces. Since the current will avoid the damaged parts
of the cell, the charge path will be longer and may appear as an increase in ohmic
resistance rather than an activation loss which better represents the phenomena. This
increases the difficulty in detecting where the damaged occurred from techniques like
impedance spectroscopy [25]. When stacks are damaged, degradation may not appear in
a straightforward manner.
Because degradation loss appears as an integrative quantity represented in the difference between expected and achieved output of a fuel cell, degradation caused by
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failure of a component does not necessarily appear directly. This makes scientific
analysis of the losses, degradation, and failures difficult to accomplish. The majority of
research in this area focuses on losses and degradation rather than failure mechanisms.
Degradation mechanisms cause performance to decrease by degree. Scientists attempt to
address these issues by limiting the effects and determining methods to slow the processes. Component failure mechanisms are often binary: a component is cracked or it is
not. The change in state is instantaneous and difficult to predict in an exact manner. The
uncertainty involved and the binary nature make these mechanisms a more difficult and
less rewarding area of study.
Additionally important is the fact that many forms of losses, degradation, and failure
are shared across the technology. Polarization losses occur in every fuel cell. Degradation mechanisms, including microstructure changes, poisoning, and component cracking
occur across the SOFC field. MR-SOFC technology is subject to the same microstructure and poisoning issues as traditional SOFCs. The niche MR-SOFCs address is the
losses that occur from fuel and oxidant moving across the MEA after cracks form.
2.3.3

Gas Leakage and Crossover

Leaks caused by thermal expansion cracking have multiple effects on fuel cell operation.
A leak that vents fuel to the atmosphere affects the fuel utilization efficiency of the
system and can affect the fuel quantity available to the cell. If the fuel entering the fuel
cell is under pressure, a leak forming across the electrolyte will flow from the anode to
the cathode. Likewise, if the air going into the fuel cell is under pressure, a leak across
the MEA will cause air to pass through the electrolyte [31]. In the present model, both
gas phases are at atmospheric pressure. Since the diameter of a hydrogen gas molecule
is significantly smaller than oxygen gas molecule, hydrogen is assumed to cross the
electrolyte in the event of a leak. Any leak will results in a low OCV observed in the
cell [30] and will cause a loss in the driving potential of the cell as O2 reacts with H2 to
form H2O [31]. Adding to the complexity of the physics, localized air leaks will cause
an increase in temperature due to the exothermic combustion of H2 and decrease the
electrical resistance in the cell.
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An accepted method of estimating the degree of fuel loss is based on utilizing the
Nernst equation to determine the deviation of the observed open circuit voltage with the
theoretical expected potential of the cell, EMF. A number of curves exist that show the
loss of hydrogen estimated from the OCV-EMF deviation, at a given feed percentage of
water [30]. Similar studies exist in which a small amount of oxygen is included in the
fuel feed to prevent carbon from depositing on the anode catalyst surface [32]. In
particular, the model by Hao and Goodwin [32] indicates that a SOFC operating on
methane fuel can sustain up to 10 vol % oxygen with limited effect. At this concentration, all the oxygen reacts to reform methane within the anode, and the oxygen chemical
potential gradient across the electrode is maintained.
The simple approach of comparing generated voltage to EMF is invalidated by the
complex anisotropic nature of an operating fuel cell. The physics of the interactions
between hydrogen and the leaked oxygen is not clear, and the effects are not shown over
the operational range of the fuel cell [33]. Gas conversion under load will cause an
uneven distribution of current density, fuel composition, and heat across the cell.
Modeling can reduce the experimental task of decoupling the losses and help predict
likely behavior under leak conditions over a broad range of test conditions.
Little research has been completed on the interactions of phenomena occurring
when leaks occur across the electrolyte of SOFCs. Most studies make a simplistic
comparison between generated voltage and calculated ideal EMF to quantify loss in
SOFCs. However, there are many causes of loss within SOFCs that can affect the
measurement as described in Section 2.3. This simplification gives little insight into the
physics occurring, but modeling can be used to simulate the important processes in the
fuel cell system and provide fundamental knowledge of system performance. Until more
is understood about the physics of leak-based failure, it is impossible to know if MRSOFC technology can make a significant impact in addressing the problem.

2.4 Fuel Cell Modeling
Experimental research, while important and necessary, can be cost prohibitive in time,
money, and materials and can be prone to data collection errors. Fundamental numerical
models that simulate complex fuel cell systems can give insight into processes and can
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aid product development, especially when comparing two designs of similar technology
(e.g., SOFC and MR-SOFC). Modeling offers a more effective and flexible method for
determining the performance of a system subjected to various design considerations.
With a model, an engineer can focus on the most significant processes within the designs
when characterizing the performance of the systems. The results of the modeling can
then be used to direct research towards more promising design choices while perhaps
avoiding costly false leads and reducing the amount of necessary experimental cost.
2.4.1

Modeling Classifications

Fuel cell models can take many forms and contain varying degrees of complexity
depending on the types of questions they address and the assumptions they utilize. Thus,
it is useful to discuss the taxonomy of fuel cell models to both organize the discussion
and to provide insight into the assumptions used in this work. First, based on the number of dimensions the model includes, models can be classified as zero-, one-, two-, or
three-dimensional [34–42]. The model may be classified as transient [34,43] or steadystate [44,45] based on the need to resolve temporal phenomena. Depending on the
length scales of the model, it could be classified as system-level [34], cell-level [46–48],
or component-level [49–51]. Finally, based on geometry, the model can be classified as
planar [34,37,41,42,47,52] or tubular [27,41,45,53–55].

The following section will

describe the categorization of the model presented for this research in more detail.
Geometric classification is useful while determining the influence of geometry on
macroscopic flow, heat transfer, and general fuel cell performance. In this work, the
length scales will be small and the geometric classification inconsequential since the
general forms of the underlying governing equations for flow and heat transfer are the
same (i.e., independent of geometry).
The majority of existing models are steady-state, especially those that determine
system-level performance. The transient models are mostly used in impedance models
on the component level [43] and in time-response models at the system level [34].
While steady-state solutions can be determined from transient models, in most cases the
transient phenomena are not of interest and are neglected for computational efficiency.
In this work transient behavior is not of interest so steady-state assumptions are used.
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The number of dimensions included in a model depends on the questions under consideration and is generally independent of the length scale of the model. System-level
models are often 2-D or 3-D; however, much useful information can be obtained by 0-D
and 1-D models (particularly fuel cell efficiency) when multi-dimensional effects are not
important [38,40].

Many models of the electrode-electrolyte assembly (MEA) are

formulated in 0-D or 1-D, [46] but the number of dimensions needs to be increased when
there are multi-dimensional structures to resolve (e.g., interdigitated electrodes) [51,56–
59]. Additionally, a multi-scale model can utilize multiple models of varying dimensions based on the needs of the model and the need for computational efficiency. For
example, it is common to assume 0-D or 1-D electrochemistry in many 3-D system-level
models [45]. An extensive review of SOFC modeling is given by Bove et al. [35] and
Hajimolana et al. [38]. In the present model, the physics at the MEA surface are the
prominent consideration, thus a quasi-1-D model is used. The model includes 0-D
kinetics in the gas phase and at the surfaces and 1-D heat transfer throughout the cell
components.
Understanding phenomena in fuel cells combines the study of multiple disciplines
from material science and chemistry to heat and mass transport [1]. System level models
often have fluid flow and heat transfer modules because the distribution of reactants,
temperature, and flow can significantly impact fuel cell system performance.

For

example, the 3-D model by Achenbach [34] shows the importance of heat transfer in
SOFC stacks, specifically, that small temperature gradients have significant effects on
reaction kinetics, ionic conductivity, and Nernst potential. The governing equations for
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are usually solved together; however,
some research groups make simplifications by assuming a specific flow field or a
uniform temperature profile. Most large-scale flow calculations fully resolve the flow
by incorporating electrochemical models into commercial computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) software such as FLUENT [36], FEMLAB [60], or STAR-CD [37,61]. A review
of fuel cell applications in CFD can be found in Ma et al.[62].
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2.4.2

Modeling Simplifications

Even though there are many ways to approach fluid modeling within fuel cell systems,
there are a few considerations that need mentioning. First, in many small fuel cell
systems, flow can be considered laminar [1]. Second, most models neglect gas phase
chemistry since the majority of SOFC systems operate on segregated fuel and oxidant
flows. Methane gas phase combustion is generally neglected because of relatively slow
reaction kinetics under 1000oC; however, higher hydrocarbons, which are less stable,
may need gas phase kinetic modeling [1,63]. Another common assumption is constant
gas properties (e.g., density and diffusion coefficients), which is an oversimplification
based on the temperature dependence of these quantities and the large temperature
gradients that can exist within a cell [1]. Finally, radiation heat transfer is often neglected in SOFC modeling; however, this, too, is an oversimplification given the high
operating temperatures of SOFCs.
MEA level models describe diffusion and reactions in the porous electrodes, but
electrochemistry is often treated as a boundary condition to the model rather than being
integrated in as a multidimensional component of the model. This is an additional
oversimplification as the electrochemically active region of the fuel cell extends at least
10 µm into the electrodes. Component level models exist, but the approximate treatment
of electrochemistry can lead to satisfactory performance depending on the requirements
of the model [64]. The diffusion model accounts for the supply of hydrogen to the anode
and oxygen to the cathode and the removal of products from the electrodes. The Dusty
Gas Model is often used to simulate this multi-component diffusion process [52].
Reaction modeling of hydrocarbon fuels has been elementary in most models to
date. Many researchers use global descriptions for reforming the fuel and water-gas
shift reactions with constant-rate constants [37,55].

Consider the mechanisms for

producing hydrogen from methane:
CH 4 + H 2O  CO + 3H 2

(2.e)

CO + H 2 O  CO 2 + H 2

(2.f)

In these reactions, all the hydrogen in the reactant species becomes hydrogen gas in the
products. This indicates that each of the hydrogen atoms fed into the fuel cell will
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become usable fuel species. In reality, some of the hydrogen atoms remain locked in
various carbon species, so a model using the simplified equations will overestimate the
H2 available to the TPB. Utilizing constant-rate constants introduces additional error, as
the Arrhenius rate law, where A is the pre-exponential constant and Ea is the activation
energy, indicates the rate of reaction, k , is function of the changing temperature of a
cell.

 E 
k  A exp  a 
 RT 

(2.9)

Additionally, models often use pre-reformed fuel [54]. While this approach is valid for
systems with external reforming, one of the benefits of SOFC systems is the ability to
internally reform fuels; thus, internal reforming systems are more likely the future of the
industry. Neither of these approaches provides a rigorous basis for quantitative prediction.
Recently, Deutschmann et al. [65] developed a multi-step mechanism to describe
steam-assisted catalytic partial oxidation of methane using nickel supported alumina.
This mechanism is used in several models and provides good quantitative agreement
with experiments [52,66], and has been validated by Hecht et al. [67]. This model
includes 42 reaction steps and can account for additional hydrogen containing products
which the global mechanism ignores. The mechanism also includes adsorption and
desorption rates of H2 and O2 species onto the catalyst surfaces, which is necessary for a
fundamental model of electrochemistry. Consequently, we use it in this work.
Additionally, electrochemical reactions are also simplified in most research since
agreement on the form of the mechanisms and rate limiting steps have not been reached
[33]. Again, most researchers are content with global descriptions of the charge-transfer
reactions. Most models utilize the Butler-Volmer equation for the electrochemistry;
however, the charge-transfer process may include more than one step and the asymmetry
factors can be greater than 1 [52]. The impact of CO on the electrochemical oxidation
reactions is also under debate. There are several investigations of CO reactions in SOFC
anodes; many of these show that CO is inconsequential to the electrochemical operation
of the fuel cells. Thus, many researchers assume that the water-gas shift reaction
completely transforms CO into H2 such that negligible CO electrochemistry occurs
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[59,68–73]. However, Matsuzaki and Yasuda [74] concluded that the electrochemical
oxidation rate of H2 is 2-3 times faster than that of CO and that mass transport is the
main contributing factor. To address this discrepancy, Habibzadeh [2] experimentally
determined a stepwise mechanism for electrochemical oxidation of CO, which is used in
this work.
2.4.3

Modeling of MR- SOFC

Many of the assumptions from traditional SOFC modeling can be used in MR-SOFC
modeling. However, there are a few major differences. First of all, depending on the
cell orientation, the flow model may need to be at least two-dimensional to manage the
flow over button cells and co-planar electrodes. As shown in Figure 2.5, species concentrations in non-symmetrical flows will depend on upstream conditions. Second, the
anode reaction is made more complicated by mixing the air and fuel; thus, a detailed
reaction mechanism is needed. Finally, the cathode side must include a model of the
oxidation reaction mechanism of the fuel, which is absent in traditional fuel cell modeling.

Figure 2.5. MR-SOFC geometries dependent on upstream conditions
There are few MR-SOFC models reported in the literature. Chung et al. [60,75] developed a model in parallel with experimental research completed by Ahn et al. [57,76]
on a MR-SOFC in the strip configuration (e.g. Figure 2.5.b). The model was capable of
generating polarization curves, and some qualitative conclusions about design improvements were suggested. The main strength of the work was the 3-D resolution of the flow
field around the fuel cell generated with the use of FEMLAB (now known as
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COMSOL). This is a necessary step for understanding the flow and mass transport
issues facing co-planar MRFC systems. Unfortunately, Chung’s model was limited by
the capabilities of the CFD software, oversimplifications in the model formulation, and
lack of experimental validation. FEMLAB software was less developed than other CFD
packages and requires simplifications such as: constant density, viscosity, and diffusivity
to run effectively. This leads to the inability of the model to simulate the critical diffusion and reaction of methane within the electrodes, which results in unrealistic reactant
compositions at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
Hao et al. [5,9,77,78] developed a 2-D model of sandwich configuration MR-SOFC
cells (e.g. Figure 2.5.a). It included the modeling of gas flow characteristics surrounding
the fuel cell, chemical reaction and transport within the porous electrodes, heat generation and transfer, electrochemical reaction at the electrode-electrolyte interface, and
ionic and electronic conductivity of a ceria electrolyte. To date, this is the most comprehensive model of a MRFC system. However, the model neglected gas phase reactions
and made some oversimplifications to the electrochemical model. For instance, the fuel
cell modeled operated on a CH4 fuel stream, but only H2 and O2 were considered to react
in the electrochemistry, and CO electrochemistry was neglected [5].
Additional modeling has been done by Buergler et al. [79] to determine gas equilibrium concentration without fuel cell operation at zero current. The work describes the
equilibrium gas mixture over a range of temperatures and initial fuel/air ratios. Of
interest are the equilibrium gas mixtures shown in Figure 2.6. The fastest changes in
compositions occurred over the operational range of most MR-SOFCs. This demonstrates the importance of knowing and controlling the true temperature of the cell in
order to achieve the desired fuel mixture for fuel cell operation. Additionally, CO
concentrations were minimal at the low end of the recommended 500oC-800oC operating
range but underwent a six-fold increase by the end of the range. This indicates that
considering CO electrochemistry may be more important at higher operating temperatures.
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Figure 2.6. Equilibrium gas mixture for CH4/O2=2 as a function of temperature
[79]
Cha et al. [80] considered the direct reformation of CH4 within the anode, but only
considered H2 to react at the anode and O2 at the cathode, while equilibrium reactions in
the gas channels were neglected. Recent work has been completed by Akhtar et al. [81]
to advance the geometries and cell design; a H2/O2/N2 mixture was chosen for simplicity
in the model, which is not the most practical fuel for the technology.

2.5 Conclusions
Solid oxide fuel cells offer a highly efficient method of energy conversion. However,
the technology struggles with material limitations. The solid materials in SOFCs experience large temperature gradients, and often thermal expansion mismatch will cause the
material to crack and fail. This allows the fuel and air reactant streams to mix, which
greatly degrades cell performance.
A technology is being developed to address the root issue of keeping the fuel cells
operating when the reactant streams mix: MR-SOFCs. This technology uses selective
catalysts to create an effective barrier to unwanted reactants. This maintains a partial
pressure difference between the electrodes and allows the fuel cell to remain functioning
even under mixed reactant flows. To date, power densities have approached ~790
mW/cm2, which remain lower than the ~2000 mW/cm2 achieved by planar SOFC
geometries.
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However, there has been little research to quantify fuel cell degradation due to leaks
across the electrolyte in traditional SOFCs. The use of oxygen to prevent carbon deposition indicates that traditional SOFCs can tolerate a small quantity of oxygen leaked into
the fuel chamber, but crossover generally occurs by hydrogen entering the oxidant
chamber. At some level of crossover the cells will no longer function. Determining the
limitations of traditional SOFCs is essential to determining the performance required of
MR-SOFCs for the technology to be a valid solution to the degradation issue. Without
the proper metrics, it is difficult to evaluate the performance of MR-SOFC technology in
the niche it fills.
To date, few models, for MR-SOFCs exist in the literature, and most have very specific capabilities. Many models assume constant properties, which would normally be
greatly affected by temperature gradients within the system. Many do not include gas
phase reactions of CH4 and air at elevated temperatures. No MR-SOFC model, at
present, considers CO as a fuel for the electrochemical reaction, even though evidence
suggests that CO, with large equilibrium concentrations in the operational range of the
fuel cells, has a large effect on cell performance. Finally, few of the models in the
literature can be applied to cases outside that for which it was originally designed, and
few take the leap outside of the present knowledge based on experimental finding and
attempt to predict the true potential of the technology.
The analysis of MR-SOFCs requires a comprehensive numerical model to efficiently simulate the important phenomena in the fuel cells and to provide insight into design
tradeoffs. The model for a scientific study must be carefully chosen to fit the needs of
the research while being mindful of computational expense. To capture the phenomena
resulting from fuel crossover leaks and use of mixed fuel conditions, a model should
address coupled fundamental gaseous and catalytic surface chemistry, electrochemistry,
heat transfer, and ionic conduction. For comparison with MR-SOFCs the formation of
leaks is of lesser importance in traditional SOFCs than the phenomena occurring after
fuel crossover occurs; thus, a steady-state quasi-1D model is sufficient to capture the
phenomena occurring around the TPB. These simplifications balance functionality of
the model with the efficiency of the tool to best meet the needs of the application.
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The model described in the following sections is capable of fulfilling the need of for
a comprehensive model for MR-SOFC modeling. The model is designed to fulfill the
objectives of this work. As shown in the literature review:


A first-principles model of an internal reforming SOFC operating with separated and
mixed hydrocarbon-air fuel streams is needed to provide insight into the fundamental
processes occurring in traditional and MR-SOFC with fuel near the cathode.



The effects of CO-charge transfer electrochemistry on internal reforming SOFC must
be explored and quantified for proper analysis and comparison of traditional and
MR-SOFCs.



The degradation caused by fuel leaks across SOFC electrodes must be quantified to
determine the magnitude of the losses caused by crossover.



The thermodynamic phenomena inherent in MR-SOFC must be studied and quantified to direct future improvements to the technology.



A system of comparison between traditional and mixed-reactant SOFC technologies
must be developed to quantify performance and direct the development of MRSOFC technology.
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3. Multiphysics Modeling
The electrodes of SOFCs contain complex (and intertwined) electrochemical and physical processes. For instance, the overall electrochemical system couples charge transfer
chemistry, heterogeneous surface chemistry, and gas-phase chemistry. In this chapter,
the general electrochemical framework of SOFC operation is presented, followed by a
description of the elemental kinetic approach used to attain the reaction rates at the gas,
surfaces, and triple phase boundaries (TPB), a description of the derivation of electrical
current from the reaction rates, and a description of the heat transport throughout the
system.

3.1 Electrochemical Potential
The driving force for reactions occurring inside an electrochemical system is the free
reaction enthalpy G . This reaction energy reveals itself as an electrical potential
difference between the electrodes. At equilibrium, Nernst determined the relationship
[82]:

G   zFE

(3.1)

that relates the chemical quantity G to the physical quantity electrical voltage (E).
Here z is the number of moles of transferred electrons and F is Faraday’s constant
quantifying the charge per mole of electrons.

Figure 3.1. Distribution of electric potential,  , and cell voltage, E, of a SOFC [82]
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The cell voltage originates from the potential steps  forming at the interfaces of
the electrolyte and the two electrodes. This phenomenon is shown schematically in
Figure 3.1. In both instances, E is the difference in electric potentials,  , at the anode
and cathode current collectors. In an ideal case, where electronic conductivities and
current collection have no losses:
E  cathode ,cc  anode ,cc ,

where 

,cc

(3.2)

is the electric potential of the cathode and anode at the current collector. The

electrode potential steps can be described as the difference of potential at the electrodes
between the current collection surface and the electrolyte surface:
anode  anode ,cc  anode ,ele and cathode  cathode ,cc  cathode ,ele

where 

,ele

(3.3)

is the electric potential at the electrolyte surface. In the polarized cell, the

additional potential gradient in the electrolyte is due to ohmic resistance.

 are

electrical double layers that form at the solid/solid interfaces of the SOFC.
3.1.1

Current-Voltage Relationships

The relationship between cell voltage E , discussed above, and a cell’s current density j
is the basis for assessing steady-state polarization behavior of the fuel cell. The potentials in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are dependent on the cell’s current density, except for

anode,ele , the potential at the anode side of the electrolyte, which is set at zero as a reference point in the model. Since the electrochemical model is zero-dimensional, assuming
flat electrodes and uniform electrodes, the cell voltage is determined by combining Eqs.
(3.2) and (3.3) and subtracting the ohmic loss across the electrolyte. Being mindful of
the dependence on current density, the cell potential becomes:
E ( j )   ( j )cathode   ( j ) anode  jRohmic

(3.4)

Although these equations for physically-based models are straightforward, their application to SOFC modeling is relatively new [82].

Rather than studying SOFC

performance with respect to the ideal Nernst potential, physically-based modeling can be
used to predict open-circuit voltage and is even applicable in cases of non-equilibrium
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gases.

Furthermore, the potential steps  can be modeled directly and without the

use of semi-empirical equations like the Butler-Volmer equation.

3.2 Elementary Kinetics
Understanding the chemical processes occurring in SOFCs is essential to understanding
cell operation and performance. Heterogeneous chemistry at the TPB link reactions
occurring in the gas-phase and at the surface with charge transfer kinetics. Cantera
combustion software is used to aid in the formulation and solution of reactions between
gas-, surface-, and bulk-phase species [83,84].
3.2.1

Modeling Technique

Cantera is an open-source suite of software tools designed for simulations involving
chemical kinetics, thermodynamics, and transport processes. It can evaluate thermodynamic properties and homogeneous and heterogeneous kinetic rates in user-written
programs, and it can compute chemical equilibrium and simulate kinetics in reactors,
such as fuel cells. To represent components of a simulation, Cantera utilizes objects
representing solver capabilities and physical entities that can be assembled in an intuitive
way. The modular structure allows for great flexibility and a wide range of capability.
A zero-dimensional fuel cell model created in Cantera will consist of three bulk
phases: 1) a gas phase representing the reactant stream of the system, 2) a bulk metal
phase representing source and sink of electrons at the electrodes, and 3) a bulk solid
oxide representing the oxygen sublattice of vacancies and lattice oxygen atoms. The
model also contains two surface phases: 1) a metal surface where gas phase species can
adsorb onto the catalyst, and 2) an oxide surface where species associated with the oxide
can interact. Finally, the model requires an edge phase that represents the intersection of
three of the bulk phases. In this model, the edge represents the TPB as the intersection
between the metal, oxide, and gas phases. The three bulk phases are further subdivided
into six distinct objects where reactions take place:
1) Anode-side bulk gas;
2) Anode-side catalyst surface;
3) Anode-side TPB;
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4) Cathode-side TPB;
5) Cathode-side catalyst;
6) Cathode-side bulk gas.
3.2.2

Gas-Phase Chemistry

In the majority of SOFC models presented to date, the species in the gas phase are
assumed to be at equilibrium and nonreactive. For traditional cells, with air at the
cathode and H2/H2O fuel at the anode, this assumption is acceptable. However, with
hydrocarbon fuels and in Mixed-Reactant SOFCs, gas-phase chemistry may occur in the
gases at either electrode.
3.2.2.1 Concentration
The concentration of species in the gas phase is dependent on the mole fraction X k of the
species and the standard concentration C S of the mixture:
Ck  C S X k 

n
P
X k  tot X k
RT
V

(3.5)

Since the gas is considered ideal, C S is independent of species and can be defined via
pressure P or via total moles, ntot , as the molar density.
3.2.2.2

Mass Action Kinetics

For a system of reversible elementary reactions, a general form can be written as a sum
of each reaction step:

1f X 1f  2f X 2f   + pf X pf  1r X 1r  2r X 2r     pr X pr

(3.6)

or
p

p

k 1

k 1

kf,i X kf  kr,i X kr , i  1, 2,  , p

(3.7)

where kf,i is the stoichiometric coefficient of the kth species of the ith forward reaction.
Similarly, kr,i is the stoichiometric coefficient for the reverse reactions, X k is the
chemical species, and p is the number of elementary reactions.
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Each elementary reaction proceeds according to the law of mass action, and the
forward rate constants are often given in Arrhenius form [85]

 Eiact 
i
exp
ki f  AT


i
 RT 

(3.8)

where the pre-exponential factor Ai , the temperature exponent i , and the activation
energy Eiact are specified constants.
The net chemical production rate i of each species results from a competition between all the chemical reactions involving that species. The production rate can be
written as a summation of the rate-of-progress variables for all reactions involving the kth
species [86]:
p

k   k ,i qi

(3.9)

i 1

where  k ,i is the net stoichiometric coefficient for species k in reaction i
( k ,i  kr,i  kf,i ) and qi is the net rate of progress variable for the ith reaction
p

p

qi  ki f  Ck  k ,i  k ir  Ck  k ,i
f

k 1

r

(3.10)

k 1

where Ck  is the molar concentration of the kth species and k f ,i and k r ,i are the forward
and reverse reaction rate constants for the ith reaction. Thus, the rate-of-progress of a
reaction is evaluated using the concentration of each reactant or product species raised to
the power of its stoichiometric coefficient.
3.2.2.3 Equilibrium Constant
In order to guarantee thermodynamic consistency, reverse rate constants can be calculated from the forward rate constant through the equilibrium constant in concentration
form:
k ,i
p
ki f  k 1 Ck



Ck k ,i  K iEQ , C

r
p
kr ,i
ki
 Ck k 1

p

f

(3.11)

k 1

This is based on the principle that the net rate of progress qi is zero at equilibrium.
Thus, the forward and reverse rates of progress are equal:
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p

p

qif  ki f  Ck k ,i  kir  Ck k ,i  qir
f

k 1

r

(3.12)

k 1

A Cantera-Matlab script for defining forward and reverse rate constants from K iEQ , C
and qi can be found in Appendix 1.
3.2.3

Surface Chemistry

The treatment of surface chemistry is analogous to gas-phase chemistry. To simplify the
model, the mean-field approximation is applied such that the state of the surface species
is described by coverages, thermodynamic, and kinetic parameters averaged over the
surface area. Three types of species must be considered in describing homogeneous
surface reactions: gas species (g), surface species (s), and species in the bulk solid (b).
Surface species are coupled to gas-phase species through adsorption/desorption reactions
and coupled to bulk-solid species though surface/bulk exchange reactions. Homogeneous reaction rates are often presented through different means: adsorption isotherms,
sticking coefficients, or elementary mass action rate constants. In SOFC literature,
sticking coefficients and rate constants predominate.
3.2.3.1 Surface Coverages
The composition of a surface phase can be expressed in terms of surface coverages,  .
The concentrations of species on the surfaces, Ck , are normalized with the concentration
of available surface sites,  , and is expressed as:

k 

Ck nk



(3.13)

where nk accounts for the number of sites a species occupies.
3.2.3.2 Mass Action Kinetics
The principles of mass action kinetics described in Eqs. (3.6) - (3.12) can be directly
applied to surface reaction mechanisms. The production rate of species, ks , in Eq. (3.9)
would have area specific units. This can be converted into the change of surface coverage by using Eq. (3.13):
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nk



ks

(3.14)

3.2.3.3 Sticking Coefficient
The rate of a surface reaction can be viewed as the rate at which a species collides with a
surface times the probability that the collision results in a reaction. This probability is
often called the sticking coefficient,  i . Sticking coefficients are often used in simple
surface reactions as a convenience over using a rate constant k . Even though it is best
used in cases with only one gas phase, it is often used in more complex cases in SOFC
literature. The temperature dependence of the sticking coefficient can be expressed in
analogy to the Arrhenius expression
 c 

 RT 

 i  aT b exp  

(3.15)

where a and b are unitless constants and c has units consistent with the gas constant. It
is important to be ensure that the values chosen for Eq. (3.15) do not produces a sticking
probability greater than unity, which would not be physically meaningful.
Sticking coefficients can be converted to the traditional mass action rate constants
through:

ki f 

i

 

is

RT
2 W

(3.16)

where W is the molecular weight of the gas-phase species, and is is the sum of the
stoichiometric coefficients for the surface reactants.
3.2.4

Charge-Transfer Chemistry

There are several approaches to calculating current from charge transfer electrochemical
reactions. On a global level Butler-Volmer kinetics may be used. Slightly more detail
can be achieved by coupling the Butler-Volmer approach with an assumption that the
rate limiting elementary reaction step is a single charge transfer equation [52,66,67].
However, both of these approaches require a priori knowledge about the fuel cell
operation. The calculation of current directly from elementary charge transfer-kinetics is
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more versatile and can be used to predict additional information, which must be assumed
in the other methods.
3.2.4.1 Mass Action Kinetics
Similar to the gas and surface phases in Eq. (3.6) and (3.7), a charge transfer takes the
general form:

1f X1f  2f X 2f   +ze  1r X 1r  2r X 2r     pr X pr

(3.17)

where now an electron “specie” is added and z indicated the number of electrons.
Charge-transfer reaction rates differ from other types of reaction in that the reaction
rate and thermochemistry depend on the electric-potential difference between the
electrode and the electrolyte. From transition state theory, the forward and backward
reaction rate constants for the charge-transfer step, k f and k r are given by [87]:

 E act
k f  Ai exp   f
 RT

f


 zF

 
 exp  
 RT



 Eract 
zF


kr  A exp  
 
 exp   1   
RT


 RT 

(3.18)

r
i

(3.19)

where k 0 [mol/(m s)] are the pre-exponential factors, E act [J/mol] the thermal activation
energies,  the symmetry factor, and   [V] the electrical potential difference between
Ni and YSZ near the TPB.
Again, the principles of mass action kinetics described in Eqs. (3.6) - (3.12) can be
directly applied to charge-transfer reaction mechanisms. The production rate of species,

ks , in Eq. (3.9) would also have area specific units. In his habilitation, Bessler [82]
noted that the constants used in the charge transfer rate equations are usually not known,
but are fit parameters determined by comparing simulations to experimental data.

3.2.4.2 Current Formulation
With fuel cells, the rate of progress of the charge-transfer reactions gains additional
importance in determining the current produced by the cell. From rate-of-progress of a
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single charge-transfer reaction, the Faradic current iF due to a charge-transfer reaction is
given by
p
p

f
r 
iF  zFq  zF  k f  Ck  k  k r  Ck  k 
k 1
 k 1


(3.20)

If multiple charge-transfer steps are involved, the Faradic current can be formulated
from the production rate of electrons e through the expression

iF  e FlTPB

(3.21)

where e is the molar production of electrons, F is the charge per mole of electrons,
and lTPB is the length of the triple phase boundary which is an area specific quantity.
Alternatively, the Faradaic current of each of the contributing charge-transfer step can be
summed to determine the total Faradic current produced in the cell:
iF , tot 



(3.22)

iF , CT

all CT steps

3.2.4.3 Equilibrium Potential
If we assume electrochemical equilibrium, iF must vanish in Eq. (3.20). Substituting
Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) while using the thermodynamic relations (3.24)-(3.27), the kinetic
model yields the Nernst equation


 Ck  k


GR RT
j
ln 


f
zF
zF  C k

k

 i

r

OCV







(3.23)

that relates the concentrations of products and reactants to the open circuit voltage.
3.2.5

Thermodynamic Consistency

It is important to note that the pre-exponential factor Ai and activation energies Eiact
used to determine the reaction rate of each forward/reverse reaction pair in Eq. (3.8),
(3.18), and (3.19) are related through thermodynamic consistency relations:

Ai f Air  exp  S R R 

(3.24)

act
E act
 H R
f  Er

(3.25)
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where H R and SR are the enthalpy and entropy of the reaction calculated from the
respective molar quantities of the species involved in the reaction, e.g.
H R   h j   hi
j

i

(3.26)

where hi and h j are the molar enthalpies of the i reactants and j products, respectively,
and
GR  H R  T S R

(3.27)

is the Gibbs energy or free enthalpy of the reaction. The thermodynamic data for each of
the species form the basis of any kinetic model. Thus, as mentioned above, only the
forward reaction constants Ai f and E act
f should be specified independently, and the
reverse reaction constants Air and Eract should be calculated from Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25).
Compilations of kinetic data from the literature often violate these thermodynamic
consistency conditions. Simulations are possible with inconsistent mechanisms; however, the results may not be valid. For instance, the elementary kinetic description of
charge-transfer will only predict the correct equilibrium potential if all of the kinetics
and thermodynamics are consistent.

3.3 Heat Transfer
An analytical model for heat transfer is needed to address the variation in temperature at
the reaction surfaces during fuel cell operation since the reactions are temperature
dependent and are of the Arrhenius type. This is evident in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.15)-(3.19)
where mass action reaction kinetics are shown to be temperature dependent. Furthermore, the heat produced by the reactions and Joule heating is dependent on the reaction
kinetics and production rates. This circular relationship is included in the model to
better reflect the conditions at the reaction sites. The heat transfer model can be divided
into several phenomena, shown in Figure 3.2:


Convection in the anode and cathode flow channels



Conduction throughout the electrodes



Joule heating in the electrolyte



The heat source produced by the reactions at the electrodes and TPBs
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of heat transfer in a SOFC
3.3.1

Modeling Technique

The first step in the thermal modeling of a SOFC cell is to divide the system into control
volumes. The system includes four unknowns and requires mathematical equations from
four control volumes. Based on the heat transfer categories above, it is logical to divide
the cell into its components: the anode, the electrolyte, and the cathode. The control
volumes required in the heat transfer analysis are shown in Figure 3.3. The boundary
conditions for each control volume reflect the neighboring system. Since the model
considers the gases in the anode and cathode flow channels to be infinite reservoirs, the
model is only concerned with the temperature of the gas. This is used as part of the
convection boundary at the electrodes. On the other boundary of the electrodes there is a
both a conduction boundary condition and a heat source generated by the reactions at the
TPB. The electrolyte has conduction boundary conditions on either extremity with a
heat source term throughout from Joule heating. Further details on the heat transfer
analysis can be found in Appendix 3.
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of heat transfer control volumes useful in SOFC applications.
3.3.2

Convection

In modeling of fuel cells, simplifications can be made by assuming laminar flow conditions in each of the flow channels. This assumption is valid given the extremely low
flow rates that are required to achieve high fuel utilizations and low pumping power
requirements.
Under laminar flow, the Nusselt number becomes a function of the aspect ratio of
the flow duct. The correlation for constant wall heat flux is [88]
Nu  8.235 1  2.0421  3.0853 2  2.4765 3  1.0578 4  0.1861 5 

(3.28)

The Nusselt number can then be used to calculated the convective heat transfer coefficient
hc 

Nu  k HT
Dh

(3.29)

where k HT is the thermal conductivity and Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the flow
channel. Since the present model does not consider enclosed flow channels, typical
values from fuel cell literature are used to estimate the heat transfer coefficient.
3.3.3

Conduction

In the model, conduction is assumed to occur in one direction. As such, heat will flow
normal to the control volume surface in the direction of decreasing temperature:
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Q" 

Q
T
  k HT
A
x

(3.30)

where the thermal conductivity,  k HT , is a property of the solid material. The onedimensional, steady-state heat diffusion equation is the basis simple heat transfer analysis.
 
T  
 k HT
Q  0
x 
x 

(3.31)

where the first term is related to the net conduction entering the control volume and Q
represents the rate of energy generated per unit volume. Though Eq. (3.31), the temperature distribution in the fuel cell model can be determined.
3.3.4

Joule Heating

In fuel cells, one source of heat generation originates from the conversion of electrical to
thermal energy: Joule heating. The rate at which energy is produced is dependent on the
current iF and the electrical resistance of the material [30,89]

E g  i 2 R

(3.32)

Resistance is related to the resistivity,  , and electrical conductivity  ,through Pouillet’s law
R

l
l

A A

(3.33)

where l is the length of the material and A is the cross sectional area. E g can also be
described as

i 2l
j 2V
E g 

A 

(3.34)

where j is the current density of the system. In the quasi-one dimensional model, the
power generation is assumed to be uniform throughout the electrolyte; thus, the volumetric heat generation rate can be written

E
i2 R
i2
j2
 F2 
Q Joule  g 
V
V
A 
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(3.35)

3.3.5

Reaction Heat

Another source of heat generation in fuel cells originates from the conversion of chemical energy into thermal energy. Every chemical system has a thermodynamic potential
enthalpy which is a measure of the total energy of the system. Energy changes in
reacting systems are expressed using change in enthalpy because it accounts for the total
energy to be converted. In constant pressure systems where the only work done on the
system is expansion, the change in enthalpy is equal to the heat transferred into the
system.
H  Q

(3.36)

In electrochemical systems, enthalpy consists of the electrical energy per mole of
electrons produced, the Gibbs energy, and the entropic term, T S .

H  G  T S

(3.37)

In fuel cells electrical energy is transported from the chemical system to the external
circuit, thus, G  0 . If G is less than H , the entropic term T S must be supplied as
thermal heat from the environment into the system. If G is greater than H , the
entropic term T S must be transferred from the environment to the system.

T S  H  G

(3.38)

If S is negative, T S is lost as heat from the system into the environment.
The temperature dependent change in entropy of the electrochemical mechanism is
calculated from the summation of the entropies of the gaseous and surface species in the
system.
S (T ) 



k gp 1

k gp

S k0gp (T ) 



k sp 1

k sp

S k0sp (T ) 



k gr 1

k gr

S k0gr (T )    ksr S k0sr (T )

(3.39)

k sr 1

where  is the stoichiometric coefficient, k gp and k gr denote gas phase products and
reactants, and ksp and k sr denote surface phase products and reactants.
The rate of energy released as heat from the electrochemical system can finally be
written as:
Qrxn  T S
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jF
F

(3.40)

where jF is the current density of the system and F is the charge per electron.

This

couples the heat production with the production of electrons in the system.
Since we are calculating the heat generation in relationship to production rates within the fuel cell it is possible to substitute the fractional net production rates into eq.
(3.39).

 k 0
S (T )
e k
k 1 

S (T )  

(3.41)



here  represents the net production rate of a species and the entropies are normalized
with the electron production rate.
The net production rates are determined from the individual reactions in the mechanism occurring in the electrochemical system:

 k  k ,i qi

(3.42)

i 1

where qi is the rate of progress of an individual reaction and  is positive for products
and negative for reactants.
3.3.6

Boundary Conditions

The convective boundary condition the heat diffusion equation at a plane wall is written:

k HT

T
x

 h T  T0 

(3.43)

x 0

where T is the temperature of the bulk fluid and T0 is the temperature of the surface.
The constant heat flux boundary condition for the heat diffusion equation at a plane
wall is written

k HT

T
x

 Q s"

(3.44)

x 0

where Q s" is the constant heat flux at the surface.

3.4 Multiphysics Model
The elemental chemical kinetic, electrochemical, and heat transfer equations above
are assembled in MATLAB using CANTERA specific functions for kinetics. A flow
chart of the main SOFC script is shown in Figure 3.4. After the initial conditions are set,
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the gas phase is brought to equilibrium and the surface coverages are updated to the new
conditions. The OCV is calculated from the gas-phase thermodynamics. The range and
number of data points desired is used to calculate the step size for anode polarization.
The fuel cell current density is calculated from the polarization across the anode to save
computational time. The ohmic polarization is then calculated from the current. A
Newton solver is used to determine the cathode polarization at the desired current
density, iterating from an initial guess. This process is repeated until the desired number
of data points are reached. The script saves data to an Excel workbook including:
current density, voltage, polarization losses, etc. If data is required at specific current
densities, the script can be altered to calculate the anode polarization along with the
cathode polarization at a given current density. This, however, requires twice the use of
a Newton solver at each data point desired, nearly doubling the computational expense.
More information of the Matlab scripts required for SOFC modeling can be found in
Appendix 1.
.
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Figure 3.4. SOFC code flow chart
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4. Model Validation
One of the most challenging aspects of scientific modeling is determining the proper
parameters necessary to represent the characteristics of the system. Exact fitting of a
model to a physical system requires extensive knowledge of the numerous input parameters. In the literature, no two fuel cells are identical. Different material compositions
and manufacturing processes can greatly affect the characteristics of a cell. Some
researchers test for the specific values that represent the parameters; others estimate
through back-of-the-envelope calculations. The result is a wide range of values that can
be used to represent a single property. The following section seeks to collect and review
values found in the literature and determine which set of values makes a reasonable
comparison with fuel cell data from the literature.
4.1

Review of Model Parameters

To our knowledge there has been no comprehensive review of SOFC modeling parameters. The importance of reviewing these values collectively is twofold:
1) These values represent the physical aspects of the system being modeled. Understanding these values is essential to creating and evaluating a valid, physically
based model.
2) The variations in the physical parameters demonstrate the vast differences between individual fuel cell systems and can demonstrate areas where additional
detailed studies are needed.
4.1.1

Material Properties

4.1.1.1 Ionic Conductivity
To date, Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) is the electrolyte material most widely used for
••

SOFCs in industry. Ion conduction for O 2YSZ
is facilitated by oxide vacancies, VO YSZ , and

interstitial oxide ions, OOx YSZ . The ability of the material to conduction ions is inherently
important as it establishes the circuit between the anode and the cathode. A low conductivity will result in high ohmic losses in the voltage of the cell.

Conductivity is

temperature dependent, demonstrated in Figure 4.1. This value is inversely proportion61

ate to ohmic losses across the electrolyte in the cell, which is why it is often necessary
for SOFCs supported with thick electrolytes to operate at elevated temperatures.

Electrolyte Ionic Conductivity Curves
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0
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Figure 4.1. Electrolyte conductivity reported in the literature based on curve fits
given in Table 4.1
Most conductivities reported in the literature take the form

 ele 

A
 E 
exp   
T
 RT 

(4.1)

where A and E are, respectively, the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for
ionic conductivity. Alternatively, conductivities are presented as polynomial fits to
experimental data. Ionic conductivity fits in both forms are found in Table 4.1 for YSZ
and another common material, ScSZ. The conductivities of YSZ found in the literature
vary over two orders of magnitude and would still vary by one order if the order of the
pre-exponential in Eqn. D is a published typographical error.
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Table 4.1. Electrolyte conductivity fits reported in the literature
Material

Conductivity (S/m)

800 C

900 C

Eqn

Ref.

YSZ

8.588E -8  T 3  1.101E - 4  T 2  4.679E -2  T  6.54

23.0

35.5

A

[90]

4.22

8.30

B

[52,91–93]

2.26

5.13

C

[38,47,66,9
4,95]

0.424

0.830

D

[2]

8.35

18.0

E

[94]

5.11

6.08

F

[94]

YSZ
YSZ
YSZ
ScSZ
ScSZ/YSZ

 RT   100
3.34E4 exp  -10300 
T
3.6 E 4  T exp  -83910
 100
RT 
6.92E4 exp  -9681 
T
3.6E5  T -1 exp -8E4

-1

 3.622E -5  T 2  0.083T  46.343

4.1.1.2 Surface Site Density
Surface site density plays an important role in surface reaction kinetics and the calculation of species surface coverage. Surface coverage is used as the boundary condition for
each kinetic model. The surfaces are assumed to have a fixed number of uniform
surface adsorption sites per unit area,  . It is possible for  to change on a surface
(e.g., sintering), however, but these effects are often neglected in SOFC modeling [2].
Every material has a different  depending on structure and manufacture. Table 4.2
lists values recorded for various materials in the SOFC literature. The anode surface site
density values found in the literature vary by a factor of four while the values for the
cathode side of the cell differ by an order of magnitude.
Table 4.2. Surface site density values from the literature
Anode

Cathode



Ref.



Material

(mol/cm2)

Ni

1.67E-09

None

provided

[96]

Ni

2.60E-09

None

provided

[52,67,97]

Ni

1.70E-09

None

provided

[91,98]

Ni

1.67E-09

None

provided

[99]

Ni

6.10E-09

YSZ

1.30E-09

[51,100–
102]

Ni

3.20E-09

YSZ

6.30E-10

[82]

Material

(mol/cm2)

None

provided

Pt.YSZ

1.60E-09

[103]

None

provided

LSM

1.00E-09

[104]

None

provided

LSM

1.00E-10

[105,106]
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4.1.1.3 TPB Length/Specific Area
Charge transfer reactions inherently occur at the intersection of three phases: electrode,
electrolyte, and gas. In SOFC charge transfer reactions, the charge species is transferred
from one solid phase to the other. Yet, the global reaction produces gaseous products,
such that the charge-transfer process must occur where there is gas-phase access. Thus,
the TPB length, ltpb , is of particular importance to SOFC models based on elementary
kinetics. Models based on empirical formulations, like the Butler-Volmer equation,
incorporate the TPB length with other fit parameters in the form of the exchange current
density parameter to simplify the model [49].
The importance of the TPB length is well known in the field, and efforts are being
made to increase the dimension of the interface. A few numerical studies have attempted to create an analytical method to quantify the TPB length [49,107]. These models
generally require a priori knowledge of the dimensions of the particles forming the solid
interface.
Since TPB length is highly dependent on material and manufacturing process, the
values found in the literature are quite varied. The values for the anode TPB, the anodefuel interface, and the cathode TPB can be found in Table 4.3. In many studies, the TPB
length is estimated and/or fit to achieve agreement between experimental and numerical
efforts. Additionally, tight control of experimental dimensions can be used to control the
length of the reaction area. Purely numerical studies might utilize the TPB value from a
trusted literature source.

It is interesting to note that the value of 3.7E+04 has been

passed between many numerical efforts.
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Table 4.3. TPB lengths found in the literature
Anode TPB (1/m)

Details

Ref.

2.22E+05

Calculated value for the TPB in the anode support layer

[53] [97]

3.33E+05

Calculated value for the TPB in the anode active layer

[53] [97]

3.70E+04

Experimental fit parameter for Ni/YSZ anode (+/-10%)

[96][108]

5.00E+05

Calculated from estimated physical parameters and fitted to data

[67]

1.08E+05

Model parameter

[52], [92]

1.03E+05

Model parameter

[66], [109]

3.70E+04

Model parameter

[58] [51] [110]

1.00E+06

Estimated parameter

[111]

1.30E+05

Experimental fit parameter for the anode TPB

[112]

1.60E+04 - 1.13E+05

Experimental parameter for Ni-litho anode TPB

[113]

4.50E+05 - 6.10E+05

Experimental parameter for Ni-porous anode TPB

[113]

5.50E+05 - 7.30E+05

Experimental parameter for Ni-porous/mod anode TPB

[113]

7.10E+05

Experimental parameter for cermet (coarse YSZ)

[113]

2.28E+06

Experimental parameter for cermet (fine YSZ)

[113]

7.00E+05

Parameter from literature [52] for anode

[5] [32] [77] [9]

3.70E+04

Experimental parameter for Ni anode TPB

[87]

1.67E+05

Based on L and A of Ni anode: 0.616 m /0.0369 cm2

[56]

2

[56]

3.44E+04

2

Based on L and A of Ni anode: 0.124 m/0.0360 cm

[56]

1.75E+04

Based on L and A of Ni anode: 0.063 m/0.0359 cm2

[56]

1.60E+04

Experimental parameter for Ni anode TPB

[110]

4.00E+03

Experimental parameter for Ni anode TPB

[110]

3.90E+03

Experimental parameter for Ni anode TPB

[110]

3.03E+04

Value based on: Mizusaki et al. [69]

8.47E+04

Based on L and A of Ni anode: 0.309 m/0.0365 cm

[69],[98]

1.53E+05

2

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 298 mm/ 1.95 mm

[2]

7.01E+04

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 124 mm/ 1.77 mm2

[2]

3.79E+04

2

[2]

2

[2]

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 65.2 mm/ 1.72 mm

2.08E+04

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 35.2 mm/ 1.69 mm

1.19E+05

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 66 mm/ 0.556 mm2

[2]
2

6.63E+04

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 65.7 mm/ 0.991 mm

[2]

2.03E+04

2

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 64.2 mm/ 3.16 mm

[2]

1.47E+05

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 602 mm/ 4.1 mm2

[2]

8.51E+04

2

[2]

2

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 302 mm/ 3.55 mm

3.79E+04

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 122 mm/ 3.22 mm

[2]

1.99E+04

2

[2]

Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 62 mm/ 3.11 mm
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Based on L and A of patterned Ni anode: 72.2 mm/ 3.37 mm2

[2]

2.20E+04

Experimental parameter for Ni anode TPB

[102]

3.97E+06

Calculated value for the Ni surface in the anode support layer

[53] [97]

5.96E+06

Calculated value for the Ni surface in the anode active layer

[53] [97]

7.00E+06

Experimental fit parameter for Ni anode surface

[112]

2.66E+05

Calculated value for the TPB in the cathode layer

[53] [97]

2.60E+06

Experimental fit parameter for the cathode TPB

[112]

8.70E+05

Experimental calculation for 40% LSM/60% GDC cathode

[114]

9.40E+05

Experimental supported calculation for 45% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

1.17E+06

Experimental supported calculation for 50% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

1.03E+06

Experimental supported calculation for 55% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

9.60E+05

Experimental supported calculation for 60% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

8.80E+05

Experimental supported calculation for 65% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

8.40E+05

Experimental supported calculation for 70% LSM/GDC cathode

[114]

1.06E+06

Experimental fit parameter for cathode

[5] [32] [77] [9]

3.32E+06

Experimentally derived value for cathode TPB (+/-0.23)

[104]

3.49E+06

Experimentally derived value for cathode surface

[104]

2E+06 - 5E+05

Review of status of field for LSM cathodes

[26]

2.14E+04
Anode Ni-gas Surface

Cathode TPB

The breadth of TPB lengths found in the literature is difficult to comprehend while
validating a SOFC model. The data are graphically represented in Figure 4.2. Here the
values are divided into two groups for each order of magnitude represented in Table 4.3.
For instance, two anode TPB lengths fall between 1,000 and 5,000 m-1, while 14 fall
between 10,000 and 50,000 m-1. The mean value for lTPB is 819,000 m-1 while the
standard deviation is 1,420,000 m-1. This indicates a statistical irrelevance in a value
that has a linear impact on the calculation of current from electron production. Even if
the highest and lowest values are removed, the standard deviation is still greater than the
mean.
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Figure 4.2. TPB lengths as defined in SOFC literature
4.1.2

Thermodynamics

Temperature dependent thermodynamic properties for species are required to ensure the
thermodynamic consistency of the reversible reactions as described above in Chapter
3.2.5. Thermodynamic data for gas-phase species are accessible in standard databases.
Here we use the NASA 7-polynomial parameterization of gas species [115]. The properties
for surface adsorbed species are difficult to obtain. For species on the Ni anode, thermodynamic polynomials are supplied with the surface reaction mechanism by the
DETCHEM software website [116]. Properties for the ionic species adsorbed on electrolyte materials are more difficult to obtain. Depending on the assumptions made about

1
the surface-reaction mechanisms, up to six species can exist on at the surface ( O 2YSZ
, O YSZ ,

OHYSZ , H 2 O YSZ , CO YSZ , and



YSZ

(representing a void on the electrolyte surface)), two

species can exist in the bulk YSZ lattice ( VO••YSZ , OOx YSZ ), and two interstitial species can
exist ( H •i YSZ , HixNi ). Here,



YSZ

represents a void on the electrolyte surface. The

thermodynamic data for these species were taken from the literature and are summarized
in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Thermodynamic data for surface- and bulk-phase species at 1149 K
[102] and 973 K [51,58,82,110]
Species

hi (kJ/mol)

si (J/mol K)

Ref.


O 2YSZ

-236

12

[51,58,82,102,110]


O1YSZ

-236

0

OHYSZ

-283

67

[51,58,82,110]

H 2 O YSZ

-273

98

[51,58,82,110]

CO YSZ

-159

172

[102]

0

0

b)

[82,110]

b)

[82,110]

YSZ Surface

 

YSZ

a)

[102]

Bulk Species

4.1.3

VO••YSZ

0

0

OOx YSZ

-236.4

0

[51,58,82,102,110]

H •i YSZ

16

65

[51,82,110]

HixNi

36

42

[51,82,110]

 

0

0

Ni

a)

Set to same value as

b)

Reference species

b)

[82,110]


O 2YSZ

Elementary Kinetics

The critical element for a model of SOFC based on elementary physical principles is a
proper reaction mechanism that can characterize the fundamental reaction pathways
followed by the overall reaction. The SOFC reaction models can be divided into subsets
based on the region of the fuel cell where the reactions occur. In the present model there
exist gas-phase reactions, surface-gas reactions (that can occur at the anode, cathode, and
electrolyte), and charge transfer reactions (that can occur between all three phases). The
origins of each mechanism are described below.
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4.1.3.1 Gas Mechanism
Few comprehensive chemical reaction mechanisms have been developed. Fortunately,
one exists for natural gas: GRI-Mech 3.0 [117]. GRI-Mech 3.0 contains 325 elementary
reactions, the supplementary rate expressions, and thermodynamic parameters for its 53
species (see Appendix 2). The mechanism includes a detailed description of H2 and CO
chemistry as part of the elementary steps. This mechanism has been tested and optimized based on a wide range of experimental data and is well respected within the
combustion community [118].
4.1.3.2 Anode Ni Mechanisms
Nickel is a widely used as a catalyst for reforming; as such, there is a great deal of
information available about its behavior. Recently, mechanistic reaction models have
been

developed

based

on

knowledge

about

the

elementary

steps

[51,59,67,102,108,110,111,119]. Many of these are based on kinetic equations pieced
together from many sources in the literature, which can impact accuracy. The most
complete mechanism was developed by Deutschmann et al. [116] and was initially
developed for steam-assisted oxidation of methane on Ni supported by alumina. The
reliability of the mechanism for modeling methane on Ni-YSZ anodes was demonstrated
by Hecht et al. [67] and by Hao et al. [9] for modeling fuel streams with oxygen addition. This mechanism consists of 42 reactions between 6 gas-phase and 12 surface
species. Similar to the gas mechanism above, the data set was assembled from a variety
of studies and was optimized to ensure thermodynamic consistency. The mechanism is
shown in Table 4.5 (taken from [67]) and can be downloaded from the DETCHEM
website [116].
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Table 4.5. Homogeneous reaction mechanism for CH4 reforming on a Ni catalyst
[67]
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The anode mechanism contributes to the surface coverage observed at the electrodegas interface shown in Table 4.6. With H2 gas, only 40% of the surface sites were
covered by various species. With humidified O2, nearly all of the surface sites were
filled by surface adsorbed oxygen.
Table 4.6. Ni surface coverage under humidified Hydrogen and Oxygen
80% H2
80% O2

θ (m)

θ H2O

θH

θ OH

θO

0.62
1.1E-7

3.5E-4
0

0.375
0

1.7E-5
0

1.0E-3
1

4.1.3.3 Cathode Mechanisms
Although cathode models have been developed for the past 20 years, the knowledge of
perovskite materials is not sufficient to provide a complete picture [120]. The kinetics
parameters obtained are often for simplified mechanisms and contain approximate
values. Indeed, only a small portion of the perovskite literature presents kinetic parameters in terms of Arrhenius pre-exponential factors, A , and activation energies, Ea , which
can be utilized by CANTERA. These parameters can be found in Table 4.7. One issue
of contention within the literature on oxygen reduction at SOFC cathodes is whether the
reduction reaction is controlled by a purely chemical process or by an electrochemical
process [121]. Parameters for electrochemical reduction can be found below in the
charge transfer mechanism section of this chapter.
In the cathode literature, adsorption reactions are considered while reactions between surface adsorbed species are omitted. Of the mechanisms collected below, only
Pornprasertsuk et al. [122] included additional reactions between surface species. The
model was created for a fuel cell system and designed to be a general mechanism for
both anodes and cathodes utilizing Pt catalysts. Many of the kinetic studies focus on Pt
as the primary cathode catalyst [103,122,123]. Platinum is an excellent catalyst material, but other less expensive materials are often favored by the SOFC field. Perovskites,
including LSM, are more commonly used as catalysts in recent SOFC systems.

It is

interesting to note the differences in kinetic values found in the literature, often spanning
multiple orders of magnitude. Additionally, there is little agreement about the reaction
order assumed by the authors, which is represented in the units of the reaction rate
constant.
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Table 4.7. Heterogeneous reaction mechanism for cathode materials
Reaction

Parameters

A

Cathode surface reactions

Ref.

0

LSM calculated from:

[104]

0

LCM

[105]

33

Pt system

[103]

Ea

S  4.4E-3 exp  -29.9 RT 

5.0E9 cm

 atm  mol  s 

2

1E9 s -1
kf

Comment

10

cm (atm  mol  s)

adsorption limited

[124]

14

cm (atm  mol  s)

exchange limited

[124]

1 2 O 2 gas +    O ad

[125]

33

Pt system

[123]

0

LCM

[105]

10
10

2

2

10 2 s -1

O 2 gas +2 



LSM

1E9 s -1

 2 O LSM

1.2E10 cm

 atm  mol  s 

14

cm (atm  mol  s)

adsorption limited

[124]

16

cm (atm  mol  s)

exchange limited

[124]

1 2 O 2 gas +    O ad

[125]

200

Pt system

[123]

270.2

Pt System

[122]

LCM

[105]

adsorption limited

[124]

exchange limited

[124]

10
kr

2

10

2

2

10 4 s -1
10

21

cm (mol  s)
2

1E13 s -1

1.6E10 cm
kf

O-2LCM +VOYSZ  O Ox YSZ  

2

 mol  s  atm 

10 s-1
-3

10 s

-1

10-2 s -1



LSM

7.7E9 cm 2  mol  s  atm 

LCM

[105]

10 cm (mol  s)

adsorption limited

[124]

10 cm (mol  s)

exchange limited

[124]

9

kr

[125]

4

3

3

10 cm (mol  s)
6

3

[125]

Table 4.8 shows the species surface coverage resulting from the various models.
Many of the models result in an oxygen surface coverage between 50%-70% of the
surface sites, while the remaining models conclude that there is a more complete coverage of the surface. Information is limited on cathode surface coverage in the literature.
Mitterdorfer [123] and Miara et al. [105] seem to use the calculated values of coverage
in their works, while Coffey et al. [125] assumes a 50% coverage for calculations.
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Table 4.8. Cathode catalyst surface coverage at 800o C under O2 with 20% H2O
Material

θ (m)

θ H2O

θH

θ OH

θO

Mitterdorfer 1997
Svensson 1997
Adsorption limited
Svensson 1997
Exchange limited
Coffey 2003

[123]

Pt

0.32

0.68

[124]

Perovskites

0.5

0.5

[124]

Perovskites

0.15

0.85

[125]

MIEC

0.5

0.5

Riccardi 2009

[103]

Pt

0.32

0.68

Pornprasertsuk 2009

[122]

Pt

5.6E-4

Kenney 2010

[104]

LSM

6.7e-3

0.99

Miara 2011

[105]

LCM

0.5

0.5

Hecht 2005

[67]

Ni

1.1E-7

3.1E-7

0

5.1E-7

0

2.5E-5

0

1

1

4.1.3.4 YSZ Electrolyte Mechanisms
The data in the literature are limited for the reaction of gases on the YSZ material, as
with the previous section. A few authors considered the YSZ mechanisms to proceed
via charge transfer and utilize the Butler-Volmer expressions to estimate progress of the
reactions [124,125]. Additional authors also assume the reactions at the YSZ interface
are electrochemical processes and include basic kinetic data, which is included in the
following charge transfer mechanism section [123]. Still others have presented purely
chemical representations of the reactions occurring at the electrolyte-gas interface.
These are found in Table 4.9.
Many authors assume that only oxygen reaches the electrolyte, so limited data are
available for hydrogen or carbon species. The mechanisms that include H2 have reasonable agreement with each other and differ by only one order of magnitude between data
sets. Kinetic data for gaseous species adsorbing onto YSZ material is independent of
electrode material and can be applied to both the anode and cathode side of the cell.
More care must be taken with the inter-surface reactions.
The anode YSZ mechanisms found in the literature produce very consistent surface
coverages, shown in Table 4.10. Each mechanism included between 1-3 elementary
reaction steps. At a minimum, the mechanisms included the inclusion of a surface
oxygen ion into the bulk YSZ lattice, and many also considered the dissociation of ionic
species on the YSZ surface and gas adsorption.
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The cathode YSZ mechanisms found in the literature include only the exchange of
oxygen ions between surface sites and the bulk lattice (Table 4.9. reaction 4). The
cathode-specific YSZ mechanisms result in limited ion surface coverage. The model by
Coffey et al. [125] results in a 10% surface coverage; however, the system level kinetic
mechanisms for the model indicate that gaseous O2 is considered to partake in the
charge-transfer mechanism. Since the kinetic parameters for the charge transfer reaction
were not reported in the work and the surface kinetic mechanism results in little surface
coverage, the mechanism as a whole has limited usefulness in the present work. In the
Miara et al. [105] work the charge transfer reactions occur along the YSX surface;
however, insufficient data are presented to recreate the charge-transfer kinetic parameters.
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Table 4.9. Heterogeneous reaction mechanism for YSZ-electrolyte material
No.
Reaction
YSZ surface reactions

Parameters

A
6.6E11 cm

1

H 2 O gas + 



YSZ

kf

 H 2 O YSZ

1.4E12 cm

3
3

 mol  s 
 mol  s 

stick=0.01

Comment



0

0.5

[110]

0

0.5

[82]

0

0.5

[2]

stick=1

2

3

2-

•

-

H i YSZ +OH YSZ  VYSZ + H 2 O YSZ

 mol  s 
 mol  s 

9.6

estimated

[82]

2

 mol  s 

50

estimated

[2]

2

 mol  s 

75

0

[110]

 mol  s 
 mol  s 

90.9

0

[110]

7.7E21 cm
1.6E22 cm

2

kr

5.0E 21 cm

kf

7.7E 21 cm

-

H 2 O YSZ +O YSZ  2 OH YSZ

[59]
2

kf

75

7.7E21 cm

kf
4

O YSZ +VO YSZ  OO YSZ + 
2-

••

x



YSZ

kr

2

1.6E22 cm

2

1.6E 22 cm

2

3

2

9.6

82, 90.9

0

[110]

estimated

[82, 101, 102]
[101,102]

(mol  s)

 mol  s 
 mol  s 

5.0E11 cm

5E8 cm

Ref.

E

83.9

estimated
o

T=850 C

[2]
[59,122]

1.6E10 cm 2  mol  s  atm 
kf

5

O-2LCM +VOYSZ  O Ox YSZ  



-1

10 s
10-3 s -1
10-2 s -1

 mol  s  atm 

2

k r 10 cm (mol  s)
4
3
10 cm (mol  s)
9

CO gas + 



7

CO gas +O YSZ  CO 2 gas  

YSZ

2

 CO YSZ



YSZ

adsorption limited

[124]

exchange limited

[124]

3

LCM

[105]

adsorption limited

[124]

exchange limited

[124]

10 cm (mol  s)

[125]

kf

stick=0.04

[102]

kf

1.0E 20 cm

6

6

[105]

[125]

7.7E9 cm

LSM

LCM

3

2

(mol  s)

158.1

[102]
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Table 4.10. YSZ oxide surface coverage based on Habibzadeh [2] anode mechanism
with ~37% H2 anode catalyst surface coverage
Goodwin 2005
Bessler 2007
Habibzadeh 2007
Vogler 2009
Ricciardi 2009
Shi 2011
Yurkiv 2011

ref.
[59]
[82]
[2]
[110]
[103]
[97]
[102]

θ(ox)

θ O''

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.95
2.2E-7
0.947 3E-3 2.2E-7
0.947 3E-3 2.2E-7
0.947
2.2E-7
0.95
0.95
0.95

θ OH

θ H2O

Cathode
specific

Table 4.11. YSZ oxide surface coverage based on Svensson et al. [124] adsorption
limited cathode mechanism with ~50% cathode catalyst surface coverage
Svensson 1997
Coffey 2003
Ricciardi 2009
Miara 2011
Goodwin 2005
Habibzadeh 2007
Vogler 2009
Shi 2011

ref.
[124]
[125]
[103]
[105]
[59]
[2]
[110]
[97]

θ(ox)

θ O''

1
0.9
0.05
1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.1
0.95
1E-4
0.95
2E-7
0.947 3E-3 2E-7
0.947 3E-3 2E-7
0.95

θ OH

θ H2O

4.1.3.5 Charge Transfer Mechanisms
The charge transfer path is one of the least understood aspects of fuel cell chemistry
[51,121]. Many models in the literature assume a single charge transfer mechanism in
order to utilize the Butler-Volmer equations. Even when models use a first-principles
look at fuel cell kinetics, many models only utilize a single charge transfer step. The
charge transfer reaction parameters for the anode and cathode side of a SOFC cell are
cataloged in Table 4.12 and Table 4.13. It is important to note that kinetic data from
charge-transfer reactions are not directly available from experimental data. Rather, these
values are often taken as free fit parameters used while comparing simulated predictions
to experimental data [51].
Before estimating kinetic data, assumptions are made concerning the reaction pathway occurring at the TPB. Several authors studied multiple possible anodic chargetransfer pathways in order to determine which pathway could be best made to fit experimental data [82,102,110]. Only the best fit data are shown in Table 4.12. These three
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studies were completed in succession and arrived at different conclusions. Initially,
Bessler [82] determined that the hydrogen spillover (Table 4.12, No. 3) reaction was the
more likely charge transfer pathway than oxygen spillover. This was followed by a
study by Vogler [110], which compared seven possible combinations of one and twostep elementary charge transfer reactions. A two-step mechanism was found to fit the
data best, which included hydrogen spillover mechanisms reacting with a hydroxyl ion
or an oxygen ion (Table 4.12, No. 5a and 5b, respectively), even though there is experimental evidence for oxygen spillover at Pt/YSZ electrodes [126]. Yurkiv [102] focused
on CO as a fuel, and only oxygen was assumed to exist at the TPB. Here a two-step
oxygen mechanism fit the experimental data best (Table 4.12, No. 7a and 7b). Habibzadeh [2] developed a single charge-transfer pathway, which added a competing CO
charge transfer reaction to the hydrogen spillover reaction pathway developed by Goodwin [59] (Table 4.12, No. 4 and No. 2, respectively). In the Habibzadeh mechanism CO
does not adsorb onto the YSZ electrolyte and is reduced from the anode surface.
It is interesting to note the differences in values of the pre-exponential and activation energy parameters used by each author. The units of the pre-exponential facto also
indicate disagreement on reaction order for each step.
Table 4.12. Charge transfer pathways at SOFC anodes
No.

Reaction

1

O O YSZ  

2

5

 O Ni +VO YSZ  2 e

H Ni +OH YSZ  H 2 O YSZ +e + 

b

H Ni +O YSZ  OH YSZ +e + 

-



-

2-

-


+e +  

H Ni +OH YSZ  H 2 O YSZ

Ni

Ni

-

a

H Ni +OH YSZ  H 2 O YSZ +e + 

b

H Ni +O YSZ  OH YSZ +e + 

c

CO Ni +O YSZ +  CO 2 Ni +2 e + 

-



-

2-

-

-

-

-



-

2-

Ni

Ni

Ni

-



YSZ

Ref.

A  6.4E-4 s-1

[96,108]

A  5E15 cm3 (mol  s)

EH1  90 kJ mol

A  5E16 cm3 (mol  s)
A  4.2E1 mol (cm  s)

EH2  90 kJ mol

act

act

EH1  153 kJ mol
act

A  1.0E14 mol (cm  s)

EH2  90 kJ mol

A  1.0E14 mol (cm  s)

EH2  90 kJ mol

A  1.2E12 mol (cm  s)

ECO1  71 kJ mol

act

 H 2OYSZ +e + 

Ni

A  6.0E2 mol (cm  s)

EH1  185 kJ mol

b

H Ni +O2-YSZ  OH-YSZ +e- + 

Ni

A  8.0 mol (cm  s)

EH2  167 kJ mol

O O YSZ  
x

2-

-


-



Ni

 O Ni +VO YSZ  2 e

a

O YSZ  O YSZ +e

b

O YSZ + 
-



A  2.0E2 s-1

[2]

act

act

[110]
[99]

A  8.4E-6 mol (cm  s)

-

 O Ni +e + 
-

Ni

-

[82]

act

H Ni +OH

YSZ

[59]

act

a

6
7



Ni

a

3

4



x

Parameters



YSZ

A  7.4E-1 mol (cm  s)
78

[102]

One method to analyze the anode charge transfer kinetics independently of the cathode mechanisms is to study the anodic overpotential. These represent activation losses
occurring from the mechanism that has a direct impact on total fuel cell voltage. Figure
4.3 is a Tafel plot of the anodic overpotential. It is stunning how widely the overpotential varies. The curves in the lower portion of the plot have greater anodic polarization
losses since the overpotentials are reached at lower currents.
10
5
Bieberle 2002
Log (i)

0

Goodwin 2005
Bessler 2007

‐5

Habibzadeh 2007

‐10

Vogler 2009
‐15

Vijay 2010

‐20

Yurkiv 2011
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Anodic Overpotential (V)

Figure 4.3. Tafel representation of anodic overpotential resulting from various
kinetic mechanisms
Charge transfer at the cathode will have different kinetic characteristics than the
pathways occurring at the anode. Less in-depth data is available for reaction pathways
of the cathode. Many authors choose to utilize the Butler-Volmer expression, which
only requires knowledge of how charge transfer is limited by the kinetics, but not the
details of which processes occur.
Table 4.13. Charge transfer pathways at SOFC cathodes
No.

Reaction

1

O Ni +VO YSZ  2 e  O O YSZ  

2

O Pt +VO YSZ  2 e  OO YSZ

3

OLSM +VO YSZ  2 e  OO YSZ

4

Parameters



-2

-



x

-

x



-

 

x

-

a

O Ni +

b

O'YSZ +VO YSZ  e  O O YSZ

YSZ



+ e  O'YSZ
-

x


 
 
 

Ni

Pt

LSM

Ni

Ref.

A  2.0E6 m3 (mol  s)

EO1  125 kJ mol

[123]

A  8E6 m3 (mol  s)

EO 2  125 kJ mol

[103]

A  1.22E9 (cm 4  mol) s

EO3  212.3 kJ mol

[104]

A  1E13 s-1

EO4  38.6 kJ mol

A  1E13 s-1

EO4  35.7 kJ mol
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act

act

act

act

act

[122]

4.2 Comparisons with the literature
The goal of this work is not to duplicate the experimental efforts of other researchers;
rather it is to create a reasonable framework for the modeling of SOFCs at different
operating conditions in order to create comparisons that highlight the effects of the
variations on fuel cell function. To do this, the performance of the fuel cell portrayed by
the model must be within reasonable bounds of fuel cell data presented in the literature.
Since the parameters often used to reflect the physical characteristics of a SOFC
vary significantly in the literature, some tuning was used to determine the values that
resulted in the best fit for the present model. Tuning occurred as little as possible in
developing this model. After the model produced a reasonable reflection of fuel cell
operation, the parameters were fixed in order to hold conditions as similar as possible for
comparative purposes.
Fuel cell performance data are presented in the literature in numerous ways. For the
kinetic model presented in this work, the polarization curve and electrode polarization
data are the most useful for validation. The polarization curve expresses the aggregated
performance of the fuel cell. The electrode polarizations data isolates the operations
occurring at the individual electrodes. This allows clearer analysis of the kinetics while
tuning the model.
4.2.1

Anode Polarization

Since the electrochemical kinetics is a relatively new area of study, little information exists about the rates of electrochemical reactions. Many researchers borrow the
elementary steps and kinetic equations from each other and tune the kinetic parameters
to better fit the data on hand. Habibzadeh [2] had done this with the values from Goodwin [59]. The present model also makes use of this kinetic system, shown in Table 4.14,
and required a small adjustment in order to find the best agreement with the anode
overpotential data presented in Habibzadeh [2].
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Table 4.14. Electrochemical mechanism used at the anode
Reaction  cm



3

 mol  s  

Goodwin [59]

H Ni +OH YSZ  H 2 O YSZ +e + 
-

-

H Ni +O YSZ  OH YSZ +e + 
2-

-

-



Ni



Ni

Habibzadeh [2]

Tuning 1

Tuning 2

A  5E15

A  1.0E14

A  1.0E15

A  5.0E14

A  5E16

A  1.0E14

A  1.0E15

A  5.0E14

The anode overpotential data from Habibzadeh [2] is compared to the overpotential
predicted by the model for the four kinetic models listed above. In Figure 4.4, the
Goodwin mechanism predicts low polarizations at higher current densities, while the
Habibzadeh mechanism predicts the anode with have greater activation polarization at
lower currents than the data. Thus, the desired kinetics will fall between the two mechanisms found in the literature. The first tuning values showed the best agreement to the
data and are used as the kinetics for the rest of this work.
10000
Current Density (A.cm2)

1000
100

750 C From Habib data

10

850 C From Habib data
Goodwin Mech 800C

1

Hab Mech 850C

0.1

kf=1e15 850C
0.01

kf=5.00E+14 850C

0.001
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Polarization (V)

Figure 4.4. Comparison of Anode overpotential models with literature data for
30% H2, 3% H2O, and 67% N2 fuel flow
Similar tuning was used to add the CO mechanism to the model. The Habibzadeh
0
 1.2E12 mol (cm  s) . Since the complementary
mechanism indicated a value of ACO1

hydrogen pre-exponential factors were increased by an order of magnitude, the CO
0
 5E13 mol (cm  s) is
counterpart was likewise increased. As shown in Figure 4.5, ACO1

the best fit for the data from Habibzadeh since it more closely replicates the beginning of
the curve.
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Current Density (A/cm2)

0.1

0.01

Habibzadeh Data 775 C
kf=7.5e13 L=1e5
kf=5e13 L=1e5

0.001

kf=2.5e13 L=1e5
kf=1.2e13 L=1e5

0.0001
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Anode Overpotential (V)

Figure 4.5. Comparison of Anode overpotential models with literature data for
26% CO, 65% CO2, and 2.5% H2O fuel flow
4.2.2

Cathode Polarization

Adjustments also were needed for the cathode electrochemical equations. The estimated
activation energies, E act , from Table 4.13 varied greatly, so these were the values tuned
to match cathode overpotential data. Several of the researchers who focused on SOFC
cathodes reported overpotential data [2,123,124]. Figure 4.6 shows the range of data
from the literature based on air as the oxidant with two estimates for E act : 70 and 80
kJ/mol. The value of 70 kJ/mol has excellent agreement with the data presented and is
used as the cathode kinetics for the rest of this work.
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0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001
‐0.25

‐0.2

‐0.15

‐0.1

‐0.05

Polarization (V)

0

Curent Density (A/cm2)

1

Mittendorfer 0.98
atm
Mittendorfer 0.098
atm
Habibzadeh 850 C
Habibzadeh 800 C
Svensson Po2=1atm
Svensson Po2=0.1atm
Mechanism with
Ea=70
Mechanism with
Ez=80

Figure 4.6. Comparison of cathode overpotential models of air with literature data
4.2.3

Polarization Curve

Since the processes occurring at each of the electrodes are in agreement with the literature, both polarization components are placed together to show the total polarization
of the fuel cell. Figure 4.7 shows experimental data from Li et al. [94] and Zhu and Kee
[92]. Li et al. presented experimental data from a SOFC with a Ni-YSZ support, NiScSZ active layer, ScSZ electrolyte and a LSM-ScSZ cathode. The higher performance
of the fuel cell verses the cell presented by Zhu and Kee is the result of pure oxygen
being used as the oxidant rather than air. Zhu and Kee presented an example of a fuel
cell with Ni-YSZ anode support, YSZ electrolyte, and a LSM-YSZ cathode. In the
model, different TPB characteristic lengths ( lTPB ) were used to represent the differences
in material at the TPB. Good agreement was found between the model and the data
presented in the literature for both operating conditions. It is important to note that the
present model operates with a bulk gas reservoir; as such, the model will not calculate
concentration losses at high currents.
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1.2

Polarization (V)

1
0.8
0.6

(Li, Shi, and Cai 2010)
(Zhu and Kee 2008)

0.4

Model with Ltpb=1.5e6 m‐1
Model with Ltpb=2e5 m‐1

0.2
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Current Density (A/cm2)

Figure 4.7. Validation of a SOFC at 800 C with 97% H2, 3% H2O fuel versus data
from the literature
This is more easily noted in Figure 4.8. Li et al. [94] also presented data for a SOFC
operating on CO based fuels. The experimental cell and the model presented in this
work for validation made use of the same material considerations as were used in Figure
4.7; however, lTPB was decreased to 3.5E5 m-1. It is possible that carbon was depositing
on the surface in the experiment, which would be reflected as a decrease in the reaction
sites on the TPB. The model showed good agreement with the data presented in the
literature from Li et al. [94] and also Homel et al. [127]. The Homel et al. data only
shows the low current density portion of the curve, likely due to a similar difficulty in
capturing the effect of concentration on the performance of the cell.
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50:50 CO/CO2
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Polarization (V)

1
0.8
Li 2010 850C

0.6
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kf=5e13 L=3.5e5
0.2
0
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0.2

0.4
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0.8

1

Current Density (A/cm2)

Figure 4.8. Validation of a SOFC at 800 C with 50% CO and 50% CO2 fuel versus
data from the literature

4.3 Summary of Working Conditions
As shown above there are many different values that can be chosen as input parameters for a SOFC model. Throughout the validation of the present model, the use of some
of the parameters above resulted in a better agreement with experimental data from the
literature; while others resulted in poor agreement. This can be attributed to the wide
variations in reported values that occur for each parameter. Table 4.15 shows a list of
the parameters that presented the best fit with data from the literature and are used for
the remainder of this work.
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Table 4.15. Input parameters for SOFC model
Parameter

Value

Electrolyte Thickness

2E-5 m

Ionic Conductivity

 3.622E -5  T 2  0.083T  46.343
-1

TPB length

2

H Ni +OH YSZ  H 2 O YSZ +e + 
-

-

H Ni +O YSZ  OH YSZ +e + 
2-

-



-



Ni

Ni

CO Ni +OYSZ +  CO2 Ni +2 e + 



O Ni +VO YSZ  2 e  O O YSZ  



2-

-

-

x

YSZ

Ni

[94]
estimated

3.5E5 m

Surface Site Density



Source

2.60E-9, mol/cm

[52,67,97]

A  1E15 (mol, s, cm); Ea  90 kJ mol

estimated

A  1E15 (mol, s, cm); Ea  90 kJ mol

estimated

A  5E13 (mol, s, cm); Ea  71 kJ mol

estimated

A  5.5E13 mol (m  s); Ea  73 kJ mol

estimated
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5. The Effect of CO Fuel on SOFC Operation
The impact of CO on the electrochemical oxidation reactions is under debate. There are
several investigations of CO reactions in SOFC anodes; many of these show that CO is
inconsequential to the electrochemical operation of the fuel cells. Thus, many researchers assume that the water-gas shift reaction completely transforms CO into H2 such that
negligible CO electrochemistry occurs [59,68–73]. However, Matsuzaki and Yasuda
[74] concluded that the electrochemical oxidation rate of H2 is 2-3 times faster than that
of CO. Since CO is an important component in synthetic fuels and the off-gases from
gasification processes, it is important to consider it in SOFCs and most importantly, MRSOFCs. Mass transport is considered the main contributing factor for the slower CO
oxidation with respect to H2. In past studies, the effect of CO has been obscured by
complex porous transport in thick anode supports. Fuel cells with patterned anodes
eliminate those transport processes and allow for a well-defined lTPB [2]. These assumptions allow for a closer look at the physics occurring at the TPB in order to determine the
role that CO plays in SOFC electrochemistry.
The present numerical model allows for the investigation of the effect of CO concentration in H2 containing fuel on the performance of a SOFC. The model allows for a
closer look into the physics occurring in the cell including anode surface coverages,
anode polarization losses, and electron production. Finally, the effect of temperature on
the impact of CO in these cells is discussed.
The model inputs and physical parameters used in model are listed in Chapter 4.
Different fuel mixtures were designed to gain insight into the effect of CO has on fuel
cell chemistry. The most common method to present the fuel composition is through the
mole fractions, shown in Table 5.1. However, it is also useful to consider the fuel
compositions relative to a single component. In this work, presenting data based on the
content of CO relative to H2 in the fuel creates more insightful comparisons. These
relative compositions are also found in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Fuel mixtures utilized for determining the effect of CO addition to H2
fuels
Relative Mixture
% H2
% CO
100
0
80
20
60
40
50
50
40
60
20
80
0
100

Mole Fractions
H2 H2O CO
97
3
0
77.6
3
19.4
58.2
3
38.8
48.5
3
48.5
38.8
3
58.2
19.4
3
77.6
0
3
97

5.1 The effect of CO concentration on SOFC performance
As shown in Figure 5.1, the presence of CO has a strong impact on SOFC performance.
The humidified pure hydrogen case is shown for comparison. As the H2: CO ratio
approaches 80:20, a significant drop in voltage is shown at higher current densities. This
is likely explained by the increase in CO surface site coverage. The majority of the
decrease in performance occurs over the first 20% of CO addition as show in Figure 5.2.
Here, CO was gradually added to the fuel mixture to demonstrate how the decrease in
cell voltage relates to the amount of CO in the fuel. The OCV of the cells is relatively
unaffected by carbon addition, which agrees with a conclusion given in [94]; however,
the data supporting the claim was not presented. The similarities between the OCVs
achieved with the use of hydrated pure H2 and with CO included in the fuel mixture
makes additional sense considering the energetics of CO and H2 oxidation. At 800 oC,
the standard Gibbs energy for both reactions exhibit similar values: -188.2 kJ/mol for H2
oxidation and -189.7 kJ/mol for CO oxidation [128].
As expected the cell voltage decreases with increasing current density. It is interesting to note that loss in voltage due to CO addition has a similar magnitude at higher
current densities, shown in Figure 5.3. This is due, in part, to the assumption that the gas
channels are bulk reservoirs of gas to eliminate concentration loss effect on the fuel cell.
Thus, the impact of the diffusion of product and reactant species to and from the surface
at high current density is not captured in the model. The drop in polarization duel to CO
addition is between 0.15 and 0.20 V.
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Figure 5.1. Effect of CO addition to hydrated H2 fuel on performance of a SOFC at
800oC
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Figure 5.2. Effect of CO addition to hydrated H2 fuel in a SOFC at 800oC at several
current densities
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Figure 5.3. Loss in voltage due to CO addition to hydrated H2 fuel at 800oC at
several current densities
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The peak power density of the fuel cell is also affected by the choice of fuel mixture. The data in Table 5.2 indicates that the SOFC operating on hydrated hydrogen can
achieve nearly double the powerdensity of the SOFC operating on CO fuel. Even a
small amount of CO in the fuel generates a large decrease in the peak power density of
the fuel cell.
Table 5.2. Peak power density of a traditional SOFC operating at 800oC with H2CO fuels and air oxidant
Fuel Cell

Peak Power Density
mW/cm2

97% H2 - 3% H2O - 0% CO

479

77.6% H2 - 3% H2O - 19.4% CO

324

58.2% H2 - 3% H2O - 38.8% CO

300

48.5% H2 - 3% H2O - 48.5% CO

295

38.8% H2 - 3% H2O - 52.2% CO

291

19.4% H2 - 3% H2O - 77.6% CO

286

0% H2 - 3% H2O - 97% CO

281

5.2 The effect of CO concentrations on surface coverage
Species surface coverage changes as different mixtures are used as fuel. This is a large
justification for modeling SOFC with the use of heterogeneous kinetics instead of the
Butler-Volmer relations or based on gas phase compositions. The effect of the increase
of CO in H2 fuel mixtures on Ni anode surface coverage is shown in Figure 5.4. It is
expected that CO and Ni surface species would exceed that of H(m). Hecht et al. [67],
who initially created the Ni surface kinetic mechanism used in the work, predicted a high
percentage of empty surface sites (~60%); however, the model was run as a cross flow
rather than a button cell, so the surface never reached equilibrium. More surface sites
would be occupied if equilibrium was reached. Li et al. [94] predicted a 50% CO, 12%
H coverage, and 40% empty sites utilizing the same mechanism.

Janardhanan and

Deutschmann [66], who advanced the development of the mechanism, predicted coverages of 36% CO, 18% H, and 45% free sites. Habibzadeh [2], while using CO/CO2 fuel
diluted with ~70% Ar, predicted near 90% CO coverage with the same mechanism.
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Habibzadeh modeled pattern electrodes to minimize the effect of mass diffusion in his
experimental and numerical efforts with CO electrochemical kinetics. Since the same
assumptions are made in this work, the abundance of CO on the surface reported here
with respect to other reports in literature is likely due to the assumption of pattern
electrodes which neglects species diffusion through thick porous anode supports.
0% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 97% CO
19.4% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 77.6% CO
38.8% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 52.2% CO
48.5% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 48.5% CO

(m)

58.2% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 38.8% CO

H(m)
CO(m)

77.6% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 19.4% CO
97% H2 ‐ 3% H2O ‐ 0% CO
0%
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60%

80%

100%

Major species coverages

Figure 5.4. Surface coverage resulting from various CO/H2 fuel mixtures at 800 oC
The mechanism in use indicates that the sticking probability for CO is 50% while
the sticking probability for H2 is 1%. The rate of the sticking reactions is dependent on
molecular weight W and sum of the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction 

k

s


RT

2 W

(5.1)

The adsorption rate of CO is 4.33E9 kmol/m2/s compared to 1.24E16 kmol/m2/s for H.
The desorption rate of CO is much lower at 1.36E6 kmol/m2/s compared to 2.84E14
kmol/m2/s for H. It is also important to note that the forward and reverse rate constants
used irreversibly from Hecht et al. [67] and Janardhanan and Deutschmann [66] are
thermodynamically consistent within 10% of what would be expected based on single
reversible steps (most of the elementary steps result between 1-5% difference). This
adds additional justification as to why more CO remains on the surface at equilibrium.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates that CO has a strong initial impact to the surface coverages.
CO coverage increases the most over the first 20% of CO addition to H2. The increase
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in CO coverage slows at higher CO concentrations. This closely resembles the effect of
CO on the total cell voltage above.
1
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% CO addition to hydrated H2 fuel

Figure 5.5. Effect of CO addition to hydrated H2 fuels on Ni surface coverage

5.3 The effect of CO on electrochemical reactions
The major advantage of utilizing elementary kinetic mechanisms to represent the electrochemical process occurring in SOFC is the ability to separate out the contributions the
individual chemical steps have towards current production. Using the Butler-Volmer
equations requires the assumption of a single global step, obscuring the kinetic sources
of electrons in the system. Figure 5.6 shows the relative electron contributions at several
CO/H2 fuel mixtures. Since a three step electrochemical mechanism is used in this
work, the number of electrons produced by the two reaction steps containing hydrogen
species is compared against the electrons from the CO step. When the fuel contains no
CO, all of the electrons were produced from the hydrogen steps. As the CO content
increases, the number of electrons produced from CO increases. For instance, when the
ratio of H2:CO is about 80:20, 75% of the electrons are produced from the hydrogen
steps at low current densities. As current density increases, the production of electrons
from CO also increases.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of CO addition to H2 fuel on electron production at 800oC
Figure 5.7 shows the relationship between electron production and CO content in
hydrated H2 fuels. As noted above, the relationship between CO content and reaction
source of the electrons is almost proportional at low current densities. The contribution
of the CO electrochemical reaction increases with increasing CO content, with greatest
impact in the first 20% of CO addition to the hydrated H2 fuel. The hydrogen electrochemical steps continue to supply electrons even while no H2 is supplied to the fuel cell.
This indicates some of the CO is being converted to H2 via the water gas shift reaction.
However, most of the electrons produced by the fuel cell in the high carbon fuel mixtures are a result of the CO electrochemical step from Habibzadeh’s [2] kinetic
mechanism, which indicates CO plays more a important role in fuel cell chemistry than
previously considered.
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Figure 5.7. Effect of CO addition to H2 fuel on electron production at 800oC

5.4 The effect of CO on anode polarization
The anode polarizations data isolates the losses arising from the electrode kinetics from
the other phenomena occurring in the cell. Figure 5.8 shows a Tafel representation of
the anode polarization losses at several fuel mixtures. When there is no CO in the fuel,
the polarization losses are lower at higher current densities. With this fuel mixture only
the hydrogen electrochemical steps are active. The polarization loss increases with
increasing CO content and the Tafel slope is similar for each fuel mixture. Thus, the CO
electrochemical step requires a greater activation polarization.
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Figure 5.8. Tafel representation of anode polarization loss at several fuel mixtures
at 800oC
Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between CO content and anode polarization loss.
At low current densities, the polarization loss increases linearly with CO content. At
elevated current, the activation polarization increases significantly over the initial 20%
of CO included in the fuel, which indicates CO surface coverage plays a role in the
polarization. Activation polarization is the loss that results from the energy barrier that
must be overcome for the electrochemical reaction to occur. Since the polarization
increases as the CO contribution to electron production increases, the energy barrier for
the CO electrochemical step must greater than that of the hydrogen steps. The difference
in activation polarization between 0% CO and 100% CO is 0.15-0.2 V.
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Figure 5.9. Effect of CO addition to hydrated H2 fuel on anode polarization loss at
several current densities

5.5 The effect of temperature on the effect of CO as a fuel
Temperature generally has a large impact on SOFC performance. Additionally, it can
affect the interactions between H2, CO, and the Ni surface. The following section
describes the effect that change in temperature has on a 48.5% H2, 48.5% CO, and 3%
H2O fuel mixture.
5.5.1 SOFC Performance
Figure 5.10 shows the polarization curve of an SOFC operating at several temperatures.
As expected, the performance of the fuel cell decreases with temperature. Activation
polarization, the primary cause of voltage loss at the low current density portion of the
curve, increases dramatically as the temperature decreases. At lower temperatures more
energy input is needed to overcome the activation energy barrier required for the electrochemical reactions to occur. The ohmic polarization losses, which are loosely associated
with the slope of the curve, seem to be less affected by the changes in temperature. The
magnitude of the slopes increase with decreasing temperatures, but not as significantly
as expected. This is likely due to the temperatures exceeding the bounds of the parametric equation developed by Li et al. [94] to represent the equivalent conductivity of
electrolyte materials. Since the primary interest of the following discussion is the effect
of temperature on CO kinetics, the ohmic polarization is of lesser importance.
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Figure 5.10. Performance of a SOFC operating on 48.5 % H2, 48.5% CO, 3% H2O
fuel at several operating temperatures
The effect of temperature on cell voltage at specific current densities is shown in
Figure 5.11. The OCV, the voltage at zero current density, of the cell is increases
between 600 oC and 700oC and slowly declines as temperature reaches 1000 oC. Voltage
at higher current densities has a more linear relationship to temperature. At lower
temperatures, kinetics move more slowly, resistance to ion transport increases, and more
energy is required to overcome the activation barrier of the electrochemical reactions.
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Figure 5.11. Effect of temperature on an SOFC with 48.5% H2, 48.5% CO, 3%
H2O at several current densities
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5.5.2

Ni Surface Coverage

Ni surface coverage at several operating temperatures is shown in Figure 5.12. At 600oC
the surface is entirely covered with CO and a limited amount of H. As temperatures
increase, the number of open surface sites, (m), also increases. This decrease in fuel
species on the surface is likely the cause of the gradual decrease in OCV occurring
between 700 oC and 1000 oC shown in Figure 5.10.

Operating Temperature (C)

1000
900
(m)

800

H(m)
700

CO(m)

600
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Major species coverage

Figure 5.12. Effect of temperature on Ni surface coverage in a SOFC with 48.5%
H2, 48.5% CO, 3% H2O fuel
5.5.3

Electrochemical Reaction Rates

The electrochemical reaction rates for the SOFC model are shown in Figure 5.13. The
reaction rates for the hydrogen reactions are considered to be equivalent; thus, they are
represented as a single curve at each temperature in the plot. The hydrogen electrochemical reactions also are shown to be 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than the CO reaction
rates. This is a significant difference, but agrees with the predictions of many researchers in the field. The difference in reaction rates is a bit surprising given that CO can
significantly contribute to current production; however, the disparity is reflected in the
pre-exponential factors postulated by Habibzadeh [2] and used it this work. The high
surface coverage of CO and the fact that the CO electrochemical reaction produces two
electrons also contributes to the ability of the CO electrochemical reaction to overcome
the low reaction rate.
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Figure 5.13. Electrochemical reaction rates in a SOFC at several temperatures
Figure 5.14 shows the forward electrochemical reaction rates over a range of temperatures at several current densities.

The hydrogen electrochemical reaction rates

nearly double across 600oC and 1000 oC, while the CO electrochemical reaction rates
halve over the same temperature range. The CO rates decrease more rapidly between
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Figure 5.14. Effect of temperature on electrochemical reaction rates in a SOFC at
several current densities
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5.5.4

Electron/Current Production

The effect of temperature on the ability of the electrochemical reactions to contribute to
the cell current is shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. At 1000 oC, the majority of the
electrons contributing to the current in the cell originate from the hydrogen electrochemical steps. The electrochemical reaction rates for those equations are higher than CO and
the surface coverage is also increased over the coverages at lower temperatures. Both of
these factors seem to overcome the predominance of CO on the surface. Current density
also has a more limited effect on the electron production source, likely because activation polarizations are decreased at elevated temperatures. At the lower temperatures,
hydrogen contributes a limited number of electrons to the current in the fuel cell. This is
likely caused by the lower H surface coverages and lower electrochemical reaction rates.
Between 800 oC and 900 oC the increasing hydrogen reaction rates and coverages seems
to compete evenly with the elevated CO coverage.
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Figure 5.15. Effect of temperature on electron production in a SOFC with 48.5%
H2, 48.5% CO, 3% H2O
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Figure 5.16. Effect of temperature on electron production in a SOFC with 48.5%
H2, 48.5% CO, 3% H2O at several current densities
5.5.5

Anode Activation Polarization

The relationship between anode polarization loss and temperature are shown in Figure
5.17 and Figure 5.18. At elevated temperatures, SOFCs experience less activation
polarization at higher current densities.

As the temperatures decrease, the energy

required to overcome the chemical activation barrier increases and voltage loss required
for the reactions increases. Polarization loss is related to processes such as adsorption
and TPB-charge transfer processes. The polarization in Figure 5.18 seems to reflect the
change in surface coverage from Figure 5.12 decreasing more rapidly as the hydrogen
coverage increases. This would confirm what some studies suggest: that adsorption
processes limit the rate of H2 electrochemical oxidation on Ni [56]. Since the hydrogen
electro-kinetics have the greater rates but CO has the greater surface adsorption, the CO
electrochemical reactions are the major source of current at lower temperatures, while
the faster hydrogen electro-kinetics, with their lower activation polarizations) dominate
at higher temperatures.
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Figure 5.18. Effect of temperature on anode polarization loss in a SOFC with
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5.6 Discussion
The effect of CO addition to hydrated H2 fuels has been shown in depth above. As CO
is added to the fuel, there is a significant drop in voltage at operating current densities
(Figure 5.1). This loss in cell potential (Figure 5.3) is equivalent to the 0.15-0.2 V
increase in anode activation polarization losses which occur by switching from hydrated
H2 fuel to hydrated CO fuel (Figure 5.9). The OCV of the cells maintain similar values
independent of fuel mixture (Figure 5.2). This can be attributed to the similar energetics
in the electrochemical oxidation reactions.
CO is found to dominate the surface of the Ni anode (Figure 5.4). This is due in
part to the assumption of pattern electrodes often used when exploring kinetics [2]. In
pattern electrodes, the gases have greater access to the TPB eliminating the effect of the
diffusion of fuel species through what are often thick porous anode supports. Since CO
is a larger molecule than H2, it is expected that H2 would have faster diffusion and CO
slower. This would decrease the CO coverage on the surface and increase coverage of
both hydrogen and empty surface sites [66,67,94]. Additionally, the adsorption and
desorption rates affect the affinity of the Ni surface for the fuel species. Hydrogen has a
higher adsorption rate than CO, but the desorption rate of CO is significantly lower than
the adsorption rate. This leaves more CO on the surface at equilibrium.
Because elementary electrochemical kinetics are used in the model, the contribution
of the individual reaction steps to the cell current can be shown (Figure 5.7). As CO is
added to hydrated H2 fuel, the percentage of electrons produced by the hydrogen electrochemical oxidation reactions decreases significantly. At low currents, the effect is
proportional to the fuel mixture; however at higher currents the impact of CO is much
greater. This implies that CO electrochemistry plays a greater role in SOFC operation
that previously expected.

There is still agreement with the researchers who are skepti-

cal about the contribution of CO [59,68–73]. The electrochemical reaction rates for CO
oxidation are significantly lower than the hydrogen reaction steps (Figure 5.14). CO
overcomes the slower reaction rates by having a much slower surface desorption rate
than hydrogen. Hydrogen surface adsorption is often considered the limiting rate for its
oxidation [56].
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It is widely known that SOFC performance increases with increasing temperature
(Figure 5.10). At high temperatures anode activation polarization has a more limited
effect (Figure 5.17) and the conductivity of the electrolyte increases. Temperature has a
large impact on surface coverages. At high temperatures, rates for adsorption-desorption
reactions increase. The coverages of both hydrogen and empty surface sites increase
with increasing temperature (Figure 5.12). The electrochemical reaction rates are also
strongly influenced by temperature (Figure 5.14). The hydrogen electrochemical kinetic
rates nearly double while the CO electrochemical oxidation rate halves between 600 oC
and 1000oC. This is a major contributing factor to the increase in hydrogen electrochemical participation at elevated temperatures. At elevated temperatures, the hydrogen
electrochemical reaction steps contribute the majority of the electrons to the current of
the fuel cell (Figure 5.15). Thus, the positive effects of lower activation energy required
by the hydrogen electrochemical steps and the higher reaction rates overtake the detrimental effect of high CO coverage on the anode allowing more hydrogen to contribute
electrons to the cell.
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6. Effects of Crossover on SOFC operation
The detrimental impact of crossover is well accepted in the SOFC field. However, little
research has been completed on the interactions of phenomena occurring when leaks
occur across the electrolyte of SOFCs. Often, when SOFCs experience fuel crossover,
the data are discarded, because the experimental measurement system is deemed to be
faulty. The studies that do report crossover issues make simplistic comparisons between
generated voltages and calculated ideal EMF to quantify loss in SOFCs. Yet, there are
many causes of loss within SOFCs which can affect the measurement. This simplification gives little insight into the physics occurring. The present model can simulate the
important processes in the fuel cell system and provide fundamental knowledge of the
physics occurring in the cell including cathode surface coverages, cathode polarization
losses, and electron production from cathodic and parasitic electrochemical reactions.
The model inputs and physical parameters used in the model are listed in Chapter 4.
In contrast to the modeling of CO above, the gas mixture on the cathode side of the fuel
cell is not brought into equilibrium. The model assumes that the fuel, which crosses
through the electrolyte, interacts with the cathode before it has a time to react in the gas
phase. This assumption is based on the low velocity a leak would have since both sides
of the fuel cell are at atmospheric pressure and the torturous diffusion required for the
fuel to reach the cathode flow channel. The anode fuel is considered to reach equilibrium
and is unaffected by the loss of fuel because of the infinite reservoir assumption. The
fuel mixtures are either pure H2 with 3% hydration or CO with 3% hydration.
Different mixtures of oxidant and crossover fuel were designed to gain insight into
the effect of crossover on performance and determine the amount of crossover that can
be tolerated by the cathode. The crossover gas mixtures are shown in Table 6.1. It is
useful for mole fractions to be used alongside a relative parameter based on the content
of fuel species relative to the oxidant. H2 is more likely to crossover onto cathode side
of a SOFC; however, CO is included to show what may happen if crossover occurs with
pure CO fuel. Each mixture was studied at 800oC. The 10% fuel crossover mixtures
were then used to determine the effect of temperature on the physics occurring with
crossover.
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Table 6.1. Oxidant mixtures utilized for determining the effect of fuel crossover
addition to air
Relative Mixture
% Air

% H2
or CO

Mole Fractions
N2

O2

H2
or CO

100

0

79

21

0

95

5

75.1

20

5

90

10

71.1 18.9

10

85

15

67.2 17.9

15

80

20

63.2 16.8

20

6.1 The effect of crossover at the cathode on SOFC performance
As shown in Figure 6.1, fuel crossover has a significant impact on SOFC performance.
Figure 6.1.a represents fuel crossover in a hydrogen fuel cell and Figure 6.1.b represents
a CO fuel cell. With hydrogen crossover, a small amount of crossover can be tolerated:
the pure air and the 5% crossover curves overlap. As crossover reaches 10%, a large
decrease in OCV is observed. Likewise, Small amounts of CO crossover result in a
decrease in OCV. This is likely due to the disproportionate adsorption and desorption
rates of CO discussed in Chapter 5. At elevated levels of CO crossover, the polarization
curve in Figure 6.1.b indicates that the fuel mixtures result in similar levels of cell
performance.
Figure 6.2 shows the effect of fuel crossover on the open circuit voltage (OCV) of a
SOFC operating on H2 and CO fuels. Between pure oxidant and 10% H2 crossover,
there is a gradual decrease in OCV of the fuel cell. This is due to the small decrease in
O2 mole fraction in the oxidant. After a H2 crossover of approximately 9.5%, the
performance of the fuel cell suffers significant degradation. This drop in voltage can be
directly related to the plummet of oxygen surface coverage on the cathode in Figure
6.5.a. CO has a high sticking probability and slow desorption, so it is very competitive
with O2. This likely causes the OCV to drop with very little inclusion of CO in as shown
in Figure 6.2.b. Figure 6.3 demonstrates that the loss in polarization due to crossover is
greatest at low current densities and decreases as current increases.
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Figure 6.1. SOFC performance at 800oC at several levels of fuel crossover for fuels
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It is interesting to note the differences the oxidant used have on the performance of
SOFCs undergoing crossover. Figure 6.4 shows the curves for pure O2 and hydrated O2
with H2 crossover. The differences in H2 tolerance between the cases appears to be
stunning: however, the ~35% H2:O2 ratio at the flammability limit in the pure O2 case
matches the ratio of H2:O2 diluted by N2 with air as the oxidant. Similarly, when 3%
H2O was included in the O2 oxidant, the decrease in the curve shifted ~3% to reflect the
H2:O2 ratio.
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Figure 6.4. Effect of hydrogen crossover on OCV of SOFCs operating on various
oxidants
The effect of fuel crossover on SOFC peak power density is apparent in Table 6.2.
Since the hydrogen fuel cell with 5% crossover demonstraits similar operation to the
undamaged fuel cell, it is expected that the power densities are similar values. As the
level of fuel crossover increases, the peak power density must decrease. With 15%
hydrogen fuel crossover, the peak power achieved by the fuel cell is only 10% of the
power achieved by the fully functioning SOFC. CO crossover has a stronger effect on
fuel cell operation. With minimal amount of CO crossover, the peak power density
decreases to 20% of the power achievable from a fully function CO fuel cell.
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Table 6.2. Peak power density of a traditional SOFC operating at 800oC with
various amount of fuel crossover
Fuel Cell

Peak Power Density
mW/cm2

0% H2 - 100% Air

479

5% H2 - 95% Air

479

10% H2 - 90% Air

100

15% H2 - 85% Air

48

20% H2 - 80% Air

36

0% CO - 100% Air

281

5% CO - 95% Air

58

10% CO - 90% Air

48

15% CO - 85% Air

41

20% CO - 80% Air

36

6.2 The effect of crossover on cathode surface coverages
The effect of fuel crossover into air oxidant on cathode surface coverage is shown in
Figure 6.5. With H2 fuel, oxygen maintains a nearly complete surface coverage until
10% crossover. This closely resembles the effect of H2 crossover on total cell voltage
above. The sudden change in coverages indicates there is a flammability limit that has
to be overcome before the reactions can propagate on the surface and that the reactions
progress quickly afterwards. The effect of CO crossover occurs more gradually with the
increase of CO, but continually across all levels of crossover. This is likely due to the
disparity in adsorption/desorption rates for CO, making the species highly competitive
with O2 for the open surface reaction sites.
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Figure 6.5. Effect of a) hydrogen and b) CO crossover on cathode surface coverage

6.3 The effect of crossover on electrochemical reactions
Figure 6.6 shows the current being produced and leaked at the cathode side of the SOFC.
This again, demonstrates the advantage to using elementary kinetic mechanisms to study
the process occurring in SOFCs. For the current being produced, the electrons being
used by the cathodic reactions follow the normal course of fuel cell operation. The
electrons produced in the parasitic electrochemical reaction of hydrogen or CO species
contribute to the leakage current, which conflicts with the operation of the fuel cell. The
cathodic current density increases linearly with the operating current density, which is
expected as the quantities are directly related. The leakage current densities are less
affected by current density since these values are related to the quantity of the leaked
fuel.
As the amount of crossover increases, the parasitic reactions with the fuel increase
in Figure 6.7. The cathodic reactions also increase to overcome the leakage and achieve
the desired current. Figure 6.7.a and Figure 6.7.c show the flammability limit effect on
current production. The figures also show that the leakage current is much more heavily
dependent on the amount of crossover than the fuel cell’s operating current density.
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6.4 The effect of crossover on cathode polarization
Figure 6.8 shows the relationship between fuel crossover and cathode polarization loss.
Fuel crossover is shown to greatly decrease the cathode activation polarization losses
occurring in the fuel cells. The trends reflect the decrease in OCV shown in Figure 6.2.
The cathode activation polarization for the CO cell begins with values close to those at
0% H2 crossover then plummets to near zero loss. This is likely due to the sign convention related to anodic and cathodic activation polarization. The activation polarization of
anodic reactions are positive, the activation polarizations of cathodic reactions are
negative (shown as absolute values in this work). It is likely that the values of activation
polarization negate each other as anodic reactions increase at the cathode due to fuel
crossover. The present model is unable to separate these values into their constituent
parts.
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Figure 6.8. Effect of fuel crossover on cathode activation polarization loss at 800oC

6.5 The effect of temperature on the parasitic reactions
6.5.1

SOFC performance

Figure 6.9 shows the polarization curve of a SOFC experiencing 10% crossover at
several temperatures. As expected, the performance of the fuel cell decreases as the
temperature decreases. The higher cell performance at elevated temperatures is largely
due to decrease in anode polarization and ohmic polarization losses. Figure 6.10 shows
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that the cell voltage increases with increasing temperature. This too, reflects the changes
in anode kinetics with respect to temperature discussed in Chapter 5.
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6.5.2

Cathode Surface Coverage

The effect of temperature on cathode surface coverage of H2 and CO fuel cells experiencing crossover is shown in Figure 6.11. For the hydrogen fuel cell in Figure 6.11.a,
the oxygen and hydrogen surface coverages decrease with increasing temperature. This
indicates that the desorption rates for these species are more strongly correlated with
temperature. CO coverage decreases with temperature, while oxygen coverage increases
in Figure 6.11.b. The increase in oxygen surface coverage in the CO fuel cell is likely
the cause of the greater increase in voltage observed for the CO case relative to the H2
case in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.11. Effect of operating temperature on cathode surface coverage with 10%
crossover of a) hydrogen and b) CO
6.5.3

Electrochemical Reaction Rates

Figure 6.12 shows the forward electrochemical reaction rates over a range of temperatures at several current densities. In Figure 6.12.a, the fuel curves represent the rates of
the electrochemical reactions containing hydrogen species. Likewise, the fuel curves in
the CO case are for the electrochemical reaction utilizing CO. The rates in the H2 and
CO cells are not the same because the chemical potential needed at the specified current
in each cell is different; this would alter the value of the exponential in the Arrhenius
equation. The reaction rates for the cathodic equations are significantly slower than the
anodic equations, which is why high surface coverage of oxygen is essential for the fuel
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cells to function under crossover conditions. The reaction rates also show only limited
relationship to current density; thus, the rate equations are much more subject to changes
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Figure 6.12. Effect of temperature on electrochemical reaction rates in a SOFC
subject to a) hydrogen and b) CO crossover
6.5.4

Current Production

Figure 6.13 indicates that more electrons are produced and used at elevated temperatures
in the hydrogen leaking SOFC, while the CO cell is less affected by temperature. This is
because the hydrogen electrochemical rate increases by nearly 100% over the range of
temperatures. In the CO cell, the CO electrochemical rates also increase by nearly
100%, but the surface coverage of the fuel species decreases by nearly 90%. The peak
in the current density curves in Figure 6.14.b and Figure 6.14.c likely reflect the increase
in reaction rate between 600-750oC being overcome by the decrease in CO surface
coverage between 800-1000oC.
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6.5.5

Cathode Activation Polarization

The relationship between cathode activation polarization loss and temperature are shown
in Figure 6.15. Under crossover conditions, the fuel cells experience very little activation polarization.

However, the expected trends with temperature exist.

As the

temperatures decrease, the energy required to overcome the chemical barrier increases
and the voltage loss increases.
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Figure 6.15. Effect of operating temperature on cathode activation polarization of a
SOFC subject to a) hydrogen and b) CO crossover

6.6 Discussion
The effect of H2 and CO crossover on SOFCs operating on air as an oxidant has been
shown in depth above. As the amount of H2 crossover increases, the oxidant mixture
reaches a point that causes the voltage in the cell to rapidly decline (Figure 6.2.a). This
loss in cell potential relates directly to the decrease in oxygen surface coverage occurring
at the same fuel-air ratio (Figure 6.5.a).

This likely indicates that the ratio of fuel to

oxygen exceeds the flammability limit for the heterogeneous system. As CO is leaked
into the fuel cell system, an immediate decrease in cell voltage is seen (Figure 6.2.b).
This is likely due to the highly competitive adsorption/desorption rates discussed in
Chapter 5. The effect of crossover is more severe at low currents (Figure 6.3). It is also
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interesting to note that the amount of tolerance the cathode has for H2 depends on the
fuel-oxygen ratio, such that more hydrogen leakage (by mole fraction) can be tolerated
with pure O2 as the oxidant versus air (Figure 6.4).
Oxygen dominates the cathode surface reaction sites in a traditional SOFC. The
sudden change in O2 coverage in Figure 6.5.a indicates there is a flammability limit that
has to be overcome before the reactions can propagate on the surface and that the
reactions progress quickly afterwards. The effect of CO crossover occurs more gradually and continuously with the increase of CO (Figure 6.5.b). This is likely due to the
disparity in adsorption/desorption rates for CO, making the species highly competitive
with O2 for the open surface reaction sites.
Since elementary electrochemical kinetics are used in the model, the contributions
of the individual reaction steps to the cell current can be shown (Figure 6.6). After the
flammability limit is reached in the hydrogen-air fuel cell, the leakage current caused by
electrons produced in anodic reactions at the cathode increases. The production cathodic
current increases to overcome the leakage current. The cathodic current density increases linearly with the operating current density, which is expected as the quantities are
directly related. The leakage current densities are less affected by current density since
these values are related to the quantity of the leaked fuel. As the amount of crossover
increases, the parasitic reactions with the fuel increase (Figure 6.7). The increase in
cathodic current is proportional to the leakage current. Leakage current is much more
heavily dependent on the amount of crossover than the fuel cell’s operating current
density.
As expected, the performance of the fuel cell decreases with decreasing temperature
(Figure 6.9). The higher cell performance at elevated temperatures is largely due to
decrease in anode polarization and ohmic polarization losses. Temperature also has a
large impact on surface coverages. In the hydrogen cell, empty surface sites greatly
increase while oxygen and hydrogen coverage decrease with increasing temperature
(Figure 6.11.a). This is likely due to the increase in desorption rates and an increase in
direct surface reactions between the two species to form water. In the CO fuel cell, CO
coverage greatly decreases and oxygen coverage increases with increasing temperature
(Figure 6.11.b). The reaction rates for the cathodic equations are significantly slower
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than the anodic equations, which is why high surface coverage of oxygen is essential for
the fuel cells to function under crossover conditions (Figure 6.12). The reaction rates
also show only limited relationship to current density, thus the rate equations are much
more subject to changes in temperature. Due to the increase in reaction rates, the
hydrogen cell undergoes more leakage current as temperature increases (Figure 6.13.c).
In the CO cell, the increase in parasitic electrochemical reaction rates is tempered by the
decreasing surface coverage. This causes the parasitic effect to peak near 750oC (Figure
6.14.d).
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7. Mixed-Reactant Fuel Cell Operation
In order to assess the abilities of MR-SOFC technology against traditional SOFCs
subject to crossover, more must be understood about the physics occurring at the TPB of
a cell operating on mixed fuel-oxidant gases. The limitations of traditional SOFCs with
crossover were discussed in Chapter 6. Below, the physical phenomena occurring in
MR-SOFC are discussed with an emphasis on cell voltage, surface coverage, leakage
current contributions, electrochemical rates, and activation polarization as the metrics for
performance.
To date, few models for MR-SOFCs exist in the literature, and most have very specific capabilities. Many models assume constant properties, which would normally be
greatly affected by temperature gradients within the system. Many do not include gas
phase reactions of CH4 and air at elevated temperatures. No MR-SOFC model, at
present, considers CO as a fuel for the electrochemical reaction, even though the model
above suggests that CO plays an active role in SOFC chemistry. The thermodynamic
potential of a MR-SOFC cell, the Nernst voltage, has been predicted by some models
[79], but cannot be truly understood by considering purely selective electrodes. This
model uses elementary heterogeneous and electrochemical mechanisms to calculate the
voltage at zero current while accounting for the irreversible and non-equilibrium process
occurring in the cell.
The physical parameters needed to be adjusted for this portion of the work. The
TPB lengths used in the studies above were simply too small to produce worthwhile
voltages under mixed fuel conditions. The model inputs and physical parameters used in
the model are listed in Chapter 4. Methane was used as the primary fuel for the MRSOFCs as it is the more common and stable fuel used in the literature. Different gas
mixtures were designed to gain insight into the operation of MR-SOFCs. The reactant
mixtures are shown in Table 7.1. The literature often discusses the fuel mixtures with
respect to the fuel:O2 mixture even as air is used as the oxidant. The gas mixture on the
anode side of the fuel cell is brought to equilibrium; the gases on the cathode side of the
fuel cell are given a residence time of 1 second. In contrast to the previous modeling in
this work, both anodic and cathodic electrochemical reactions are enabled at both
electrodes. The MR-SOFC results are for an operating temperature of 600oC, which is
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more typical of a MR-SOFC system. This change in operating temperature requires the
use of a different electrolyte conductivity than presented above. The parametric equation for the ScSZ/YSZ effective conductivity presented in Li et al. [94] was developed
for a temperature range of 750 oC -850oC. As the temperature falls to 600oC, the ion
conductivity becomes negative. Therefore, the results in this chapter makes use of an
often used YSZ ion conductivity calculation [52,91–93].



3.6E5  T -1 exp -8E4

RT

 100

(7.1)

Table 7.1. Methane-air mixtures utilized for MR-SOFC operation
Fuel-O2 Relative Mixture
Ratio
% Air % CH4

Mole Fractions
N2

O2

CH4

1

82.6

17.4

65.3 17.4 17.4

1.1

81.2

18.8

64.2

1.62

74.6

25.4

59

2

70.4

29.6

55.6 17.8 29.6

3

61.4

38.6

48.5 12.8 38.6

4

54.4

45.6

42.9 11.4 45.7

5

48.8

51.2

38.5 10.2 51.2

17

18.8

15.7 25.3

7.1 Validation
The levels of success of MR-SOFCs in the literature are varied. Figure 7.1 shows
examples of MR-SOFCs operating at 600oC and 700oC. The material properties of the
individual fuel cells have a tremendous impact on performance. Hao et al. [9] considered a fuel cell with SDC electrolyte material, a Ni-SDC composite anode, and a fivecomponent perovskite (BSCFO) cathode. The TPB length per unit area in the cell were
estimated to be 7E5 m-1 for the anode and 1.06E6 m-1 for the cathode. Both values far
exceed the TPB length per unit area of 3.5E5 m-1 used in the model above to represent a
dual-chamber fuel cell. Buergler et al. [129] considered a fuel cell with a CGO electrolyte, a Ni-CGO with Pd dispersion was used for the anode, and a SmSrCoO perovskite
was used for the cathode. The work by Buergler et al. did not estimate the TPB. In
Figure 7.1.a, the impact that different materials have on fuel cell operation can be noted.
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The fuel mixture used by Buergler et al. falls between the values shown for Hao et al.,
yet the OCV and operating voltage of the Buergler cell is lower than the performance
presented by Hao. Figure 7.1.b shows a comparison with the work done by Napporn et
al. The work used more established SOFC materials: an YSZ electrolyte, a Ni-YSZ
composite anode, and a LSM cathode. The lower performance in the YSZ cell can
attributed in part to the thick electrolyte used to support the cell; however, even in the
anode supported cell presented in their work, the peak current density only reached 1
A/cm2. Relative selectivity of the electrode materials, TPB lengths associated with the
materials and manufacturing processes, and catalytic kinetics specific to the materials
will also cause differences in OCV and performance of the cells.
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Figure 7.1. MR-SOFC operation from the literature at a) ~600oC and b) 700oC
[9,16,129]
Figure 7.2 shows the model prediction (in green) compared to the literature values
for performance of a MR-SOFC. The OCV predicted by the model is 27% lower than
the data from Hao et al. [9], which in turn, is 28% lower than the data presented in
Napporn et al. [16]. Given the limited availability of elementary kinetic data for SOFC
materials, it is nearly impossible to exactly reproduce MR-SOFC experimental data.
However, it remains possible to gain much useful information about the processes
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occurring in MR-SOFCs based on the present knowledge of Ni electrode kinetics. The
parameters used in this model have been validated against dual chamber fuel cells as
shown in Chapter 4 and have presented reasonable predictions of hydrogen and CO fuel
with and without fuel crossover conditions in Chapters 5 and 6; thus, they must be
assumed to have the ability to predict the performance and physics in a fuel cell operating on what could be considered more extreme form of fuel crossover: the mixedreactant fuel cell.
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Figure 7.2. Validation of a MR-SOFC model with data from the literature [9,16]

7.2 The effect of mixed reactant operating conditions on SOFC
performance
Figure 7.3 shows the comparison of fuel cells with different fuel and oxidant mixtures.
The first three plots show the predictions of a dual-chamber SOFC operating under
crossover conditions. These models have been updated to include the YSZ electrolyte
conductivity being used for the MR-SOFC study. Figure 7.3.c shows a case where CH4
is use as the fuel to directly compare with the CH4 fuel used in the MR-SOFC study. In
the CH4 crossover model, it is assumed that H2 is the only species to cross the electrolyte
due to its diminutive size compared to the other major gas species.
As expected, the dual chamber fuel cells operating without crossover outperform the
MR-SOFCs. However, when crossover becomes an issue in the cells, the MR-SOFCs
perform better than their dual-chamber counterparts. Figure 7.4 shows the same model
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predictions at specific currents based on the fuel and oxidant mixtures. The OCV of the
MR-SOFC is little affected by changes in the fuel:O2 ratio. The phenomena in the
crossover models are explained in more detail in Chapter 5. Figure 7.4 shows that the
OCV of the MR-SOFC is greater than the dual chamber fuel cells after crossover takes
effect.
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Figure 7.3. Performance of SOFC operating with a) H2 fuel and crossover to air, b)
CO fuel and crossover to air, C) CH4 fuel with H2 crossover to air, and d) mixed
reactant fuels and oxidant
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a) H2 fuel and crossover to air, b) CO fuel and crossover to air, C) CH4 fuel with H2
crossover to air, and d) mixed reactant fuels and oxidant
The effect of the use of mixed reactant fuels on peak power density in a SOFC is
apparent in Table 7.2. At 600oC, the peak power density of traditional fuel cells is lower
than the fuel cells operating at 800oC. The hydrogen fuel cell can achieve the highest
power density while the CO fuel cell achieves a low power density. In the MR-SOFCs,
the peak power achieved with CH4-Air mixtures is greater than the power density
achieved by the traditional CO SOFC. The highest power density achieved by the MRSOFC fuel mixtures is only 68% of the power available in the traditional SOFC with
CH4 fuel.
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Table 7.2. Peak power density of a traditional and a MR-SOFC operating at 600oC
with various fuels
Fuel Cell

Peak Power Density
mW/cm2

Traditional H2-Air

216

Traditional CO-Air

68

Traditional CH4-Air

136

MR-SOFC R = 1

92

MR-SOFC R = 1.1

88

MR-SOFC R = 1.62

86

MR-SOFC R = 2

74

MR-SOFC R = 3

68

MR-SOFC R = 4

65

MR-SOFC R = 5

63

7.3 The effect of mixed reactant operating conditions on surface
coverage
The use of heterogeneous kinetics in the model yields the ability to understand the
changes that occur to surface coverages as different fuel:O2 mixtures are utilized. Figure
7.5 shows the surface coverages occurring on the anode and the cathode at the fuel ratios
used in this work. On the anode, CO is the predominant surface species and increases as
more CH4 is included in the gas mixture. On the cathode, O2 is the predominant species
and decreases as more CH4 is included in the gas mixture.
The differences in surface coverages are due in large part to the treatment of the
gases above either electrode. Due to the interactions between the CH4-Air gas mechanism used in this work (GRI-Mech 3.0), the heterogeneous mechanism used for the
electrodes, and the assumed stability of the CH4 fuel, the anode gases are brought to
equilibrium before reacting at the anode. Without this correction, the anode surface
coverage would appear the same as the cathode, with no fuel to react electrochemically.
The abundance of oxygen on the surface is due to its extremely slow desorption rate in
the Janardhanan and Deutschmann [66] mechanism. The gas mole fractions are shown in
Figure 7.6. Bringing the gas to equilibrium allows for internal reforming in Figure 7.6.a,
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while there is little chance for reactions after a 1 second residence time in Figure 7.6.b.
This kinetic mechanism is the best and most cited in the field, but work remains in order
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7.4 The effect of mixed reactant operating conditions on
electrochemical reactions
The total cell current will be the same on either side of a SOFC; however, the current
will be supplied via different means. In the electrolyte, the current is the result of the
movement of ions.

At the electrodes, the electrochemical reactions producing and

consuming electrons generates the current. Since the presence of the reactant species on
the anode and cathode differ, the ability for each electrochemical step to produce electrons will also vary.
7.4.1

Anode current contributions

Figure 7.7 shows the contribution to the current from oxygen, hydrogen, and CO electrochemical reactions. Figure 7.7.b includes the reaction of surface adsorbed hydrogen,
H(m), and peroxide, OH(m). It is surprising that the oxygen electrochemical equation
contributes the most electrons to the anode-side current density. However, the adsorption of oxygen onto the YSZ surface is generally assumed to be very fast. This results in
a high oxygen ion, O”(ox), concentration on the YSZ at both the anode and cathode. At
the anode, these ions release two electrons as they spillover onto the Ni catalyst side of
the TPB and become surface adsorbed oxygen, O(m). Low concentration of O(m) at the
anode adds incentive for the electrochemical reaction to progress in this direction.
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Figure 7.7. Contributions towards fuel cell current based on the electrons produced
by the electrochemical reactions associated with a) O2, b) H2, c) CO at the anode

7.4.2

Cathodic current contributions

The contributions to the system current at the cathode are more predictable based on the
results from SOFC crossover in Chapter 6. The contributions, however, reflect the
stability of the CH4 fuel on the reactants available for electrochemical reaction. In
Figure 7.8, the current leakage caused by the oxidation of hydrogen and CO is minimal.
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This is directly related to the minimal presence of the fuel species on the cathode surface.

The oxygen-reduction electrochemical reaction produces similar amounts of

current despite the fuel:O2 ratio due to the minimal changes in oxygen surface coverage
as the gas mixture changed. The current leakage increased as the fuel ratio increased
due to additional fuel present.
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7.5 The effect of mixed reactant operation conditions on activation
polarization
Figure 7.9 shows the effect that the gas composition has on the activation polarization at
both the anode and the cathode. The increase in anode polarization follows the trends in
CO surface coverage in Figure 7.5.a and gas composition in Figure 7.6.a. The CO
electrochemical reaction results in a greater activation loss, as described in Chapter 5.
The cathode activation polarization decreases as fuel in the gas mixture increases. This
is in agreement with the drop in current density seen as the result of fuel crossover in
Chapter 6 and follows the decrease in oxygen surface coverage found a the fuel:O2 ratio
increases in the MR-SOFC.
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Figure 7.9. Effect of fuel:O2 ratio on a) anode and b) cathode activation overpotential in a MR-SOFC

7.6 The effect of temperature on MR-SOFC operation
Temperature is understood to play a large role in MR-SOFCs. A major system requirement is to maintain a temperature sufficiently low to prevent the combustion of CH4 in
air. The following section studies the behavior of MR-SOFCs over a range of temperatures from 600oC to 800oC. The fuel cell modeled below operated on gases with a
fuel:O2 ratio of 1.1.
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7.6.1

MR-SOFC Performance

Figure 7.10 shows the polarization curve for a MR-SOFC operating with R=1.1 at
several temperatures. At lower temperatures (600oC-700oC), the voltage increases with
increasing temperature, due to the reduction of activation and ohmic polarizations.
Between 700oC and 750oC, the methane and oxygen on the surface begin to combust
lowering the OCV in the fuel cell. At this point, activation polarization is still low due
to the elevated temperatures. By 800oC, the gas mixture undergoes additional combustion and the voltage produced by the fuel cell is minimal. The minimum Auto-ignition
temperature of methane in air can occur around 580oC [130] depending on fuel mixture
and experimental conditions. Often, reactions occurring on a surface will increase the
temperature by utilizing a portion of the fuel [131]. The fuel mixtures in this work are
above the upper flame limit (UFL) of methane in air [79]. Thus the increase in temperature must result in an increase in surface reactions, lowering the concentration of fuel at
the surface below the UFL and resulting in ignition.
The effect of temperature of MR-SOFC performance is shown with greater detail in
Figure 7.11. The cell voltage increases with increasing temperature until 720oC. At that
point, CH4 begins to react with O2 in the gas phase and on the surface. Beyond 750oC
performance plummets, leaving little voltage produced by the fuel cell.
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Figure 7.10. Performance of a MR-SOFC operating on R=1.1 fuel mixture at
several temperatures
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7.6.2

Surface Coverages

The effect of temperature on surface coverage supports the hypothesis that the gas
mixture combusts on the cathode at approximately 750oC. In Figure 7.12.b, the surface
in nearly completely covered with oxygen. This is due to the slow surface desorption
mentioned previously. As the gas mixture reaches 750oC, the explosive limit of the gas
mixture was reached, the oxygen coverage rapidly declines, and CO increases in surface
coverage. The anode is less susceptible to temperature due to the gases being brought to
equilibrium before reaching the anode.

As mentioned above, this was required to

differentiate the kinetics at the anode and cathode and to correct for the interactions
between the GRI-Mech 3.0 gas phase mechanism and the heterogeneous surface mechanism. The CO coverage on the surface of the anode decreases with the increasing
temperature and hydrogen increases. This expected behavior also occurred in the dualchamber fuel cells operating on H2:CO mixtures in Chapter 5.
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Figure 7.12. Effect of operating temperature on a) anode and b) cathode surface
coverages
7.6.3

Electrochemical reaction rates

Figure 7.13 shows the forward electrochemical reaction rates for the three major reactant
species at two current densities. The rates at the anode and cathode are presented on the
same plots. With the oxygen reduction electrochemical reaction, the forward reaction
rate slowly increases at the anode; however, it is the reverse direction of that reaction
which provides electrons at the anode. The rates at the cathode increase significantly as
the explosion limit is reached at the surface. This is caused, in part, by an increase in
cathode half-cell potential and activation potential at those temperatures, shown in
Figure 7.16.b. The reaction rates for the hydrogen and CO electrochemical oxidation
reactions at the cathode are also related to the explosion limit. Both rates decrease
rapidly as 750oC is reached.
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Figure 7.13. Effect of operating temperature on kinetic rates for the a) Oxygen, b)
hydrogen, and b) CO electrochemical reactions
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7.6.4

Current Production

Figure 7.14.a indicates that the oxygen ions arriving at the anode surface are the leading
contributors to the current density. The increase in hydrogen contribution to current and
decrease in the CO contribution as temperature increases reflects the changes in surface
coverages at the anode. The oxygen contributions are relatively constant with temperature, which also is consistent with the minimal increase in oxygen ion surface coverage
on the YSZ electrode.
Figure 7.15 shows the contribution that each major reactant species has on the current at the cathode side of the fuel cell. The reduction of oxygen contributes a constant
number of electrons to the current at the lower temperatures. The increase in production
occurs to overcome the increase in leakage current above 750oC. The hydrogen contribution to leakage current increases after 750oC this is due to the increase in hydrogen
coverage and the higher reaction rate than either the oxygen or CO electrochemical
steps. The CO reaction experiences a spike in current leakage at 750 oC. A smaller peak
in in CO leakage current was predicted in the crossover study in Chapter 6. The peak in
Figure 7.15.c is likely caused by the spike in CO surface coverage being overcome by
the higher hydrogen electrochemical rate and the slow decrease in CO coverage between
750oC and 800oC.
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Figure 7.14. Effect of operating temperature on contributions towards fuel cell
current based on the electrons produced by the electrochemical reactions associated with a) O2, b) H2, c) CO at the anode
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Figure 7.15. Effect of operating temperature on contributions towards fuel cell
current based on the electrons produced by the electrochemical reactions associated with a) O2, b) H2, c) CO at the cathode
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7.6.5

Activation Polarization

Figure 7.16 shows the relationship between temperature and activation polarization at
the electrodes. It is expected that activation losses decrease as temperature increases.
This is shown clearly on the anode side of the cell in Figure 7.16.a. On the cathode side
of the cell, there is a jump in polarization at the flame point. This is due to the increase
in number of reactions occurring required to achieve the desired current density.
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Figure 7.16. Effect of operating temperature on activation overpotential of the a)
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7.7 Discussion
The phenomena occurring inside of a MR-SOFC operating on methane-air mixtures has
been shown in depth above. The MR-SOFC modeled above is shown to be competitive
with dual chamber fuel cells experiencing crossover losses (Figure 7.3). The OCV of
the H2 fuel cell was predicted at 0.99 V and fell to 0.34 after crossover took effect. The
CO cell fell from 1.01 V to 0.41 V, while the CH4 cell fell from 1.15 V to 0.5 V. The
MR-SOFC is predicted to have an OCV of approximately 0.55V, granting slightly
higher performance than the cells with crossover (Figure 7.4). The performance of the
MR-SOFC could be increased further with the use of more selective catalysts; however,
the chemical kinetics of these materials have not been studied in depth to provide the
elementary mechanisms desired to further the present research.
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CO dominates the anode surface reaction sites and increases as CH4 is added to the
gas mixture (Figure 7.5.a). O2 is the predominant species on the cathode and decreases
as CH4 presence increases (Figure 7.5.b). The differences in surface coverages are due
in large part to the treatment of the gases above either electrode. Due to the interactions
between the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism used for the gases, the heterogeneous mechanism
used for the electrodes, and the assumed stability of the CH4 fuel, the anode gases are
brought to equilibrium before reacting at the anode. Without this correction, the anode
surface coverage would appear the same as the cathode, with no fuel to react electrochemically. The abundance of oxygen on the surface is due to its extremely slow
desorption rate in the Janardhanan and Deutschmann [66] mechanism. This kinetic
mechanism is the best and most cited in the field, but work remains in order to perfect
the understanding of the chemical kinetics occurring in SOFCs.
The use of elementary electrochemical kinetics in the model allows shares of the
current density to be attributed to the individual reaction steps and reactant species
(Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8). The oxygen electrochemical equation contributes the most
electrons to the anode-side current density. The adsorption of oxygen onto the YSZ
surface is generally assumed to be very fast resulting in a high oxygen ion, O”(ox),
concentration on the YSZ at both the anode and cathode. At the anode, these ions
release two electrons as they spillover onto the Ni catalyst side of the TPB and become
surface adsorbed oxygen, O(m). Low concentration of O(m) at the anode adds incentive
for the electrochemical reaction to progress in this direction. On the cathode, the current
density contributions are more predictable based on the results in Chapter 6. The small
amount of leakage current reflects the stability of the CH4 fuel and the resulting low fuel
species surface coverages on the cathode. As the operating temperature increases, the
methane and oxygen begin to react and an explosion limit can be seen at 750oC (Figure
7.12.b). This results in an increase in fuel surface coverage and leakage current density
(Figure 7.15) at elevated temperatures.
Operating temperature plays an important role in MR-SOFCs. At the lower end of
the temperature range (600oC-750oC), the fuel cells show predicted behavior: the cell
voltage increases as temperature increases and activation and ohmic polarization decrease (Figure 7.10). Between 700oC and 750oC, the methane and oxygen on the surface
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begin to combust lowering the OCV in the fuel cell (Figure 7.11). By 800 oC, the gas
mixture undergoes additional combustion and the voltage produced by the fuel cell is
minimal. Temperature also has a large impact on surface coverages. As the gas mixture
reaches 750oC, the explosive limit of the gas mixture was reached and the oxygen
coverage rapidly declines and CO increases in surface coverage (Figure 7.12.b). The
anode is less susceptible to temperature due to the gases being brought to equilibrium
before reaching the anode. The CO coverage on the surface of the anode decreases with
the increasing temperature and hydrogen increases (Figure 7.12.a), which was also seen
in the dual-chamber fuel cells operating on H2:CO mixtures in Chapter 5.
The reaction rates for at the cathode increase significantly as the explosion limit is
reached at the surface (Figure 7.13.b). This is caused, in part, by an increase in cathode
half-cell potential and activation potential at those temperatures (Figure 7.16.b). The
reaction rates for the hydrogen and CO electrochemical oxidation reactions at the
cathode are also related to the explosion limit. Both rates decrease rapidly as 750oC is
reached. The contributions of hydrogen and CO to the leakage current at the cathode
both increase as the flame occurs (Figure 7.15).

The CO current share experiences a

spike 750oC. A smaller peak in in CO leakage current was predicted at the same temperature in the crossover study in Chapter 6 and is likely caused by the spike in CO
surface coverage being overcome by the higher hydrogen electrochemical rate and the
slow decrease in CO coverage between 750oC and 800oC. The oxygen ion contributions
to current at the anode are relatively constant with temperature, which also is consistent
with the minimal increase in oxygen ion surface coverage on the YSZ electrode.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work
A quasi-1D numerical model for the simulation of dual chamber and mixed-reactant
solid oxide fuel cells (MR-SOFC) has been developed based on first principles. The
model takes into consideration fuel cell operation at the microscopic level through the
use of elementary heterogeneous and electrochemical mechanisms, as well as macroscopic heat transfer considerations. This model is the first to consider elementary kinetic
mechanism at both electrodes and the first to signify the contributions that the individual
electrochemical reaction steps have to cell current. The model is also the first MRSOFC model to consider CO as a fuel for direct electrochemical reaction. The model is
comprehensive in that sense that it can be used to analyze many aspects of fuel cell
operation and performance, such as: non-equilibrium OCV, species surface coverage,
activation polarization, electrochemical reaction rates, and electron production. The
particular strength of the model is the capability to adapt to changing fuel cell materials,
properties, and fuel types, as well as to adapt to future advances in understanding made
to the heterogeneous and electrochemical kinetics.
Model calibration and validation is necessary to bridge theoretical principles with
the realities of experimental research in order to make quantitative and qualitative
predictions. Calibration begins by limiting the freedom of the model through the use of
as many directly or indirectly measured parameters as are available. However, in the
SOFC field, the scope of measured parameters can span many orders of magnitude.
Chapter 4 in this work aimed to organize and review these physical parameters to clarify
the information found in the literature. After reasonable values for the known parameters are found, the unknown parameters are found by fitting the model to data collected
or found in the literature at known operating conditions. The fact that the dual-chamber
SOFC model predicted results in good agreement with several fuel cells found in the
literature indicates the model captures the important characteristics involved in fuel cell
operation, and that the model and the calibration process used in this work are reliable.
Based on the confidence in the model to capture the fundamental physics of traditional
fuel cell operation, the model can be dependably applied to the study of fuel cells
undergoing fuel crossover and mixed-fuel conditions. The MR-SOFC model predictions
fell within the expected current density operating range of MR-SOFCs from the litera144

ture, but suffered losses to the OCV. This is based on the use of the only known elementary heterogeneous mechanism for SOFC electrodes; however, the mechanism fails to
capture the selective nature of the more advanced catalysts used in MR-SOFCs.
Based on the validated model, important insights are obtained about open questions
in SOFC and MR-SOFC operation. These are discussed below.


The effects of CO-charge transfer electrochemistry on SOFC operation

The first open question in the SOFC literature is the ability of CO to contribute as a fuel
to the electrochemistry of a fuel cell. Many researchers assume the effects of CO are
negligible at the TPB, yet CO is an important component in synthetic fuels and the offgases from gasification processes. In Chapter 5, it is shown that CO electrochemistry
does have an impact on current production in traditional SOFCs. As CO is added to the
hydrogen fuel, there is a significant drop in voltage at operating current densities. This
loss in cell potential is proportional to the increase in activation losses found in the cell.
Additionally, CO contributes a significant portion of electrons to the fuel cell current
with H2-CO fuel mixtures. While, the electrochemical reaction rates hypothesized by
Habibzadeh [2] show that the CO electrochemical step is an order of magnitude slower
than the hydrogen reaction steps, the high CO surface coverage and slow CO desorption
rate at the anode result in favorable conditions for the electrochemical oxidation of CO.
The impact on CO on fuel cell operation becomes less as temperature increases. The
activation losses decrease as temperatures rise, which limits the initial voltage drop. The
desorption of CO and adsorption of H2 increase, which results in a higher hydrogen
surface coverage at the anode as temperature rises. Finally, as temperature rises from
600oC to 1000oC, the electrochemical reaction rates for hydrogen double, while the rates
for CO oxidation halve. The assumption that CO plays a limited role in SOFC electrochemistry may arise from researchers operating at the higher end of the operational
temperature range.


The effects of fuel crossover leaks in SOFCs

Since MR-SOFC technologies have the potential to correct the issues arising from fuel
crossover leakage, it is essential to fully characterize the physics resulting from fuel
leaks. The exploration of these issues has been largely ignored in the SOFC literature.
This model simulates the important processes in the fuel cell system and provides
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fundamental knowledge of the physics occurring in the cell including cathode surface
coverages, cathode polarization losses, and electron production from cathodic and
parasitic electrochemical reactions. From this it can be shown that the cathode has
tolerance for a small amount of H2 leakage (approximately 9.5% by mole) before
performance begins its rapid decline. The cathode had no tolerance for CO crossover
and cell voltage plummeted with CO presence under 1% by mole fraction compared to
the air. The cell performance is related to the heterogeneous chemistry of the cathode.
Oxygen dominates the cathode surface reaction sites of a traditional SOFC, yet the
disparity in CO adsorption/desorption rates makes CO highly competitive with oxygen
for the open surface reaction sites. With H2 leakage, the fuel cell is tolerant until the
mixture reaches ~10% fuel. At this point, the flammability limit of the mixture is
reached for the catalyst and the oxygen reactions with hydrogen on the surface. The
changes in species surface coverages bear witness to this process. The model can also
show the leakage current, which is the current forming in the opposite direction as the
fuel cell current. The amount of leakage current is related to the quantity of leaked fuel
and the number of electrons used in the reduction of oxygen at the cathode must increase
to maintain the desired operating current density.


The comparison of thermodynamic phenomena and performance of traditional
SOFCs, SOFCs with crossover, and MR-SOFCs

In order to compare MR-SOFC technology to its traditional dual-chamber SOFC counterpart, effective research tools are needed for micro-scale physical and chemical
processes occurring in both cells. More must be understood about the physics occurring
at the TPB of a cell operating on mixed fuel-oxidant gases. The model can simulate the
physical phenomena occurring in MR-SOFCs and can predict cell voltage, surface
coverage, leakage current contributions, electrochemical rates, and activation polarization as the metrics for performance. The MR-SOFC modeled above is shown to be
competitive with dual chamber fuel cells experiencing crossover losses. The MR-SOFC
is predicted to have an OCV of approximately 0.55V, granting slightly higher performance than the cells with crossover. The performance of the fuel cell modeled suffers
from the use of non-selective catalysts, since the elementary heterogeneous kinetics
selective catalysts have yet to be studied in depth.
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CO dominates the anode surface reaction sites, and this dominance increases as CH4
is added to the gas mixture. O2 is the predominant species on the cathode and decreases
as CH4 presence increases. The differences in surface coverages are due in large part to
the treatment of the gases above either electrode. Due to the interactions between the
GRI30 mechanism used for the gases, the heterogeneous mechanism used for the electrodes, and the assumed stability of the CH4 fuel, the anode gases are brought to
equilibrium before reacting at the anode. Without this correction, the anode surface
coverage would appear the same as the cathode, with no fuel to react electrochemically.
The abundance of oxygen on the surface is due to its extremely slow desorption rate in
the Janardhanan and Deutschmann [66] mechanism. This kinetic mechanism is the best
and most cited in the field, but work remains in order to perfect the understanding of the
chemical kinetics occurring in SOFCs.
The use of elementary electrochemical kinetics in the model enables current density
to be attributed to the individual reaction steps and reactant species. The oxygen electrochemical equation contributes the most electrons to the anode-side current density.
The adsorption of oxygen onto the YSZ surface is generally assumed to be very fast
resulting in a high oxygen ion, O”(ox), concentration on the YSZ at both the anode and
cathode. At the anode, these ions release two electrons as they spillover onto the Ni
catalyst side of the TPB and become surface adsorbed oxygen, O(m). Low concentration of O(m) at the anode adds incentive for the electrochemical reaction to progress in
this direction. On the cathode, the small amount of leakage current reflects the stability
of the CH4 fuel and the resulting low fuel species surface coverages on the cathode. As
the operating temperature increases, the methane and oxygen begin to react and an
explosion limit can be seen at about 750oC. This results in an increase in fuel surface
coverage and leakage current density at elevated temperatures.


What are the performance metrics of MR-SOFCs

Based on the model developed in this work, there are three primary results which are
more beneficial when comparing traditional SOFCs to MR-SOFCs: the cell performance
through cell voltage, the catalyst performance through surface coverages, and the
electrochemical performance through leakage current. In addition to these three results,
system efficiency must be considered, particularly fuel efficiency.
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8.1 Future Work
Despite the validation process used in this model, the results predicted may not be
precise since the model is based on many simplifications and assumptions. Additionally,
there are uncertainties in the experimentally measured data found in the literature and
even greater uncertainties in the values obtained indirectly through estimation and
fitting. Based on the discussions in this document and the conclusions that have been
drawn, the following areas are suggested for future study.
8.1.1

Reaction kinetic modeling

Reaction kinetic modeling is important in the analysis of fuel cell systems from first
principles. Kinetic models are useful in determining the rate-determining step in the
complex reaction system and can be used to optimize the electrochemical system
[43,99,108]. However, parameters for the reaction system, such as reaction rate constants, are usually assembled from many sources in the literature. The drawback of this
approach is the propagation of errors generated from the thermodynamic inconsistency
of reaction steps that were not developed concurrently. The result is the necessity of
making adjustments to the kinetic parameters in order to overcome the intrinsic uncertainties of reaction steps estimated through dissimilar approaches.
The inconsistency between gathered mechanism components was noted in Chapter 7
of this work. It was noted that the heterogeneous mechanism for the Ni surface was
relatively unaffected by the gas residence time until the gas mixture approached equilibrium (Figure 8.1). On the other hand, the time to steady state on the surface itself was
minimal (Figure 8.2). In order to have a chemical potential gradient across the fuel cell
modeled, the electrodes needed to be on separate sides of the flame in the figures below.
From the MR-SOFC literature on experimental systems, it seems unlikely that the gas
mixture and surface coverage experiences such a sharp transition. Understanding the
interactions of the gas and surface kinetics is an essential part of moving forward.
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Figure 8.1. The effect of gas phase mixing residence time on the a) gas and b)
surface species compositions at 600oC
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Figure 8.2. The effect of surface residence time on species surface coverage at 600oC
for a) not-equilibrated and b) equilibrated gas mixtures
Additional work is needed to broaden the knowledge about the materials used as
catalysts and electrodes in MR-SOFC systems. The above model needed to use the same
heterogeneous mechanism for both electrodes due the lack of information on elementary
kinetic mechanisms for other fuel cell materials. Ideally, elementary kinetic mechanisms
would be known for the many materials being proposed for use in MR-SOFCs. Then,
the chemical performance of each set of electrodes could be compared and evaluated in
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order to determine which materials function best and can be used to guide the development of the experimental field.
8.1.2

Multidimensional Modeling

It is also of interest to expand the present model to include the effects of multidimensional transport and the capacity to model varying fuel cell geometries. The present
model was simplified in order to efficiently focus on the effect of fuel cell kinetics on
cell performance and fundamental processes. This included the assumption of pattern
electrodes used to limit the effect of porous diffusion on fuel cell operation. While
considering patterned electrodes was useful for studying the surface kinetics of traditional and mixed-reactant SOFCs in this work, most fuel cells do not operate with carefully
constructed electrode patterns. Including the diffusion of gases through the electrodes
would give the model greater insight into the availability of CO as a direct fuel for
electrochemistry. Since the model above shows that CO will react electrochemically, it
is important to determine with greater detail how much CO is able to reach the TPB
through the electrodes.
Furthermore, it is of interest to extend the TPB into the electrodes. Many experimental systems make use of composite electrodes to increase the TPB length and extend
the electrochemical reaction surface into the bulk electrode materials. These composite
materials can greatly improve the performance of fuel cells, but also greatly affect the
physical parameters currently used to express the properties of the materials. More
efforts are needed to determine how the physical properties change over the depth of the
electrode and how to express this gradient in the model.
The ability of the model to represent additional geometries also needs to be enhanced. The present model represents a quasi-1D button cell where the properties and
chemistry is considered uniform across the system. It would be of great interest to
extend the model to multiple dimensions in order to see how leaks or mixed reactant
flows would affect current production and physical characteristics along the length of a
flow channel. Additionally, the model above represents a stack style fuel cell, where the
electrodes are separated by the electrolyte. Many MR-SOFCs operate with a strip
configuration, where the two electrodes are alternated along the same surface of the
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electrolyte. The electrolyte model would have to be enhanced in order to resolve the
distribution of the electrical potential and ion flow through the electrolyte. To date, this
model has neglected these to conserve computational cost which would naturally increase with increasing complexity of the model.
8.1.3

Exploration

One of the most attractive features of modeling in scientific research is the ability to
explore areas of fuel cell operation which are unachievable with existing experimental
systems. Of particular interest is the ability to predict performance outside of the present
abilities of the catalyst materials. Due to the flexibility of the elementary kinetic mechanisms used an inputs into the model, it is possible to make changes to the chemistry
occurring in order to predict the material requirements needed to produce higher functioning fuel cells. Researchers can study the effect of altering a single chemical step in
order to guide efforts in catalyst development. The use of elementary kinetic mechanisms allow for rate determining steps to be resolved. Improving the chemistry of that
specific process can then become the focus of material development.
Further exploration can be done with a two- or three-dimensional model. Before the
expensive manufacturing of specific MR-SOFC flow pattern or design, the fuel cell can
first be studied with the modeling to determine that the geometry does not have a negative effect on the fuel cell chemistry, mass transport, or thermal stability of the system.
This will help guide research and improve the design process.
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Appendix 1: Matlab Scripts
A1.1 Definition of Useful Cantera-Matlab functions
A1.1.1 Utility Functions
cleanup – Delete all stored Cantera objects and reclaim memory. This will cause
Cantera to reload the input files each time the code is run.
strcmp(‘string1’, ‘string2’) – Compares two strings and returns a logical 1 (true) if
identical, and 0 (false) otherwise.
zeros(‘n’, ‘m’) – Creates an n-by-m matrix of zeros.
cat(‘dim’, ‘a’, ‘b’) – Concatenates the arrays ‘a’ and ‘b’ along the dimension specified.
length(‘x’) – Returns the length of vector ‘x.’
xlswrite(‘filename’, ‘data’, ‘page’, ‘cell’) – Stores a numeric or cell array in the
specified excel workbook. The array of data specified is saved on the worksheet
specified starting at the cell range given.
num2str(‘x’) – Converts the numbers in matrix ‘x’ into a string representation.
cellstr(‘string’) – Creates a cell array from strings of characters. This is useful while
saving strings to cells in Excel.
strcat(‘string1’, ‘string2’, ..., ‘stringN’) – Concatenates strings horizontally.
A1.1.2 Canter Data Import Functions
importphase(‘filename’, ‘phasename’) – import a phase with name specified from the
CTI file named in the command.
importInterface(‘filename’, ‘phasename’, ‘list of phases’) – import the interface
definition named in the command from specified file. The ‘phases’ argument
represents the other phases that participate in the interfacial reactions.
Edge(‘filename’, ‘phasename’, ‘list of phases’) – import the four phase edge specified
in the command from the file named. The ‘phases’ argument represents the other
phases that participate in the interfacial reactions.
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A1.1.3 Cantera ThermoPhase & Kinetics Functions
equilibrate(‘phase’, ‘constant properties’) – Sets the single phase chemical solution to
equilibrium. The second term represents which two thermodynamic quantities
are held constant in the calculation process (e.g. ‘TP’ represents constant temperature and pressure).
set(‘phase’, ‘T’, ‘temp’, ‘P’, ‘pressure’, ‘X’, ‘mole fractions’) – Set the phase properties and return the updated object. In this model it is convenient to set the
temperature, pressure, and mole fractions of the phase specified by ‘T’, ‘P’, and
’X’.
setTemperature(‘phase’,temp) – Set the temperature [K] of the phase.
advanceCoverages(anode_surf,tss) – Advance the surface coverages forward in time
holding the bulk phase concentrations fixed.
setelectricpotential(‘phase’, ‘potential’) – Set the electric potential [V] of the interface.
coverages(‘phase’) – Retrieve the surface coverages of the interface or edge.
concentrations(‘phase’) – Retrieve the surface coverages of the interface or edge.
NetProdRates(‘phase’) – Retrieve a column vector of the net production (creation destruction) rates of all species in the phase.
moleFraction(‘phase’, ‘species’) – Retrieves the mole fraction value for the requested
species of the phase.
moleFractions(‘phase’) – Retrieves an array of mole fraction values in the phase.
speciesName(‘phase’, ‘k’) – Retrieves the name of the kth species of the phase.
speciesNames(‘phase’) – Retrieves an array containing the name of the species in the
phase.
nSpecies(‘phase’) – Retrieves the number of species in the phase.
rop_net(‘phase’) – Retrieves the net rates of progress for all reactions in the phase.
rop_f(‘phase’) – Retrieves a column vector of the forward rates of progress for each
reaction in the phase.
rop_r(‘phase’) – Retrieves a column vector of the reverse rates of progress for each
reaction in the phase.
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nReactions(‘phase’) – Retrieves the number of the reactions occurring in the phase.
reactionEqn(‘phase’, ‘k’) – Retrieves the reaction equation of the kth reaction in the
phase.
stoich_net(‘phase’) – Returns a sparse matrix of all net (product - reactant)
stoichiometric coefficients. The matrix element (k,i) is the net stoichiometric coefficient of species k in reaction i.
stoich_r(‘phase’) – Returns a sparse matrix of all reactant stoichiometric coefficients.
stoich_p(‘phase’) – Returns a sparse matrix of all product stoichiometric coefficients.
equil_Kc(‘phase’) – Returns a column vector of equilibrium constants for all reactions.
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A1.2 Short but useful Matlab Scripts
A1.2.1 Conductivity
This is a script to calculate the ion conductivity across the electrolyte. Here the temperature use in the calculation is the average of the
temperatures on either surface of the electrolyte. Simply use the fit appropriate to the system being modeled.
function sigma = conductivity(T1,T2)
%sigma = 3.34e4*exp(-10300/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% YSZ C Li et al
%sigma = 6.92e4*exp(-9681/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% ScSZ C Li et al
sigma = 3.87e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-82300/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2))); %SDC Hao
%sigma = 1.65e6*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-0.5618/8.617e-5/(abs((T1+T2)/2))) %Cui et al 2010 JPS
%sigma =(1)*(-3.622e-5*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^2+0.083*(abs((T1+T2)/2))-46.343); % C Li equavilent cond. Primary
used
%sigma = 3.6e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-8e4/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2)))
%Zhu 2005 (jiang comp) YSZ
end
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A1.2.2 Coverages
This is a function that creates a list of coverages which includes the species names. This is based off of a function included in the
SOFC demo included with Cantera and was debugged for use in this work.
function showCoverages(s)
%
Print coverages for surface s
cov = Coverages(s)
names = speciesNames(s);
nsp = size(names,1);
for n = 1:nsp
disp([names(n),' ',cov(n)])
end
end

A1.2.3 Nernst
This is a function that can be used to calculate the thermodynamic OCV at equilibrium conditions. This function uses the fundamental
calculation based on oxygen presence at the electrodes.
function V = equil_OCV(gas1,gas2)
V = - gascostant*temperature(gas1)* log(moleFraction(gas1,'O2')/moleFraction(gas2,'O2'))
/(4.0*Faraday)
end

A1.2.4 Getting Electron Production
This is a function written to determine the contributions that the individual reaction steps have towards electron production in the fuel
cell. Here the electrode must be specified to determine which TPB is considered in the calculation. The calculation is computed by
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multiplying the rate of progress of each reaction by the stoichiometric coefficient of the electron species in the reaction (Nu(1,m)).
Here ‘m’ is the number of the electrochemical reaction.
function ElectronProd = getElectrons(ele)
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_a),1);
phase = tpb_a;
ROP=rop_net(tpb_a);
EARxns=reactionEqn(tpb_a);
m=0;
Nu=stoich_net(tpb_a);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_a)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_c),1);
phase = tpb_c;
ROP=rop_net(tpb_c);
ECRxns=reactionEqn(tpb_c);
m=0;

Nu=stoich_net(tpb_c);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_c)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
end
end

A1.2.5 Getting Reaction Rates
This is a function to calculate the reaction rates. Here, the electrode is used as an input into the function to determine the correct
phases to access in the calculation. The thermodynamic properties of each phase is called independently and concatenated into the
data array.
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function RxnRates = getRxnRates(ele)
%%
for p = 1:1:3
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(anode_surf)+nReactions(oxide_surf_a)+nReactions(tpb_a);
ARxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(anode_surf), reactionEqn(oxide_surf_a),reactionEqn(tpb_a));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = anode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)', speciesNames(anode_surf)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)* molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(anode_surf)*
molarDensity(anode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)', speciesNames(oxide_a)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)* molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(oxide_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_a),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)* molarDensity(oxide_surf_a));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_a;
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phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(anode_bulk)*
molarDensity(anode_bulk),moleFractions(anode_surf)*
molarDensity(anode_surf),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_a),moleFractions(tpb_a)*
molarDensity(tpb_a));
AConcentration = concentration;
end
elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(cathode_surf)+
nReactions(oxide_surf_c)+nReactions(tpb_c);
CRxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(cathode_surf),
reactionEqn(oxide_surf_c),reactionEqn(tpb_c));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = cathode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',
speciesNames(cathode_surf)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*
molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(cathode_surf)*
molarDensity(cathode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',
speciesNames(oxide_c)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*
molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(oxide_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_c),moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_c));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',
speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(cathode_bulk)*
molarDensity(cathode_bulk),
moleFractions(cathode_surf)*
molarDensity(cathode_surf),

moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_c),
moleFractions(tpb_c)*molarDensity(tpb_c));
CConcentration = concentration;
end
else
disp ('error: not an electrode')
end
%%
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stoich_f=stoich_r(phase);
stoich_rev=stoich_p(phase);
Kc=equil_Kc(phase);
ROP_f=rop_f(phase);
ROP_r=rop_r(phase);
Rxns=reactionEqn(phase,1);
for R = 1:1:nReactions(phase)
GlobalR=GlobalR+1;
RxnRates(GlobalR,1)=Kc(R);
PiTerm_f=1;
PiTerm_r=1;
for S = 1:1:length(phase_names)
PiTerm_f = PiTerm_f*concentration(S)^stoich_f(S,R);
PiTerm_r = PiTerm_r*concentration(S)^stoich_rev(S,R);
end
%k_f from ROP_f
RxnRates(GlobalR,2)=ROP_f(R)/PiTerm_f;
%k_r from ROP_r
RxnRates(GlobalR,3)=ROP_r(R)/PiTerm_r;
%k_r from Kc
RxnRates(GlobalR,4)=RxnRates(GlobalR,2)/ RxnRates(GlobalR,1);
end
end
end

A1.2.6 Newton Solver
The Newton solver used in the present model originates from the SOFC demo provided by the Cantera software package. Here, f is
the function needing to be solved, X_in is the starting guess for iteration, and C is the desired value of the solution of the function.
function X = NewtonSolver(f, X_in, C)
%
Solve f(x) = C by Newton iteration
%
X_in
starting point for iteration
%
C
Constant
f0 = f(X_in) - C;
X = X_in;
dx = 1.0e-6;
xlast = 999.0;
n = 0;
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success = 0;
while n < 200
ff = f(X + dx) - C;
dfdx = (ff - f0)/dx;
step = -f0/dfdx;
%
Avoid taking steps too large:
if abs(step) > 0.1
step = 0.1*step/abs(step);
end
X = X+step;
emax = 0.00001; % 0.01 mV tolerance
if abs(f0) < emax && n > 8
success = 1;
break
end
xlast = X;
f0 = f(X) - C;
n = n+1;

end
if ~success
error('No root!')
end
end

A1.2.7 NetProduction
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%This function is defined to calculate the Net Rates of Production from
%the surface and edge reactions occuring at the anode. Use of the
%built in Cantera function neglects the gas-phase species
%participating in the reactions:
function ProductionRates = NetProduction_c()
%Create an matrix to hold production data for each species
%
Column 1-3 are production of each mechanism
%
Column 4 sums the phases
ProductionRates = zeros(nsp_total,4);
%
%
%
%
for

Determine the phase and reaction set for the calculation
Find the names of the species in order to reconcile local
species indices with the global numbering system for the 3
phases (p) which hold the surface reactions
p = 1:1:3
if p == 1
phase = cathode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)');
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(oxide_c)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
end

m=1;
% Calculate the net rates of progress for each reaction (r) and
% the list of stoichiometric coefficients for each species in
% each reaction (n x r matrix)
ROP=rop_net(phase);
Stoich=stoich_net(phase);
% For species, n, occurring in the given phase, p, find the
% corresponding specie, m, in global species array, names_a
%
%
%
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%
%
%
%
%

if the string representation of the species in both arrays
do not match, the code will look at the next species
element in the global array (m=m+1)
for n = 1:1:nsp_surfaces_c(p)
while strcmp(phase_names(n),names_c(m)) == 0 && m <= length(names_c)
disp('phase mismatch');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_c(m)];
m=m+1;
end
if the string representation of the species in both arrays
match, compute net production rates of each by multiplying
the Stoichiometric coefficient of each species by rate of
progress of each reaction and summing each reaction in
the mechanism: sum(Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r))
strcmp(phase_names(n),names_c(m)) % 1 if true, else 0
disp('same phase');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_c(m)];
for r = 1:1:nReactions(phase);
nReactions(phase);
[m,n,p,r];
ProductionRates(m,p)=ProductionRates(m,p)+Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r);
end
m=m+1;
end

end
ProductionRates(:,4)=ProductionRates(:,1)+ProductionRates(:,2)+ProductionRates(:,3);
Thermo_out(:,5)=ProductionRates(:,4);

end

A1.2.8 Reaction Heat
function Qrxn = cathode_heat(w)
ProductionRates_c=NetProduction_c();
X_prod = ProductionRates_c(:,4)/w(1);
entropy=cat(1,entropies_R(gas_c)*gasconstant,0,0,0, entropies_R(cathode_surf)*gasconstant,
entropies_R(oxide_surf_c)*gasconstant, entropies_R(tpb_c)*gasconstant);
entropy_sum = 0;
for k=1:length(entropy)
entropy_sum=entropy_sum + entropy(k)*X_prod(k);
end
Thermo_out(:,4)=entropy;
Qrxn = (-1)*temp * (entropy_sum) * w(1) * TPB_length_per_area * Area;
end
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A1.3 Fuel Cell Model with Heat Transfer Model
function cantera_sofc()
cleanup
%% -----------------------------------%
Parameters:
% -----------------------------------% Input files
A_datafile='SOFC-Anode-Mixed.cti'
C_datafile='SOFC-Change-Mechs-Cath-Cross.cti'
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% Output files
%
filename='800-CH4-Air-Results.xls';
filename= 'Results.xlsx';
filename2='Rates.xlsx';
page1='R=2'
page2='heat';
page3='thermo';
%
Write data labels to output file:
success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('i (A/cm2)'),cellstr('eta_a'),cellstr('eta_c'),
cellstr('eta_ohmic'),cellstr('E_load'),cellstr('Ea'),cellstr('electrons'),cellstr('Ec'),
cellstr('electrons'),cellstr(''),cellstr('concentration'),cellstr('anode'),cellstr(''),
cellstr('cathode'),cellstr(''),cellstr('coverage'),cellstr('anode'),cellstr(''),
cellstr('cathode')],page1);
%
success = xlswrite(filename2,[cellstr('reaction'),cellstr('Kc_equil'),cellstr('kf from ROP'),
cellstr('kr from ROP'), cellstr('kr from Kc equil')],page1,'A1');
%
Write data labels to output file:
success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('i (mA/cm2)'),cellstr('Q_ele (J/m3s)'),
cellstr('Q_ele (J/s)'),cellstr('Q_rxn_a (J/s)'),cellstr('Q_ele_a (J/s)'),
cellstr('Qconv_a (J/s)'),cellstr('Qcond_a(J/s)'),cellstr('T_EA'),cellstr('T_A'),
cellstr('Q_rxn_c (J/s)'),cellstr('Q_ele_c (J/s)'),cellstr('Qconv_c (J/s)'),
cellstr('Qcond_c (J/s)'),cellstr('T_EC'),cellstr('T_C')],page2);
success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('Anode S'),cellstr('Production'),cellstr('excel calc'),
cellstr('Cathode S'), cellstr('Production')],page3)
global ARxns CRxns EARxns ECRxns GlobalR AConcentration CConcentration;
%
Temperature [C]
tc = 800;

temp = tc + 273.15;
pres = oneatm*1;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Gas comps, change as desired:
anode_gas_X = 'H2:19.4, CO2:77.6,H2O:3';
anode_gas_X = 'CO:97, H2O:3';
anode_gas_X = 'H2:97, H2O:3';
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:97,H2O:3';
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:18.77,O2:17.06, N2:64.18';
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:19.59,O2:16.89,N2:63.53';
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:25.38,O2:15.67,N2:58.95';
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:29.58,O2:14.79,N2:55.63';

%
%
%
%

R
R
R
R

=
=
=
=

1.1
1.16
1.62
2

%anode_gas_X ='H2:33, N2:67, H2O:1';
%
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%
%

cathode_gas_X
cathode_gas_X
cathode_gas_X
cathode_gas_X

= 'O2:21, N2:79'
=anode_gas_X;
= 'CH4:25,H2:0,CO:0,CO2:0,H2O:0,N2:59,O2:16';
= 'CO:20, O2:16.8, N2:63.2';

%
Time-span for integration of coverage equeations to steady state in
%
'advanceCoverages'.
tss = 1e-2;
%sec.
%
Electrolyte Conductivity:
sigma = conductivity(temp,temp);
%
Electrolyte thickness:
%ethick = 0.00002; %m\ %primary cell value
%ethick = 1.5e-5;
% hao
%ethick = 2.9e-4;
%Buergler
ethick = 1.5e-5;
% Napporn ele support
%
TPB length per unit area:
%TPB_length_per_area = 1.08e5;
%TPB_length_per_area = 3.5e5;

%1/m
%1/m %primary cell value for both

%TPB_length_per_area_c = TPB_length_per_area;
TPB_length_per_area = 7e5;
TPB_length_per_area_c = 1.06e6;
%TPB_length_per_area =3.5e5;
%TPB_length_per_area_c =3.5e5;
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% VARIABLES FOR HT
K_anode = 1.86;
% From Janardhanan 2007 [J/msK]
K_cathode = 5.84;
% From Janardhanan 2007 [J/msK]
K_ele = 2.16;
% From Janardhanan 2007 [J/msK]
K_fuel = 0.53;
% Extrapolated from NIST H2 data [J/msK] @1023 K
K_air = 0.081;
% Extrapolated from NIST O2 data [J/msK] @1023 K
ethick = 0.000020*1.5;
athick = 0.000695;
cthick = 0.000015;
Area = .00005; % unk
aspect_ratio = 0.5; % unk
Dh = 0.0015;
% [m] % unk
Nu = 8.235*(1-2.0421 * aspect_ratio + 3.0853* aspect_ratio^2 - 2.4765* aspect_ratio^3+ 1.0578*
aspect_ratio^4 - 0.1861* aspect_ratio^5);
h_anode = Nu * K_fuel / Dh;
h_cathode = Nu * K_air / Dh;
%-----------Parameters to print to file----------------Q_ele=1; nsp_total=1;
T_C=1; T_EC=1; T_A=1; T_EA=1;
%% -----------------------------------%
Utility functions:
% -----------------------------------function sigma = conductivity(T1,T2)
%
sigma = 3.34e4*exp(-10300/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% YSZ C Li et al
%
sigma = 6.92e4*exp(-9681/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% ScSZ C Li et al
sigma = 3.87e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-82300/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2))); %SDC Hao
%
sigma = 1.65e6*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-0.5618/8.617e-5/(abs((T1+T2)/2))) %Cui et al 2010 JPS
%
sigma =(1)*(-3.622e-5*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^2+0.083*(abs((T1+T2)/2))-46.343); % C Li equavilent cond.
%
sigma = 3.6e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-8e4/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2)))
%Zhu 2005 YSZ

%sigma = 2*sigma;
end
%%
function showCoverages(s)
%
Print coverages for surface s
cov = Coverages(s)
names = speciesNames(s);
nsp = size(names,1);
for n = 1:nsp
disp([names(n),' ',cov(n)])
end
end
%%
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function V = equil_OCV(gas1,gas2)
V = gasconstant*temperature(gas1)*log(moleFraction(gas1,'O2')/moleFraction(gas2,'O2'))/(4.0*Faraday)
end
%%
function X = NewtonSolver(f, X_in, C)
%
Solve f(x) = C by Newton iteration
%
X_in
starting point for iteration
%
C
Constant
f0 = f(X_in) - C;
X = X_in;
dx = 1.0e-6;
xlast = 999.0;
n = 0;
success = 0;
while n < 200
ff = f(X + dx) - C;
dfdx = (ff - f0)/dx;

step = -f0/dfdx;
%
Avoid taking steps too large:
if abs(step) > 0.1
step = 0.1*step/abs(step);
end
X = X+step;
emax = 0.00001; % 0.01 mV tolerance
if abs(f0) < emax && n > 8
success = 1;
break
end
xlast = X;
f0 = f(X) - C;
n = n+1;
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end
if ~success
error('No root!')
end
end
%%
function ElectronProd = getElectrons(ele)
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_a),1);
phase = tpb_a;
ROP=rop_net(tpb_a);
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_a),1);
EARxns=reactionEqn(tpb_a);
m=0;
Nu=stoich_net(tpb_a);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_a)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_c),1);
phase = tpb_c;

ROP=rop_net(tpb_c);
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_c),1);
ECRxns=reactionEqn(tpb_c);
m=0;
Nu=stoich_net(tpb_c);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_c)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
end
end
%%
function RxnRates = getRxnRates(ele)
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%%
for p = 1:1:3
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(anode_surf)+nReactions(oxide_surf_a)+nReactions(tpb_a);
ARxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(anode_surf),reactionEqn(oxide_surf_a),reactionEqn(tpb_a));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = anode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(anode_surf)');
concentration =
cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)*molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(anode_surf)*molarDensity(anode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_a;
phase_names =
cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(oxide_a)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)*molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(oxide_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_a),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)*molarDensity(oxide_surf_a));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');

concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(anode_bulk)*molarDensity(anode_bulk),
moleFractions(anode_surf)*molarDensity(anode_surf),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_a),moleFractions(tpb_a)*molarDensity(tpb_a));
AConcentration = concentration;
end
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elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(cathode_surf)+nReactions(oxide_surf_c)+nReactions(tpb_c);
CRxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(cathode_surf),reactionEqn(oxide_surf_c),reactionEqn(tpb_c));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = cathode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(cathode_surf)*
molarDensity(cathode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(oxide_c)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(oxide_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_c), moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*molarDensity(oxide_surf_c));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(cathode_bulk)*molarDensity(cathode_bulk),
moleFractions(cathode_surf)*molarDensity(cathode_surf),moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_c),moleFractions(tpb_c)*molarDensity(tpb_c));
CConcentration = concentration;
end
else
disp ('error: not an electrode')
end
%%
stoich_f=stoich_r(phase);
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stoich_rev=stoich_p(phase);
Kc=equil_Kc(phase);
ROP_f=rop_f(phase);
ROP_r=rop_r(phase);
Rxns=reactionEqn(phase,1);
for R = 1:1:nReactions(phase)
GlobalR=GlobalR+1;
RxnRates(GlobalR,1)=Kc(R);
PiTerm_f=1;
PiTerm_r=1;
for S = 1:1:length(phase_names)
PiTerm_f = PiTerm_f*concentration(S)^stoich_f(S,R);
PiTerm_r = PiTerm_r*concentration(S)^stoich_rev(S,R);
end
%k_f from ROP_f
RxnRates(GlobalR,2)=ROP_f(R)/PiTerm_f;
%k_r from ROP_r
RxnRates(GlobalR,3)=ROP_r(R)/PiTerm_r;
%k_r from Kc
RxnRates(GlobalR,4)=RxnRates(GlobalR,2)/RxnRates(GlobalR,1);
end
end
end
%% -----------------------------------%
Anode phases and functions:
% -----------------------------------%

Import bulk phases:
gas_a = importPhase(A_datafile,'gas');
anode_bulk = importPhase(A_datafile,'metal');
oxide_a = importPhase(A_datafile,'oxide_bulk');

%

Import surfaces:
anode_surf = importInterface(A_datafile,'metal_surface',gas_a);
oxide_surf_a = importInterface(A_datafile,'oxide_surface',gas_a,oxide_a);

%

Import TPB:

tpb_a = Edge(A_datafile,'tpb',anode_bulk, anode_surf, oxide_surf_a, oxide_a);
%
Create a list of species on the anode side of the cell for global index
names_a = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(oxide_a)',
speciesNames(anode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');
nsp_AS=nSpecies(anode_surf)+nSpecies(gas_a);
nsp_OSA=nSpecies(gas_a)+nSpecies(oxide_a)+nSpecies(oxide_surf_a);
nsp_tpba=nSpecies(anode_bulk)+nSpecies(anode_surf)+nSpecies(oxide_surf_a)+nSpecies(tpb_a);
nsp_total=nSpecies(gas_a)+nSpecies(anode_bulk)+nSpecies(oxide_a)+nSpecies(anode_surf)+
nSpecies(oxide_surf_a)+nSpecies(tpb_a);
nsp_surfaces_a=[nsp_AS, nsp_OSA, nsp_tpba, nsp_total];
Thermo_out=zeros(nsp_total,5);
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Initialize the Thermo_out variable

This function is defined to use with NewtonSolver to invert the
current-voltage function. NewtonSolver requires a function of one
variable, so the other objects are accesssed through the global
namespace:
This function is defined to use with NewtonSolver to invert the
current-voltage function. NewtonSolver requires a function of one
variable, so the other objects are accesssed through the global
namespace:
function I_curr = anode_curr(E)
%
Current from the anode as a function of anode potential,
%
relative to the electrolyte:
%
Anode-side electrolyte potential is kept as the reference
%
state, equal to zero. Thus the potential difference is
%
simply the input E.
setElectricPotential(anode_bulk,E);
%
%
%
%
%

Get the species net production rates due to the anode-side TPB
reaction mechanism. The production rate array has the
values for the neighbor species in the order listed in .cti
file, followed by the tpb phase. Since the first neighbor
phase is the bulk metal, species 1 is the electron.

w = netProdRates(tpb_a);
%
The sign convention is such that the current is positive when
%
electrons are being delivered to the anode - i.e. it is
%
positve for fuel cell operation.
I_curr = Faraday*w(1)*TPB_length_per_area;
%
%
%
%

end
This function is defined to calculate the Net Rates of Production from
the surface and edge reactions occuring at the anode. Use of the
built in Cantera function neglects the gas-phase species
participating in the reactions:
function ProductionRates = NetProduction_a()
%
Create an empty matrix to hold production data for each species
%
Column 1-3 are production of each mechanism
%
Column 4 summs the phases
ProductionRates = zeros(nsp_total,4);
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%
%
%
%
for

%
%

Determine the phase and reaction set for the calculation
Find the names of the species inorder to reconcile local
species indices with the global numbering system for the 3
phases (p) which hold the surface reactions
p = 1:1:3
if p == 1
phase = anode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(anode_surf)');
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(oxide_a)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');
end
m=1;
Calculate the net rates of progress for each reaction (r) and the
list of stoichiometric coefficeints for each species in each

%

reaction (n x r matrix)
ROP=rop_net(phase);
Stoich=stoich_net(phase);

%
%

For each species (n) occuring in the given phase (p) find the
corrisponding species (m) in the global species array (names_a)

%
%
%

if the string representation of the species in both arrays
do not match, the code will look at the next species
element in the global array (m=m+1)
for n = 1:1:nsp_surfaces_a(p)
while strcmp(phase_names(n),names_a(m)) == 0 && m <= length(names_a);
disp('phase mismatch');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_a(m)];
m=m+1;
end
if the string representation of the species in both arrays
match calculate the net production rates of each by multiplying
the Stoichiometric coefficient of each species by the rate of
progress of each reaction and summing across each reaction in
the mechanism: sum(Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r))
strcmp(phase_names(n),names_a(m)) % 1 if true, 0 if false
disp('same phase');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_a(m)];
for r = 1:1:nReactions(phase)
nReactions(phase)
[m,n,p,r]
ProductionRates(m,p)=ProductionRates(m,p)+Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r);
end
m=m+1;
end
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%
%
%
%
%

end
ProductionRates(:,4)=ProductionRates(:,1)+ProductionRates(:,2)+ProductionRates(:,3);
Thermo_out(:,2)=ProductionRates(:,4);
end
%

This function calculates the heat generated by the reaction at the

%

anode surface
function Qrxn = anode_heat(w)
ProductionRates_a=NetProduction_a();
X_prod = ProductionRates_a(:,4)/w(1);
entropy=cat(1,entropies_R(gas_a)*gasconstant,0,0,0, entropies_R(anode_surf)*gasconstant,
entropies_R(oxide_surf_a)*gasconstant, entropies_R(tpb_a)*gasconstant);
Thermo_out(:,1)=entropy;
entropy_sum = 0;
for k=1:length(entropy)
entropy_sum=entropy_sum + entropy(k)*X_prod(k);
end
Qrxn = (-1)*temp * (entropy_sum) * w(1) * TPB_length_per_area * Area;
end
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%% -----------------------------------%
Cathode phases and functions:
% -----------------------------------%
Import bulk phases:
gas_c = importPhase(C_datafile,'gas');
cathode_bulk = importPhase(C_datafile,'metal');
oxide_c = importPhase(C_datafile,'oxide_bulk');
%
Import surfaces:
cathode_surf = importInterface(C_datafile,'metal_surface',gas_c);
oxide_surf_c = importInterface(C_datafile,'oxide_surface',gas_c,oxide_c);
%
Import TPB:
tpb_c = Edge(C_datafile,'tpb',cathode_bulk, cathode_surf, oxide_surf_c, oxide_c);
%
Create a list of species on the anode side of the cell for global index
names_c = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(oxide_c)',
speciesNames(cathode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
nsp_CS=nSpecies(cathode_surf)+nSpecies(gas_c);
nsp_OSC=nSpecies(gas_c)+nSpecies(oxide_c)+nSpecies(oxide_surf_c);

nsp_tpbc=nSpecies(cathode_bulk)+nSpecies(cathode_surf)+nSpecies(oxide_surf_c)+nSpecies(tpb_c);
nsp_total=nSpecies(gas_c)+nSpecies(cathode_bulk)+nSpecies(oxide_c)+nSpecies(cathode_surf)+
nSpecies(oxide_surf_c)+nSpecies(tpb_c);
nsp_surfaces_c=[nsp_CS, nsp_OSC, nsp_tpbc, nsp_total];

function I_curr = cathode_curr(E)
%
Current from the cathode as a function of anode potential,
%
relative to the electrolyte:
%
Due to ohmic losses, the cathode-side electrolyte potential is
%
non-zero. Therefore, we need to add this potential to E to
%
get the cathode potential:
ee = E + electricPotential(oxide_c);
setElectricPotential(cathode_bulk,ee);
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%
Get the species net production rates due to the cathode-side
%
TPB reaction mechanism. The production rate array has the
%
values for the neighbor species in the order listed in .cti
%
file, followed by the tpb phase. Since the first neighbor
%
phase is the bulk metal, species 1 is the electron.
w = netProdRates(tpb_c);
%
The sign convention is such that the current is positive when
%
electrons are being delivered to the anode - i.e. it is
%
positve for fuel cell operation.
I_curr = -Faraday*w(1)*TPB_length_per_area_c;
end
%
%
%
%

This function is defined to calculate the Net Rates of Production from
the surface and edge reactions occuring at the anode. Use of the
built in Cantera function neglects the gas-phase species
participating in the reactions:
function ProductionRates = NetProduction_c()

%
Create an empty matrix to hold production data for each species
%
Column 1-3 are production of each mechanism
%
Column 4 summs the phases
ProductionRates = zeros(nsp_total,4);
%
%
%
%
for
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%
%
%

Determine the phase and reaction set for the calculation
Find the names of the species inorder to reconcile local
species indices with the global numbering system for the 3
phases (p) which hold the surface reactions
p = 1:1:3
if p == 1
phase = cathode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)');
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(oxide_c)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
end
m=1;
Calculate the net rates of progress for each reaction (r) and the
list of stoichiometric coefficeints for each species in each
reaction (n x r matrix)
ROP=rop_net(phase);
Stoich=stoich_net(phase);

%
%

For each species (n) occuring in the given phase (p) find the
corrisponding species (m) in the global species array (names_a)

%
%
%

if the string representation of the species in both arrays
do not match, the code will look at the next species
element in the global array (m=m+1)
for n = 1:1:nsp_surfaces_c(p)
while strcmp(phase_names(n),names_c(m)) == 0 && m <= length(names_c)

disp('phase mismatch');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_c(m)];
m=m+1;
%
%
%
%
%
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end
if the string representation of the species in both arrays
match calculate the net production rates of each by multiplying
the Stoichiometric coefficient of each species by the rate of
progress of each reaction and summing across each reaction in
the mechanism: sum(Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r))
strcmp(phase_names(n),names_c(m)) % 1 if true, 0 if false
disp('same phase');
[n,m,phase_names(n),names_c(m)];
for r = 1:1:nReactions(phase);
nReactions(phase);
[m,n,p,r];
ProductionRates(m,p)=ProductionRates(m,p)+Stoich(n,r)*ROP(r);
end
m=m+1;
end

end
ProductionRates(:,4)=ProductionRates(:,1)+ProductionRates(:,2)+ProductionRates(:,3);
Thermo_out(:,5)=ProductionRates(:,4);
end
%
%

This function calculates the heat generated by the reaction at the
anode surface
function Qrxn = cathode_heat(w)
ProductionRates_c=NetProduction_c();
X_prod = ProductionRates_c(:,4)/w(1);
entropy=cat(1,entropies_R(gas_c)*gasconstant,0,0,0, entropies_R(cathode_surf)*gasconstant,
entropies_R(oxide_surf_c)*gasconstant, entropies_R(tpb_c)*gasconstant);
entropy_sum = 0;
for k=1:length(entropy)
entropy_sum=entropy_sum + entropy(k)*X_prod(k);
end
Thermo_out(:,4)=entropy;

Qrxn = (-1)*temp * (entropy_sum) * w(1) * TPB_length_per_area * Area;
end
%% -----------------------------------%
Initialization:
% -----------------------------------temp = tc + 273.15;
%
ReactorNet functions do not like daisy-chain calls for gas via a second cti file.
gas_c2=GRI30;
%
Set the gas-phase compositions, plus temperatures for all phases:
set(gas_a,'T',temp,'P',pres,'X',anode_gas_X);
equilibrate(gas_a,'TP');
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set(gas_c2,'T',temp,'P',pres,'X',cathode_gas_X);
rc = Reactor(gas_c2);
networkc = ReactorNet({rc});
advance(networkc,1);
tempc = temperature(rc);
%
Set the gas-phase compositions, plus temperatures for all phases:
set(gas_c,'T',tempc,'P',pres,'X',moleFractions(gas_c2));
%
equilibrate(gas_c,'TP');
setTemperature(anode_bulk,temp);
setTemperature(anode_surf,temp);
setTemperature(oxide_surf_a,temp);
setTemperature(oxide_a,temp);
setTemperature(cathode_bulk,tempc);
setTemperature(cathode_surf,tempc);
setTemperature(oxide_surf_c,tempc);
setTemperature(oxide_c,tempc);
setTemperature(tpb_a,temp);
setTemperature(tpb_c,tempc);
%%
%
%
%

Now bring the surface coverages into steady state with these gas
compositions. Note that the coverages are held fixed at these
values - we do NOT consider the change in coverages due to TPB
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%
reactions. For that, a more complex model is required. But as
%
long as the thermal chemistry is fast, relative to charge trasnfer,
%
this should be an OK approximation.
advanceCoverages(anode_surf,tss);
advanceCoverages(oxide_surf_a,tss);
advanceCoverages(cathode_surf,tss);
advanceCoverages(oxide_surf_c,tss);
%% Generate data for initial conditions to record later
ARatesOut=getRxnRates('anode');
CRatesOut=getRxnRates('cathode');
EAOut = getElectrons('anode');
EAOutI = EAOut;
ECOut = getElectrons('cathode');
ECOutI = ECOut;
ConcentrationA = AConcentration;
ConcentrationC = CConcentration;
CoverA=coverages(anode_surf);
CoverA=cat(1,CoverA,coverages(oxide_surf_a));
CoverageA = CoverA;
CoverC=coverages(cathode_surf);
CoverC=cat(1,CoverC,coverages(oxide_surf_c));
CoverageC = CoverC;
%%
Find open circuit potentials by solving for hte E values that give zero
%
current:
count_a=1;
count_c=1;
Ea0 = NewtonSolver(@anode_curr,-0.51,0);
Ec0 = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,0.51,0);
disp(strcat('OCV from zero current is:',{' '},num2str(Ec0 - Ea0)))
disp(strcat('OCV from thermo equil is:',{' '},num2str(equil_OCV(gas_a,gas_c))))
disp(strcat('Ea0 =',{' '},num2str(Ea0)))
disp(strcat('Ec0 =',{' '},num2str(Ec0)))
%%

Do polarization curve for anode overpotentials from -250 mV (cathodid)

%
to +250 mV (anodic):
Ea_min = Ea0 - 0.0;
Ea_max = Ea0 + 0.2;
%
Pre-allocate output array.
%
the loop below:
curr_size = 50;
Out = zeros(curr_size,9);
OutI = zeros(curr_size,9);

curr_size is number of overpotentials in
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curr = 1;
% Initialize the variable
%
Vary the overpotential, from cathodic to anodic:
for icurr = 1:curr_size
Ea = Ea_min + (icurr-1)*(Ea_max - Ea_min)/(curr_size - 1);
delta_I=999.9;
curr_old=100000;
T_iterations=0;
cover_old=[1,1,1,1,1];
while delta_I > abs(curr*0.01);
T_iterations=T_iterations+1;
%
Set the electrode overpotential. Note that the anode-side
%
electrolyte is held fixed at 0 V.
setElectricPotential(anode_bulk,Ea);
Net_a=NetProdRates(tpb_a);
%
Compute the anode current:
curr = anode_curr(Ea);
delta_I = abs(curr_old-curr);
curr_old = curr;
Q_rxn_a=anode_heat(w);
%
Set the potential of the oxide on the cahode side to reflect the
%
ohmic drop through the electrolyte:
delta_V = curr*ethick/sigma;
%

If the current is positive, negatively-charged ions are flowing

%
from the cathode to the anode. Therefore, the cathode side
%
potential must by more negative than the anode side:
phi_oxide_c = -delta_V;
%
Note that both the bulk and hte surface potentials must be set:
setElectricPotential(oxide_c,phi_oxide_c);
setElectricPotential(oxide_surf_c,phi_oxide_c);
%
Find the value of the cathode potential relative to the cathode-side
%
electrolyte that yields the same current density as the anode
%
current density:
Ec = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,Ec0 + 0.1, curr);
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%------------Parameters to solve heat equations--------B_LHS=h_anode*Area;
A_LHS=K_anode*Area/athick;
D_LHS=h_cathode*Area;
C_LHS=K_cathode*Area/cthick;
E_LHS=K_ele*Area/ethick;
%
Calculate the temperatures based on the updated mass, heat, and
%
current generation information.
sigma_old=99999.9;
delta_sigma=99999.9;
while delta_sigma > 0.01*abs(sigma);
Q_rxn_c=cathode_heat(w);
Q_ele=curr^2/sigma;
T_A=(A_LHS*((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
A_LHS*Q_rxn_a*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + A_LHS*E_LHS*Q_rxn_c*(C_LHS + D_LHS) +
temp*(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) +
C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) + B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
T_C=(C_LHS*((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(A_LHS*(B_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*B_LHS*E_LHS) +
C_LHS*E_LHS*Q_rxn_a*(A_LHS + B_LHS) + C_LHS*Q_rxn_c*(A_LHS*(B_LHS + E_LHS) + B_LHS*E_LHS) +
temp*(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) +
C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) + B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
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T_EA=(((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(A_LHS + B_LHS)*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
Q_rxn_a*(A_LHS + B_LHS)*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + E_LHS*Q_rxn_c*(A_LHS +
B_LHS)*(C_LHS + D_LHS) + temp*(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) +
C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) + B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) +
D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) + B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
T_EC=(((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(C_LHS + D_LHS)*(A_LHS*(B_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*B_LHS*E_LHS) +
E_LHS*Q_rxn_a*(A_LHS + B_LHS)*(C_LHS + D_LHS) + Q_rxn_c*(C_LHS + D_LHS)*(A_LHS*(B_LHS + E_LHS)
+ B_LHS*E_LHS) + temp*(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS)
+ B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) +
C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) + B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
Q_A=(A_LHS*B_LHS*((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*D_LHS*E_LHS) E_LHS*(C_LHS*D_LHS*Q_rxn_a*(A_LHS + B_LHS) - A_LHS*B_LHS*Q_rxn_c*(C_LHS +
D_LHS)))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
Q_C=(C_LHS*D_LHS*((Area*ethick*Q_ele)/2)*(A_LHS*(B_LHS + 2*E_LHS) + 2*B_LHS*E_LHS) +
E_LHS*(C_LHS*D_LHS*Q_rxn_a*(A_LHS + B_LHS) - A_LHS*B_LHS*Q_rxn_c*(C_LHS +
D_LHS)))/(A_LHS*(B_LHS*(C_LHS*(D_LHS + E_LHS) + D_LHS*E_LHS) + C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS) +
B_LHS*C_LHS*D_LHS*E_LHS);
sigma = conductivity(T_EA,T_EC);
delta_sigma = abs(sigma-sigma_old);
sigma_old=sigma;
end %sigma loop
%
Update the interface properties based on the temperature update
setTemperature(anode_bulk,T_A);
setTemperature(anode_surf,T_A);
setTemperature(oxide_surf_a,T_EA);
setTemperature(oxide_a,T_EA);
setTemperature(tpb_a,T_EA);
advanceCoverages(anode_surf,tss);
cover=coverages(anode_surf);
%
delta_cover=cover(2)-cover_old(2)
advanceCoverages(oxide_surf_a,tss);
cell_start = num2str(T_iterations+1);
cell_start=strcat('A',cell_start);
successElectrodes= xlswrite(filename,[0.1*curr,Q_ele, Q_rxn_a, (K_ele*Area/ethick)*(T_EAT_EC)+Q_ele*Area*ethick/2,h_anode*Area*(T_A-temp),(K_anode*Area/athick)*(T_EA - T_A), T_EA, T_A,
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Q_rxn_c, (K_ele*Area/ethick)*(T_EA-T_EC)-Q_ele*Area*ethick/2,h_cathode*Area*(T_Ctemp),(K_cathode*Area/cthick)*(T_EC - T_C), T_EC, T_C,delta_I,curr*0.02],'Electrodes',cell_start);
end
% end while loop
disp('-------------');
setElectricPotential(cathode_bulk,phi_oxide_c + Ec);
if (electricPotential(cathode_bulk)-electricPotential(anode_bulk)) < 0, break, end
%
Add results to output array:
%Out(icurr,:) = [0.1*curr, Ea - Ea0, Ec - Ec0, delta_V, electricPotential(cathode_bulk)electricPotential(anode_bulk),cover(1)];
cell_start = num2str(icurr+1);
cell_start=strcat('A',cell_start);
successResults
= xlswrite(filename,[0.1*curr, Ea - Ea0, Ec - Ec0, delta_V,
electricPotential(cathode_bulk)-electricPotential(anode_bulk)],'results',cell_start);
successElectrodes= xlswrite(filename,[0.1*curr,Q_ele, Q_rxn_a, Q_A,A_LHS*(T_A-temp),B_LHS*(T_EA - T_A),
T_EA, T_A, Q_rxn_c, Q_C ,C_LHS*(T_C-temp),D_LHS*(T_EC - T_C), T_EC, T_C],'Electrodes',cell_start);
entropy_start1=num2str((icurr-1)*(nsp_total+1)+3);
entropy_start=strcat('A',entropy_start1);
successEntropy = xlswrite(filename,names_a,page3,entropy_start)
entropy_start=strcat('B',entropy_start1);
successEntropy = xlswrite(filename,Thermo_out,page3,entropy_start)
entropy_start=num2str((icurr-1)*(nsp_total+1)+2);
entropy_start=strcat('A',entropy_start);
successEntropy1=xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('i (mA/cm2):'),0.1*curr,cellstr('Delta S:'),0,cellstr('-----'),cellstr('Delta S:'),0,cellstr('------')],page3,entropy_start)

%% Next generate data for each current step in model
ARatesOut=cat(2,ARatesOut,getRxnRates('anode'));
CRatesOut=cat(2,CRatesOut,getRxnRates('cathode'));
EAOut = cat(2,EAOut,getElectrons('anode'));
ECOut = cat(2,ECOut,getElectrons('cathode'));
%%
Net_c=NetProdRates(tpb_c);
setElectricPotential(cathode_bulk,phi_oxide_c + Ec);

%
Add results to output array:
Out(icurr,:) = [0.0001*curr, Ea - Ea0, Ec - Ec0, delta_V, electricPotential(cathode_bulk)electricPotential(anode_bulk),Ea,Net_a(1),electricPotential(cathode_bulk),Net_c(1)];
electrodes_out(icurr,:) =[0.1*curr,Q_ele,Area*ethick*Q_ele, Q_rxn_a, Q_A,h_anode*Area*(T_Atemp),(K_anode*Area/athick)*(T_EA - T_A), T_EA, T_A, Q_rxn_c, Q_C,h_cathode*Area*(T_Ctemp),(K_cathode*Area/cthick)*(T_EC - T_C), T_EC, T_C];
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end
a=0;
for icurr = 0:2e4/curr_size:2e4
% for 0 to 2 A/cm2 with curr_size steps
a=a+1;
Ea = NewtonSolver(@anode_curr,-0.51,icurr);
Ec = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,0.51,icurr);
delta_V = icurr*ethick/sigma;
Voltage = (Ec - Ea - delta_V)
Net_a=NetProdRates(tpb_a);
Net_c=NetProdRates(tpb_c);
EAOutI = cat(2,EAOutI,getElectrons('anode'));
ECOutI = cat(2,ECOutI,getElectrons('cathode'));
OutI(a,:) = [0.0001*icurr, Ea , Ec , delta_V, Voltage,Ea,Net_a(1),Ec-delta_V,Net_c(1)];
end
%%
Write results to output file:
success2 = xlswrite(filename,Out,page1,'A2')
OutLoc=strcat('A',num2str(size(Out,1)+4));
success2 = xlswrite(filename,OutI,page1,OutLoc)
%success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('Ea-'),cellstr('electrons')],page1,'G1');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[Va,electrons_a],page1,'G2');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('Ec-'),cellstr('electrons')],page1,'J1');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[Vc,electrons_c],page1,'J2');
success = xlswrite(filename,[EARxns(1),EARxns(2)],page1,'U1');
success = xlswrite(filename,EAOut',page1,'U2');
OutLoc=strcat('U',num2str(size(EAOut',1)+4));
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success = xlswrite(filename,EAOutI',page1,OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename,[ECRxns(1)],page1,'Y1');
success = xlswrite(filename,ECOut',page1,'Y2');
OutLoc=strcat('Y',num2str(size(ECOut',1)+4));
success = xlswrite(filename,ECOutI',page1,OutLoc);
%% Outside of current loop, write the data to file
iTitle = Out(:,1)';
%% written to rates file
success = xlswrite(filename2,ARatesOut,page1,'B2');
success = xlswrite(filename2,cellstr(ARxns),page1,'A2')
OutLoc=num2str(size(ARatesOut,1)+4);
OutLocA=strcat('A',OutLoc);
OutLocB=strcat('B',OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename2,CRatesOut,page1,OutLocB);
success = xlswrite(filename2,cellstr(CRxns),page1,OutLocA)
% written to main file
%write concentrations
%
phase_names_A = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');
%
phase_names_C = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
%
OutLoc=num2str(size(phase_names_A,1)+4);
%
OutLocA=strcat('M',OutLoc);
%
OutLocB=strcat('N',OutLoc);
%
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_A), page1,'K2')
%
success = xlswrite(filename,ConcentrationA, page1, 'L2')
%
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_C), page1,'M2')
%
success = xlswrite(filename,ConcentrationC, page1, 'N2')
%write gas fractions
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(speciesNames(gas_c)'),page1,'K2');
success = xlswrite(filename, moleFractions(gas_c),page1,'L2');
%write coverages
phase_names_A = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');
phase_names_C = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
%
OutLoc=num2str(size(phase_names_A,1)+4);
%
OutLocA=strcat('P',OutLoc);

%

OutLocB=strcat('Q',OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_A), page1,'P2')
success = xlswrite(filename,CoverageA, page1, 'Q2')
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_C), page1,'R2')
success = xlswrite(filename,CoverageC, page1, 'S2')
%end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('Results written to sofc.xls')
end
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A1.4 Fuel Cell Model without Heat Transfer
Sometimes it is desirable to gain a rough estimate of fuel cell performance and limit computational time. To do this, the heat transfer
module in the model can be neglected. The simplified SOFC model is shown below.
function cantera_sofc()
cleanup
%% -----------------------------------%
Parameters:
% -----------------------------------% Input files
A_datafile='SOFC-Anode-Mixed.cti'
C_datafile='SOFC-Change-Mechs-Cath-Cross.cti'
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% Output files
%
filename='800-CH4-Air-Results.xls';
filename= 'MR-Comp-Dual-(2)-Results.xlsx';
filename2='MR-Comp-Dual-(2)-Rates.xlsx';
%
cell_start='B';
%
Lable_start='B';
cell_Lable='R=2'
page1=cell_Lable;
%
Write data labels to output file:
success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('i
(A/cm2)'),cellstr('eta_a'),cellstr('eta_c'),cellstr('eta_ohmic'),cellstr('E_load'),cellstr('Ea'),cellstr('e
lectrons'),cellstr('Ec'),cellstr('electrons'),cellstr(''),cellstr('concentration'),cellstr('anode'),cellstr(''
),cellstr('cathode'),cellstr(''),cellstr('coverage'),cellstr('anode'),cellstr(''),cellstr('cathode')],page1
);
%
success = xlswrite(filename2,[cellstr('reaction'),cellstr('Kc_equil'),cellstr('kf from ROP'),
cellstr('kr from ROP'), cellstr('kr from Kc equil')],cell_Lable,'A1');
global ARxns CRxns EARxns ECRxns GlobalR AConcentration CConcentration;
%
Temperature [C]
tc = 600;
temp = tc + 273.15;

pres = oneatm*1;
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% Gas comps, change as desired:
%anode_gas_X = 'H2:19.4, CO2:77.6,H2O:3';
%anode_gas_X = 'H2:0, H2O:0, CO:100';
%
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:25,H2:0,CO:0,CO2:0,H2O:0,N2:59,O2:16';
%
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:18.77,O2:17.06, N2:64.18';
% R = 1.1
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:19.59,O2:16.89,N2:63.53';
% R = 1.16
%
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:25.38,O2:15.67,N2:58.95';
% R = 1.62
%
anode_gas_X = 'CH4:29.58,O2:14.79,N2:55.63';
% R = 2
anode_gas_X = 'H2:97, H2O:3';
%
anode_gas = 'CH4:97,H2O:3';
%anode_gas_X ='H2:33, N2:67, H2O:1';
%cathode_gas_X = 'O2:21, N2:79'
cathode_gas_X =anode_gas_X;
%cathode_gas_X = 'CH4:25,H2:0,CO:0,CO2:0,H2O:0,N2:59,O2:16';
%cathode_gas_X = 'CO:20, O2:16.8, N2:63.2';
page1=anode_gas_X;
page1='origMixFile';
%
Time-span for integration of coverage equeations to steady state in
%
'advanceCoverages'.
tss = 1e-2;
%sec.
%
Electrolyte Conductivity:
sigma = conductivity(temp,temp);
%
Electrolyte thickness:
%ethick = 0.00002; %m\ %primary cell value
%ethick = 1.5e-5;
% hao
%ethick = 2.9e-4;
%Buergler
ethick = 1.5e-5;
% Napporn ele support
%
TPB length per unit area:
%TPB_length_per_area = 3.5e5;
%1/m %primary cell value for both
%TPB_length_per_area_c = TPB_length_per_area;
TPB_length_per_area = 7e5;
TPB_length_per_area_c = 1.06e6;
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%TPB_length_per_area =3.5e5;
%TPB_length_per_area_c =3.5e5;
%% -----------------------------------%
Utility functions:
% -----------------------------------function sigma = conductivity(T1,T2)
%
sigma = 3.34e4*exp(-10300/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% YSZ C Li et al
%
sigma = 6.92e4*exp(-9681/(abs((T1+T2)/2)));
% ScSZ C Li et al
sigma = 3.87e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-82300/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2))); %SDC Hao
%
sigma = 1.65e6*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-0.5618/8.617e-5/(abs((T1+T2)/2))) %Cui et al 2010 JPS
%
sigma =(1)*(-3.622e-5*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^2+0.083*(abs((T1+T2)/2))-46.343); % C Li equavilent cond.
%
sigma = 3.6e7*(abs((T1+T2)/2))^(-1)*exp(-8e4/(8.314*abs((T1+T2)/2)))
%Zhu 2005 YSZ
end
%%
function showCoverages(s)
%
Print coverages for surface s
cov = Coverages(s)
names = speciesNames(s);
nsp = size(names,1);
for n = 1:nsp
disp([names(n),' ',cov(n)])
end
end
%%
function V = equil_OCV(gas1,gas2)
V = -gasconstant*temperature(gas1)*log(moleFraction(gas1,'O2')/moleFraction(gas2,'O2'))/(4.0*Faraday)
end
%%
function X = NewtonSolver(f, X_in, C)
%
Solve f(x) = C by Newton iteration
%
X_in
starting point for iteration
%
C
Constant
f0 = f(X_in) - C;
X = X_in;
dx = 1.0e-6;

xlast = 999.0;
n = 0;
success = 0;
while n < 200
ff = f(X + dx) - C;
dfdx = (ff - f0)/dx;
step = -f0/dfdx;
%
Avoid taking steps too large:
if abs(step) > 0.1
step = 0.1*step/abs(step);
end
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X = X+step;
emax = 0.00001; % 0.01 mV tolerance
if abs(f0) < emax && n > 8
success = 1;
break
end
xlast = X;
f0 = f(X) - C;
n = n+1;
end
if ~success
error('No root!')
end
end
%%
function ElectronProd = getElectrons(ele)
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_a),1);
phase = tpb_a;
ROP=rop_net(tpb_a);
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_a),1);
EARxns=reactionEqn(tpb_a);
m=0;

Nu=stoich_net(tpb_a);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_a)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_c),1);
phase = tpb_c;
ROP=rop_net(tpb_c);
ElectronProd =zeros(nReactions(tpb_c),1);
ECRxns=reactionEqn(tpb_c);
m=0;
Nu=stoich_net(tpb_c);
for m=1:1:nReactions(tpb_c)
ElectronProd(m)=ROP(m)*Nu(1,m);
end
end
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end
%%
function RxnRates = getRxnRates(ele)
%%
for p = 1:1:3
if strcmp(ele,'anode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(anode_surf)+nReactions(oxide_surf_a)+nReactions(tpb_a);
ARxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(anode_surf),reactionEqn(oxide_surf_a),reactionEqn(tpb_a));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = anode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(anode_surf)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)*molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(anode_surf)*
molarDensity(anode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_a)',speciesNames(oxide_a)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');

concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_a)*molarDensity(gas_a),moleFractions(oxide_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_a),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)*molarDensity(oxide_surf_a));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_a;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(anode_bulk)*molarDensity(anode_bulk),
moleFractions(anode_surf)*molarDensity(anode_surf),moleFractions(oxide_surf_a)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_a),moleFractions(tpb_a)*molarDensity(tpb_a));
AConcentration = concentration;
end
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elseif strcmp(ele,'cathode') == 1
NumberOfReactions = nReactions(cathode_surf)+nReactions(oxide_surf_c)+nReactions(tpb_c);
CRxns = cat(1,reactionEqn(cathode_surf),reactionEqn(oxide_surf_c),reactionEqn(tpb_c));
if p == 1
RxnRates =zeros(NumberOfReactions,4);
phase = cathode_surf;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(cathode_surf)*
molarDensity(cathode_surf));
GlobalR=0;
elseif p == 2
phase = oxide_surf_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(gas_c)',speciesNames(oxide_c)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(gas_c)*molarDensity(gas_c),moleFractions(oxide_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_c),moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*molarDensity(oxide_surf_c));
elseif p == 3
phase = tpb_c;
phase_names = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
concentration = cat(1,moleFractions(cathode_bulk)*molarDensity(cathode_bulk),
moleFractions(cathode_surf)*molarDensity(cathode_surf),moleFractions(oxide_surf_c)*
molarDensity(oxide_surf_c),moleFractions(tpb_c)*molarDensity(tpb_c));
CConcentration = concentration;
end

else
disp ('error: not an electrode')
end
%%
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stoich_f=stoich_r(phase);
stoich_rev=stoich_p(phase);
Kc=equil_Kc(phase);
ROP_f=rop_f(phase);
ROP_r=rop_r(phase);
Rxns=reactionEqn(phase,1);
for R = 1:1:nReactions(phase)
GlobalR=GlobalR+1;
RxnRates(GlobalR,1)=Kc(R);
PiTerm_f=1;
PiTerm_r=1;
for S = 1:1:length(phase_names)
PiTerm_f = PiTerm_f*concentration(S)^stoich_f(S,R);
PiTerm_r = PiTerm_r*concentration(S)^stoich_rev(S,R);
end
%k_f from ROP_f
RxnRates(GlobalR,2)=ROP_f(R)/PiTerm_f;
%k_r from ROP_r
RxnRates(GlobalR,3)=ROP_r(R)/PiTerm_r;
%k_r from Kc
RxnRates(GlobalR,4)=RxnRates(GlobalR,2)/RxnRates(GlobalR,1);
end
end
end
%% -----------------------------------%
Anode phases and functions:
% -----------------------------------%

Import bulk phases:
gas_a = importPhase(A_datafile,'gas');
anode_bulk = importPhase(A_datafile,'metal');
oxide_a = importPhase(A_datafile,'oxide_bulk');

%

Import surfaces:
anode_surf = importInterface(A_datafile,'metal_surface',gas_a);
oxide_surf_a = importInterface(A_datafile,'oxide_surface',gas_a,oxide_a);

%

Import TPB:
tpb_a = Edge(A_datafile,'tpb',anode_bulk, anode_surf, oxide_surf_a, oxide_a);

%
%
%
%

This function is defined to use with NewtonSolver to invert the
current-voltage function. NewtonSolver requires a function of one
variable, so the other objects are accesssed through the global
namespace:
function I_curr = anode_curr(E)
%
Current from the anode as a function of anode potential,
%
relative to the electrolyte:
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%
Anode-side electrolyte potential is kept as the reference
%
state, equal to zero. Thus the potential difference is
%
simply the input E.
setElectricPotential(anode_bulk,E);
%
Get the species net production rates due to the anode-side TPB
%
reaction mechanism. The production rate array has the
%
values for the neighbor species in the order listed in .cti
%
file, followed by the tpb phase. Since the first neighbor
%
phase is the bulk metal, species 1 is the electron.
w = netProdRates(tpb_a);
%
The sign convention is such that the current is positive when
%
electrons are being delivered to the anode - i.e. it is
%
positve for fuel cell operation.
I_curr = Faraday*w(1)*TPB_length_per_area;
end
%% -----------------------------------%
Cathode phases and functions:

%

------------------------------------

%
Import bulk phases:
gas_c = importPhase(C_datafile,'gas');
cathode_bulk = importPhase(C_datafile,'metal');
oxide_c = importPhase(C_datafile,'oxide_bulk');
%
Import surfaces:
cathode_surf = importInterface(C_datafile,'metal_surface',gas_c);
oxide_surf_c = importInterface(C_datafile,'oxide_surface',gas_c,oxide_c);
%
Import TPB:
tpb_c = Edge(C_datafile,'tpb',cathode_bulk, cathode_surf, oxide_surf_c, oxide_c);
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function I_curr = cathode_curr(E)
%
Current from the cathode as a function of anode potential,
%
relative to the electrolyte:
%
Due to ohmic losses, the cathode-side electrolyte potential is
%
non-zero. Therefore, we need to add this potential to E to
%
get the cathode potential:
ee = E + electricPotential(oxide_c);
setElectricPotential(cathode_bulk,ee);

%
Get the species net production rates due to the cathode-side
%
TPB reaction mechanism. The production rate array has the
%
values for the neighbor species in the order listed in .cti
%
file, followed by the tpb phase. Since the first neighbor
%
phase is the bulk metal, species 1 is the electron.
w = netProdRates(tpb_c);
%
%
%

The sign convention is such that the current is positive when
electrons are being delivered to the anode - i.e. it is
positve for fuel cell operation.

I_curr = -Faraday*w(1)*TPB_length_per_area_c;
end
%% -----------------------------------%
Initialization:
% -----------------------------------%for tc = 600:10:800
%
page1=num2str(tc);
temp = tc + 273.15;
%
ReactorNet functions do not like daisy chain calls for gas via a second cti file.
gas_c2=GRI30;
%
Set te gas-phase compositions, plus temperatures for all phases:
set(gas_a,'T',temp,'P',pres,'X',anode_gas_X);
equilibrate(gas_a,'TP');
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set(gas_c2,'T',temp,'P',pres,'X',cathode_gas_X);
rc = Reactor(gas_c2);
networkc = ReactorNet({rc});
advance(networkc,1);
tempc = temperature(rc);
%
Set the gas-phase compositions, plus temperatures for all phases:
%set(gas_a,'T',temp(n),'P',pres,'X',moleFractions(gas_a2));
set(gas_c,'T',tempc,'P',pres,'X',moleFractions(gas_c2));
%
equilibrate(gas_c,'TP');
setTemperature(anode_bulk,temp);
setTemperature(anode_surf,temp);
setTemperature(oxide_surf_a,temp);
setTemperature(oxide_a,temp);
setTemperature(cathode_bulk,tempc);
setTemperature(cathode_surf,tempc);
setTemperature(oxide_surf_c,tempc);
setTemperature(oxide_c,tempc);
setTemperature(tpb_a,temp);
setTemperature(tpb_c,tempc);
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%%
%
Now bring the surface coverages into steady state with these gas
%
compositions. Note that the coverages are held fixed at these
%
values - we do NOT consider the change in coverages due to TPB
%
reactions. For that, a more complex model is required. But as
%
long as the thermal chemistry is fast, relative to charge trasnfer,
%
this should be an OK approximation.
advanceCoverages(anode_surf,tss);
advanceCoverages(oxide_surf_a,tss);
advanceCoverages(cathode_surf,tss);
advanceCoverages(oxide_surf_c,tss);
%% Generate data for initial conditions
ARatesOut=getRxnRates('anode');
CRatesOut=getRxnRates('cathode');
EAOut = getElectrons('anode');
EAOutI = EAOut;
ECOut = getElectrons('cathode');
ECOutI = ECOut;
ConcentrationA = AConcentration;
ConcentrationC = CConcentration;
CoverA=coverages(anode_surf);
CoverA=cat(1,CoverA,coverages(oxide_surf_a));
CoverageA = CoverA;
CoverC=coverages(cathode_surf);
CoverC=cat(1,CoverC,coverages(oxide_surf_c));
CoverageC = CoverC;
%%
%

Find open circuit potentials by solving for hte E values that give zero
current:

Ea0 = NewtonSolver(@anode_curr,-0.51,0);
Ec0 = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,0.51,0);
disp(strcat('OCV from zero current is:',{' '},num2str(Ec0 - Ea0)))
disp(strcat('OCV from thermo equil is:',{' '},num2str(equil_OCV(gas_a,gas_c))))

disp(strcat('Ea0 =',{' '},num2str(Ea0)))
disp(strcat('Ec0 =',{' '},num2str(Ec0)))
%%
Do polarization curve for anode overpotentials from -250 mV (cathodid)
%
to +250 mV (anodic):
Ea_min = Ea0 - 0.0;
Ea_max = Ea0 + 0.2;
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%
Pre-allocate output array. curr_size is number of overpotentials in
%
the loop below:
curr_size = 50;
Out = zeros(curr_size,9);
OutI = zeros(curr_size,9);
k=0;
%
Vary the overpotential, from cathodic to anodic:
for icurr = 1:curr_size
k=k+1;
Ea = Ea_min + (icurr-1)*(Ea_max - Ea_min)/(curr_size - 1);
%
Set the electrode overpotential. Note that the anode-side
%
electrolyte is held fixed at 0 V.
setElectricPotential(anode_bulk,Ea);
Net_a=NetProdRates(tpb_a);
%
Compute the anode current:
curr = anode_curr(Ea);
%
Set the potential of the oxide on the cahode side to reflect the
%
ohmic drop through the electrolyte:
delta_V = curr*ethick/sigma;
%
If the current is positive, negatively-charged ions are flowing
%
from the cathode to the anode. Therefore, the cathode side
%
potential must by more negative than the anode side:
phi_oxide_c = -delta_V;

%
Note that both the bulk and hte surface potentials must be set:
setElectricPotential(oxide_c,phi_oxide_c);
setElectricPotential(oxide_surf_c,phi_oxide_c);
%
Find the value of the cathode potential relative to the cathode-side
%
electrolyte that yields the same current density as the anode
%
current density:
Ec = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,Ec0 + 0.1, curr);
%% Next generate data for each current step in model
ARatesOut=cat(2,ARatesOut,getRxnRates('anode'));
CRatesOut=cat(2,CRatesOut,getRxnRates('cathode'));
EAOut = cat(2,EAOut,getElectrons('anode'));
ECOut = cat(2,ECOut,getElectrons('cathode'));
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%%
Net_c=NetProdRates(tpb_c);
setElectricPotential(cathode_bulk,phi_oxide_c + Ec);
%
Add results to output array:
Out(icurr,:) = [0.0001*curr, Ea - Ea0, Ec - Ec0, delta_V, electricPotential(cathode_bulk)electricPotential(anode_bulk),Ea,Net_a(1),electricPotential(cathode_bulk),Net_c(1)];

end
a=0;
for icurr = 0:2e4/curr_size:2e4
% for 0 to 2 A/cm2 with curr_size steps
a=a+1;
Ea = NewtonSolver(@anode_curr,-0.51,icurr);
Ec = NewtonSolver(@cathode_curr,0.51,icurr);
delta_V = icurr*ethick/sigma;
Voltage = (Ec - Ea - delta_V)
Net_a=NetProdRates(tpb_a);
Net_c=NetProdRates(tpb_c);

EAOutI = cat(2,EAOutI,getElectrons('anode'));
ECOutI = cat(2,ECOutI,getElectrons('cathode'));
OutI(a,:) = [0.0001*icurr, Ea , Ec , delta_V, Voltage,Ea,Net_a(1),Ec-delta_V,Net_c(1)];
end
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%%
Write results to output file:
success2 = xlswrite(filename,Out,page1,'A2')
OutLoc=strcat('A',num2str(size(Out,1)+4));
success2 = xlswrite(filename,OutI,page1,OutLoc)
%success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('Ea-'),cellstr('electrons')],page1,'G1');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[Va,electrons_a],page1,'G2');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[cellstr('Ec-'),cellstr('electrons')],page1,'J1');
%success = xlswrite(filename,[Vc,electrons_c],page1,'J2');
success = xlswrite(filename,[EARxns(1),EARxns(2)],page1,'U1');
success = xlswrite(filename,EAOut',page1,'U2');
OutLoc=strcat('U',num2str(size(EAOut',1)+4));
success = xlswrite(filename,EAOutI',page1,OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename,[ECRxns(1)],page1,'Y1');
success = xlswrite(filename,ECOut',page1,'Y2');
OutLoc=strcat('Y',num2str(size(ECOut',1)+4));
success = xlswrite(filename,ECOutI',page1,OutLoc);
%% Outside of current loop, write the data to file
iTitle = Out(:,1)';
%% written to rates file
success = xlswrite(filename2,ARatesOut,page1,'B2');
success = xlswrite(filename2,cellstr(ARxns),page1,'A2')
OutLoc=num2str(size(ARatesOut,1)+4);
OutLocA=strcat('A',OutLoc);
OutLocB=strcat('B',OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename2,CRatesOut,page1,OutLocB);
success = xlswrite(filename2,cellstr(CRxns),page1,OutLocA)
% written to main file
%write concentrations
%
phase_names_A = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_bulk)',speciesNames(anode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)',speciesNames(tpb_a)');

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

phase_names_C = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_bulk)',speciesNames(cathode_surf)',
speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)',speciesNames(tpb_c)');
OutLoc=num2str(size(phase_names_A,1)+4);
OutLocA=strcat('M',OutLoc);
OutLocB=strcat('N',OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_A), cell_Lable,'K2')
success = xlswrite(filename,ConcentrationA, cell_Lable, 'L2')
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_C), cell_Lable,'M2')
success = xlswrite(filename,ConcentrationC, cell_Lable, 'N2')
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%write gas fractions
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(speciesNames(gas_c)'),page1,'K2');
success = xlswrite(filename, moleFractions(gas_c),page1,'L2');
%write coverages
phase_names_A = cat(1,speciesNames(anode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_a)');
phase_names_C = cat(1,speciesNames(cathode_surf)',speciesNames(oxide_surf_c)');
%
OutLoc=num2str(size(phase_names_A,1)+4);
%
OutLocA=strcat('P',OutLoc);
%
OutLocB=strcat('Q',OutLoc);
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_A), page1,'P2')
success = xlswrite(filename,CoverageA, page1, 'Q2')
success = xlswrite(filename,cellstr(phase_names_C), page1,'R2')
success = xlswrite(filename,CoverageC, page1, 'S2')
%end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('Results written to sofc.xls')

end

Appendix 2: Input Data Files
A2.1 GRI-Mech 3.0 (gri30_m.cti)
This script is called as an input into the anode and cathode mechanism files. It represents the gas phase mechanism for methane, natural gas, and air. It is a compilation of
325 elementary chemical reaction, rate coefficient expressions, and thermodynamic
parameters for the 53 species included in the mechanism. Calling the mechanism as a
separate file simplifies the anode and cathode input scripts, but can cause issues with
some Cantera functions. For some functions, all the phase information must be called in
the same file.
###############################################################################
# Generated from file gri30.inp
# by ck2cti on Mon Aug 25 09:52:57 2003
#
# Transport data from file ../transport/gri30_tran.dat.
units(length = "cm", time = "s", quantity = "mol", act_energy = "cal/mol")

ideal_gas(name = "gri30",
elements = " O H C N Ar ",
species = """ H2 H O O2 OH H2O HO2 H2O2 C CH
CH2 CH2(m) CH3 CH4 CO CO2 HCO CH2O CH2OH CH3O
CH3OH C2H C2H2 C2H3 C2H4 C2H5 C2H6 HCCO CH2CO HCCOH
N NH NH2 NH3 NNH NO NO2 N2O HNO CN
HCN H2CN HCNN HCNO HOCN HNCO NCO N2 AR C3H7
C3H8 CH2CHO CH3CHO """,
reactions = "all",
kinetics = "GRI30",
initial_state = state(temperature = 300.0,
pressure = OneAtm)
)
ideal_gas(name = "gri30_mix",
elements = " O H C N Ar ",
species = """ H2 H O O2 OH H2O HO2 H2O2 C CH
CH2 CH2(m) CH3 CH4 CO CO2 HCO CH2O CH2OH CH3O
CH3OH C2H C2H2 C2H3 C2H4 C2H5 C2H6 HCCO CH2CO HCCOH
N NH NH2 NH3 NNH NO NO2 N2O HNO CN
HCN H2CN HCNN HCNO HOCN HNCO NCO N2 AR C3H7
C3H8 CH2CHO CH3CHO """,
reactions = "all",
kinetics = "GRI30",
transport = "Mix",
initial_state = state(temperature = 300.0,
pressure = OneAtm)
)

ideal_gas(name = "gri30_multi",
elements = " O H C N Ar ",
species = """ H2 H O O2 OH H2O HO2 H2O2 C CH
CH2 CH2(m) CH3 CH4 CO CO2 HCO CH2O CH2OH CH3O
CH3OH C2H C2H2 C2H3 C2H4 C2H5 C2H6 HCCO CH2CO HCCOH
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N NH NH2 NH3 NNH NO NO2 N2O HNO CN
HCN H2CN HCNN HCNO HOCN HNCO NCO N2 AR
C3H8 CH2CHO CH3CHO """,
reactions = "all",
kinetics = "GRI30",
transport = "Multi",
initial_state = state(temperature = 300.0,
pressure = OneAtm)
)

C3H7

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# Species data
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------species(name = "H2",
atoms = " H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.344331120E+00,
7.980520750E-03,
-1.947815100E-05,
2.015720940E-08, -7.376117610E-12,
-9.179351730E+02,
6.830102380E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.337279200E+00, -4.940247310E-05,
4.994567780E-07, -1.795663940E-10,
2.002553760E-14,
-9.501589220E+02, -3.205023310E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
2.92,
well_depth =
38.00,
polar =
0.79,
rot_relax =
280.00),
note = "TPIS78"
)
species(name = "H",
atoms = " H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.500000000E+00,
7.053328190E-13,
-1.995919640E-15,
2.300816320E-18, -9.277323320E-22,
2.547365990E+04, -4.466828530E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.500000010E+00, -2.308429730E-11,
1.615619480E-14, -4.735152350E-18,
4.981973570E-22,
2.547365990E+04, -4.466829140E-01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "atom",
diam =
2.05,
well_depth =
145.00),
note = "L 7/88"
)
species(name = "O",
atoms = " O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.168267100E+00, -3.279318840E-03,
6.643063960E-06, -6.128066240E-09,
2.112659710E-12,
2.912225920E+04,
2.051933460E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.569420780E+00, -8.597411370E-05,
4.194845890E-08, -1.001777990E-11,
1.228336910E-15,
2.921757910E+04,
4.784338640E+00] )
),
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transport = gas_transport(
geom = "atom",
diam =
2.75,
well_depth =
80.00),
note = "L 1/90"
)
species(name = "O2",
atoms = " O:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.782456360E+00, -2.996734160E-03,
9.847302010E-06, -9.681295090E-09,
3.243728370E-12,
-1.063943560E+03,
3.657675730E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.282537840E+00,
1.483087540E-03,
-7.579666690E-07,
2.094705550E-10, -2.167177940E-14,
-1.088457720E+03,
5.453231290E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.46,
well_depth =
107.40,
polar =
1.60,
rot_relax =
3.80),
note = "TPIS89"
)
species(name = "OH",
atoms = " O:1 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.992015430E+00, -2.401317520E-03,
4.617938410E-06, -3.881133330E-09,
1.364114700E-12,
3.615080560E+03, -1.039254580E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.092887670E+00,
5.484297160E-04,
1.265052280E-07, -8.794615560E-11,
1.174123760E-14,
3.858657000E+03,
4.476696100E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
2.75,
well_depth =
80.00),
note = "RUS 78"
)
species(name = "H2O",
atoms = " H:2 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.198640560E+00, -2.036434100E-03,
6.520402110E-06, -5.487970620E-09,
1.771978170E-12,
-3.029372670E+04, -8.490322080E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.033992490E+00,
2.176918040E-03,
-1.640725180E-07, -9.704198700E-11,
1.682009920E-14,
-3.000429710E+04,
4.966770100E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
2.60,
well_depth =
572.40,
dipole =
1.84,
rot_relax =
4.00),
note = "L 8/89"
)
species(name = "HO2",
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atoms = " H:1 O:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.301798010E+00, -4.749120510E-03,
2.115828910E-05, -2.427638940E-08,
9.292251240E-12,
2.948080400E+02,
3.716662450E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 4.017210900E+00,
2.239820130E-03,
-6.336581500E-07,
1.142463700E-10, -1.079085350E-14,
1.118567130E+02,
3.785102150E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.46,
well_depth =
107.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 5/89"
)
species(name = "H2O2",
atoms = " H:2 O:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.276112690E+00, -5.428224170E-04,
1.673357010E-05, -2.157708130E-08,
8.624543630E-12,
-1.770258210E+04,
3.435050740E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 4.165002850E+00,
4.908316940E-03,
-1.901392250E-06,
3.711859860E-10, -2.879083050E-14,
-1.786178770E+04,
2.916156620E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.46,
well_depth =
107.40,
rot_relax =
3.80),
note = "L 7/88"
)
species(name = "C",
atoms = " C:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.554239550E+00, -3.215377240E-04,
7.337922450E-07, -7.322348890E-10,
2.665214460E-13,
8.544388320E+04,
4.531308480E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.492668880E+00,
4.798892840E-05,
-7.243350200E-08,
3.742910290E-11, -4.872778930E-15,
8.545129530E+04,
4.801503730E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "atom",
diam =
3.30,
well_depth =
71.40),
note = "L11/88"
)
species(name = "CH",
atoms = " C:1 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.489816650E+00,
3.238355410E-04,
-1.688990650E-06,
3.162173270E-09, -1.406090670E-12,
7.079729340E+04,
2.084011080E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.878464730E+00,
9.709136810E-04,
1.444456550E-07, -1.306878490E-10,
1.760793830E-14,
7.101243640E+04,
5.484979990E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
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geom = "linear",
diam =
2.75,
well_depth =
80.00),
note = "TPIS79"
)
species(name = "CH2",
atoms = " C:1 H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.762678670E+00,
9.688721430E-04,
2.794898410E-06, -3.850911530E-09,
1.687417190E-12,
4.600404010E+04,
1.562531850E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.874101130E+00,
3.656392920E-03,
-1.408945970E-06,
2.601795490E-10, -1.877275670E-14,
4.626360400E+04,
6.171193240E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.80,
well_depth =
144.00),
note = "L S/93"
)
species(name = "CH2(m)",
atoms = " C:1 H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.198604110E+00, -2.366614190E-03,
8.232962200E-06, -6.688159810E-09,
1.943147370E-12,
5.049681630E+04, -7.691189670E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.292038420E+00,
4.655886370E-03,
-2.011919470E-06,
4.179060000E-10, -3.397163650E-14,
5.092599970E+04,
8.626501690E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.80,
well_depth =
144.00),
note = "L S/93"
)
species(name = "CH3",
atoms = " C:1 H:3 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.673590400E+00,
2.010951750E-03,
5.730218560E-06, -6.871174250E-09,
2.543857340E-12,
1.644499880E+04,
1.604564330E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.285717720E+00,
7.239900370E-03,
-2.987143480E-06,
5.956846440E-10, -4.671543940E-14,
1.677558430E+04,
8.480071790E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.80,
well_depth =
144.00),
note = "L11/89"
)
species(name = "CH4",
atoms = " C:1 H:4 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 5.149876130E+00, -1.367097880E-02,
4.918005990E-05, -4.847430260E-08,
1.666939560E-11,
-1.024664760E+04, -4.641303760E+00] ),
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NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 7.485149500E-02,
1.339094670E-02,
-5.732858090E-06,
1.222925350E-09, -1.018152300E-13,
-9.468344590E+03,
1.843731800E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.75,
well_depth =
141.40,
polar =
2.60,
rot_relax =
13.00),
note = "L 8/88"
)
species(name = "CO",
atoms = " C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.579533470E+00, -6.103536800E-04,
1.016814330E-06,
9.070058840E-10, -9.044244990E-13,
-1.434408600E+04,
3.508409280E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.715185610E+00,
2.062527430E-03,
-9.988257710E-07,
2.300530080E-10, -2.036477160E-14,
-1.415187240E+04,
7.818687720E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.65,
well_depth =
98.10,
polar =
1.95,
rot_relax =
1.80),
note = "TPIS79"
)
species(name = "CO2",
atoms = " C:1 O:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.356773520E+00,
8.984596770E-03,
-7.123562690E-06,
2.459190220E-09, -1.436995480E-13,
-4.837196970E+04,
9.901052220E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.857460290E+00,
4.414370260E-03,
-2.214814040E-06,
5.234901880E-10, -4.720841640E-14,
-4.875916600E+04,
2.271638060E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.76,
well_depth =
244.00,
polar =
2.65,
rot_relax =
2.10),
note = "L 7/88"
)
species(name = "HCO",
atoms = " H:1 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.221185840E+00, -3.243925320E-03,
1.377994460E-05, -1.331440930E-08,
4.337688650E-12,
3.839564960E+03,
3.394372430E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.772174380E+00,
4.956955260E-03,
-2.484456130E-06,
5.891617780E-10, -5.335087110E-14,
4.011918150E+03,
9.798344920E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
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diam =
3.59,
well_depth =
498.00),
note = "L12/89"
)
species(name = "CH2O",
atoms = " H:2 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.793723150E+00, -9.908333690E-03,
3.732200080E-05, -3.792852610E-08,
1.317726520E-11,
-1.430895670E+04,
6.028129000E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 1.760690080E+00,
9.200000820E-03,
-4.422588130E-06,
1.006412120E-09, -8.838556400E-14,
-1.399583230E+04,
1.365632300E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.59,
well_depth =
498.00,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "L 8/88"
)
species(name = "CH2OH",
atoms = " C:1 H:3 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.863889180E+00,
5.596723040E-03,
5.932717910E-06, -1.045320120E-08,
4.369672780E-12,
-3.193913670E+03,
5.473022430E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.692665690E+00,
8.645767970E-03,
-3.751011200E-06,
7.872346360E-10, -6.485542010E-14,
-3.242506270E+03,
5.810432150E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.69,
well_depth =
417.00,
dipole =
1.70,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "GUNL93"
)
species(name = "CH3O",
atoms = " C:1 H:3 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 2.106204000E+00,
7.216595000E-03,
5.338472000E-06, -7.377636000E-09,
2.075610000E-12,
9.786011000E+02,
1.315217700E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3000.00], [ 3.770799000E+00,
7.871497000E-03,
-2.656384000E-06,
3.944431000E-10, -2.112616000E-14,
1.278325200E+02,
2.929575000E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.69,
well_depth =
417.00,
dipole =
1.70,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "121686"
)
species(name = "CH3OH",
atoms = " C:1 H:4 O:1 ",
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thermo = (
NASA( [

200.00, 1000.00], [ 5.715395820E+00, -1.523091290E-02,
6.524411550E-05, -7.108068890E-08,
2.613526980E-11,
-2.564276560E+04, -1.504098230E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 1.789707910E+00,
1.409382920E-02,
-6.365008350E-06,
1.381710850E-09, -1.170602200E-13,
-2.537487470E+04,
1.450236230E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.63,
well_depth =
481.80,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 8/88"
)
species(name = "C2H",
atoms = " C:2 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.889657330E+00,
1.340996110E-02,
-2.847695010E-05,
2.947910450E-08, -1.093315110E-11,
6.683939320E+04,
6.222964380E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.167806520E+00,
4.752219020E-03,
-1.837870770E-06,
3.041902520E-10, -1.772327700E-14,
6.712106500E+04,
6.635894750E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
4.10,
well_depth =
209.00,
rot_relax =
2.50),
note = "L 1/91"
)
species(name = "C2H2",
atoms = " C:2 H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 8.086810940E-01,
2.336156290E-02,
-3.551718150E-05,
2.801524370E-08, -8.500729740E-12,
2.642898070E+04,
1.393970510E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 4.147569640E+00,
5.961666640E-03,
-2.372948520E-06,
4.674121710E-10, -3.612352130E-14,
2.593599920E+04, -1.230281210E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
4.10,
well_depth =
209.00,
rot_relax =
2.50),
note = "L 1/91"
)
species(name = "C2H3",
atoms = " C:2 H:3 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.212466450E+00,
1.514791620E-03,
2.592094120E-05, -3.576578470E-08,
1.471508730E-11,
3.485984680E+04,
8.510540250E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 3.016724000E+00,
1.033022920E-02,
-4.680823490E-06,
1.017632880E-09, -8.626070410E-14,
3.461287390E+04,
7.787323780E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
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geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
4.10,
well_depth =
209.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 2/92"
)
species(name = "C2H4",
atoms = " C:2 H:4 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.959201480E+00, -7.570522470E-03,
5.709902920E-05, -6.915887530E-08,
2.698843730E-11,
5.089775930E+03,
4.097330960E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 2.036111160E+00,
1.464541510E-02,
-6.710779150E-06,
1.472229230E-09, -1.257060610E-13,
4.939886140E+03,
1.030536930E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.97,
well_depth =
280.80,
rot_relax =
1.50),
note = "L 1/91"
)
species(name = "C2H5",
atoms = " C:2 H:5 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.306465680E+00, -4.186588920E-03,
4.971428070E-05, -5.991266060E-08,
2.305090040E-11,
1.284162650E+04,
4.707209240E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 1.954656420E+00,
1.739727220E-02,
-7.982066680E-06,
1.752176890E-09, -1.496415760E-13,
1.285752000E+04,
1.346243430E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
4.30,
well_depth =
252.30,
rot_relax =
1.50),
note = "L12/92"
)
species(name = "C2H6",
atoms = " C:2 H:6 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.291424920E+00, -5.501542700E-03,
5.994382880E-05, -7.084662850E-08,
2.686857710E-11,
-1.152220550E+04,
2.666823160E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 1.071881500E+00,
2.168526770E-02,
-1.002560670E-05,
2.214120010E-09, -1.900028900E-13,
-1.142639320E+04,
1.511561070E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
4.30,
well_depth =
252.30,
rot_relax =
1.50),
note = "L 8/88"
)
species(name = "HCCO",
atoms = " H:1 C:2

O:1 ",
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thermo = (
NASA( [

300.00, 1000.00], [ 2.251721400E+00,
1.765502100E-02,
-2.372910100E-05,
1.727575900E-08, -5.066481100E-12,
2.005944900E+04,
1.249041700E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 4000.00], [ 5.628205800E+00,
4.085340100E-03,
-1.593454700E-06,
2.862605200E-10, -1.940783200E-14,
1.932721500E+04, -3.930259500E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
2.50,
well_depth =
150.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "SRIC91"
)
species(name = "CH2CO",
atoms = " C:2 H:2 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.135836300E+00,
1.811887210E-02,
-1.739474740E-05,
9.343975680E-09, -2.014576150E-12,
-7.042918040E+03,
1.221564800E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 3500.00], [ 4.511297320E+00,
9.003597450E-03,
-4.169396350E-06,
9.233458820E-10, -7.948382010E-14,
-7.551053110E+03,
6.322472050E-01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.97,
well_depth =
436.00,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "L 5/90"
)
species(name = "HCCOH",
atoms = " C:2 O:1 H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 1.242373300E+00,
3.107220100E-02,
-5.086686400E-05,
4.313713100E-08, -1.401459400E-11,
8.031614300E+03,
1.387431900E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 5.923829100E+00,
6.792360000E-03,
-2.565856400E-06,
4.498784100E-10, -2.994010100E-14,
7.264626000E+03, -7.601774200E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.97,
well_depth =
436.00,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "SRI91"
)
species(name = "N",
atoms = " N:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00],
0.000000000E+00,
5.610463700E+04,
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00],
-1.190236900E-07,
5.613377300E+04,
),
transport = gas_transport(

[ 2.500000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
4.193908700E+00] ),
[ 2.415942900E+00,
1.748906500E-04,
3.022624500E-11, -2.036098200E-15,
4.649609600E+00] )
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geom = "atom",
diam =
3.30,
well_depth =
71.40),
note = "L 6/88"
)
species(name = "NH",
atoms = " N:1 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.492908500E+00,
3.117919800E-04,
-1.489048400E-06,
2.481644200E-09, -1.035696700E-12,
4.188062900E+04,
1.848327800E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 2.783692800E+00,
1.329843000E-03,
-4.247804700E-07,
7.834850100E-11, -5.504447000E-15,
4.212084800E+04,
5.740779900E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
2.65,
well_depth =
80.00,
rot_relax =
4.00),
note = "And94"
)
species(name = "NH2",
atoms = " N:1 H:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.204002900E+00, -2.106138500E-03,
7.106834800E-06, -5.611519700E-09,
1.644071700E-12,
2.188591000E+04, -1.418424800E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 2.834742100E+00,
3.207308200E-03,
-9.339080400E-07,
1.370295300E-10, -7.920614400E-15,
2.217195700E+04,
6.520416300E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
2.65,
well_depth =
80.00,
polar =
2.26,
rot_relax =
4.00),
note = "And89"
)
species(name = "NH3",
atoms = " N:1 H:3 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.286027400E+00, -4.660523000E-03,
2.171851300E-05, -2.280888700E-08,
8.263804600E-12,
-6.741728500E+03, -6.253727700E-01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 2.634452100E+00,
5.666256000E-03,
-1.727867600E-06,
2.386716100E-10, -1.257878600E-14,
-6.544695800E+03,
6.566292800E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
2.92,
well_depth =
481.00,
dipole =
1.47,
rot_relax =
10.00),
note = "J 6/77"
)
species(name = "NNH",
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atoms = " N:2 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.344692700E+00, -4.849707200E-03,
2.005945900E-05, -2.172646400E-08,
7.946953900E-12,
2.879197300E+04,
2.977941000E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 3.766754400E+00,
2.891508200E-03,
-1.041662000E-06,
1.684259400E-10, -1.009189600E-14,
2.865069700E+04,
4.470506700E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.80,
well_depth =
71.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "T07/93"
)
species(name = "NO",
atoms = " N:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.218476300E+00, -4.638976000E-03,
1.104102200E-05, -9.336135400E-09,
2.803577000E-12,
9.844623000E+03,
2.280846400E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 3.260605600E+00,
1.191104300E-03,
-4.291704800E-07,
6.945766900E-11, -4.033609900E-15,
9.920974600E+03,
6.369302700E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.62,
well_depth =
97.53,
polar =
1.76,
rot_relax =
4.00),
note = "RUS 78"
)
species(name = "NO2",
atoms = " N:1 O:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.944031200E+00, -1.585429000E-03,
1.665781200E-05, -2.047542600E-08,
7.835056400E-12,
2.896617900E+03,
6.311991700E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 4.884754200E+00,
2.172395600E-03,
-8.280690600E-07,
1.574751000E-10, -1.051089500E-14,
2.316498300E+03, -1.174169500E-01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.50,
well_depth =
200.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 7/88"
)
species(name = "N2O",
atoms = " N:2 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.257150200E+00,
1.130472800E-02,
-1.367131900E-05,
9.681980600E-09, -2.930718200E-12,
8.741774400E+03,
1.075799200E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 4.823072900E+00,
2.627025100E-03,
-9.585087400E-07,
1.600071200E-10, -9.775230300E-15,
8.073404800E+03, -2.201720700E+00] )
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),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.83,
well_depth =
232.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 7/88"
)
species(name = "HNO",
atoms = " H:1 N:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.533491600E+00, -5.669617100E-03,
1.847320700E-05, -1.713709400E-08,
5.545457300E-12,
1.154829700E+04,
1.749841700E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 2.979250900E+00,
3.494405900E-03,
-7.854977800E-07,
5.747959400E-11, -1.933591600E-16,
1.175058200E+04,
8.606372800E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.49,
well_depth =
116.70,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "And93"
)
species(name = "CN",
atoms = " C:1 N:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 3.612935100E+00, -9.555132700E-04,
2.144297700E-06, -3.151632300E-10, -4.643035600E-13,
5.170834000E+04,
3.980499500E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 3.745980500E+00,
4.345077500E-05,
2.970598400E-07, -6.865180600E-11,
4.413417300E-15,
5.153618800E+04,
2.786760100E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.86,
well_depth =
75.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "HBH92"
)
species(name = "HCN",
atoms = " H:1 C:1 N:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.258988600E+00,
1.005117000E-02,
-1.335176300E-05,
1.009234900E-08, -3.008902800E-12,
1.471263300E+04,
8.916441900E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 3.802239200E+00,
3.146422800E-03,
-1.063218500E-06,
1.661975700E-10, -9.799757000E-15,
1.440729200E+04,
1.575460100E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.63,
well_depth =
569.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "GRI/98"
)
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species(name = "H2CN",
atoms = " H:2 C:1 N:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 2.851661000E+00,
5.695233100E-03,
1.071140000E-06, -1.622612000E-09, -2.351108100E-13,
2.863782000E+04,
8.992751100E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 4000.00], [ 5.209703000E+00,
2.969291100E-03,
-2.855589100E-07, -1.635550000E-10,
3.043258900E-14,
2.767710900E+04, -4.444478000E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.63,
well_depth =
569.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "41687"
)
species(name = "HCNN",
atoms = " C:1 N:2 H:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 2.524319400E+00,
1.596061900E-02,
-1.881635400E-05,
1.212554000E-08, -3.235737800E-12,
5.426198400E+04,
1.167587000E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 5.894636200E+00,
3.989595900E-03,
-1.598238000E-06,
2.924939500E-10, -2.009468600E-14,
5.345294100E+04, -5.103050200E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
2.50,
well_depth =
150.00,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "SRI/94"
)
species(name = "HCNO",
atoms = " H:1 N:1 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1382.00], [ 2.647279890E+00,
1.275053420E-02,
-1.047942360E-05,
4.414328360E-09, -7.575214660E-13,
1.929902520E+04,
1.073329720E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1382.00, 5000.00], [ 6.598604560E+00,
3.027786260E-03,
-1.077043460E-06,
1.716665280E-10, -1.014393910E-14,
1.796613390E+04, -1.033065990E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.83,
well_depth =
232.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "BDEA94"
)
species(name = "HOCN",
atoms = " H:1 N:1 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1368.00], [ 3.786049520E+00,
6.886679220E-03,
-3.214878640E-06,
5.171957670E-10,
1.193607880E-14,
-2.826984000E+03,
5.632921620E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1368.00, 5000.00], [ 5.897848850E+00,
3.167893930E-03,
-1.118010640E-06,
1.772431440E-10, -1.043391770E-14,
-3.706533310E+03, -6.181678250E+00] )
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),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.83,
well_depth =
232.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "BDEA94"
)
species(name = "HNCO",
atoms = " H:1 N:1 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1478.00], [ 3.630963170E+00,
7.302823570E-03,
-2.280500030E-06, -6.612712980E-10,
3.622357520E-13,
-1.558736360E+04,
6.194577270E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1478.00, 5000.00], [ 6.223951340E+00,
3.178640040E-03,
-1.093787550E-06,
1.707351630E-10, -9.950219550E-15,
-1.665993440E+04, -8.382247410E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.83,
well_depth =
232.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "BDEA94"
)
species(name = "NCO",
atoms = " N:1 C:1 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.826930800E+00,
8.805168800E-03,
-8.386613400E-06,
4.801696400E-09, -1.331359500E-12,
1.468247700E+04,
9.550464600E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 5.152184500E+00,
2.305176100E-03,
-8.803315300E-07,
1.478909800E-10, -9.097799600E-15,
1.400412300E+04, -2.544266000E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.83,
well_depth =
232.40,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "EA 93"
)
species(name = "N2",
atoms = " N:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 3.298677000E+00,
1.408240400E-03,
-3.963222000E-06,
5.641515000E-09, -2.444854000E-12,
-1.020899900E+03,
3.950372000E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 2.926640000E+00,
1.487976800E-03,
-5.684760000E-07,
1.009703800E-10, -6.753351000E-15,
-9.227977000E+02,
5.980528000E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "linear",
diam =
3.62,
well_depth =
97.53,
polar =
1.76,
rot_relax =
4.00),
note = "121286"
)
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species(name = "AR",
atoms = " Ar:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 2.500000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
-7.453750000E+02,
4.366000000E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 2.500000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
-7.453750000E+02,
4.366000000E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "atom",
diam =
3.33,
well_depth =
136.50),
note = "120186"
)
species(name = "C3H7",
atoms = " C:3 H:7 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 1.051551800E+00,
2.599198000E-02,
2.380054000E-06, -1.960956900E-08,
9.373247000E-12,
1.063186300E+04,
2.112255900E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 7.702698700E+00,
1.604420300E-02,
-5.283322000E-06,
7.629859000E-10, -3.939228400E-14,
8.298433600E+03, -1.548018000E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
4.98,
well_depth =
266.80,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 9/84"
)
species(name = "C3H8",
atoms = " C:3 H:8 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 9.335538100E-01,
2.642457900E-02,
6.105972700E-06, -2.197749900E-08,
9.514925300E-12,
-1.395852000E+04,
1.920169100E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 7.534136800E+00,
1.887223900E-02,
-6.271849100E-06,
9.147564900E-10, -4.783806900E-14,
-1.646751600E+04, -1.789234900E+01] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
4.98,
well_depth =
266.80,
rot_relax =
1.00),
note = "L 4/85"
)
species(name = "CH2CHO",
atoms = " O:1 H:3 C:2 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 300.00, 1000.00], [ 3.409062000E+00,
1.073857400E-02,
1.891492000E-06, -7.158583000E-09,
2.867385000E-12,
1.521476600E+03,
9.558290000E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 5000.00], [ 5.975670000E+00,
8.130591000E-03,
-2.743624000E-06,
4.070304000E-10, -2.176017000E-14,
4.903218000E+02, -5.045251000E+00] )
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),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.97,
well_depth =
436.00,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "SAND86"
)
species(name = "CH3CHO",
atoms = " C:2 H:4 O:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 4.729459500E+00, -3.193285800E-03,
4.753492100E-05, -5.745861100E-08,
2.193111200E-11,
-2.157287800E+04,
4.103015900E+00] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 5.404110800E+00,
1.172305900E-02,
-4.226313700E-06,
6.837245100E-10, -4.098486300E-14,
-2.259312200E+04, -3.480791700E+00] )
),
transport = gas_transport(
geom = "nonlinear",
diam =
3.97,
well_depth =
436.00,
rot_relax =
2.00),
note = "L 8/88"
)

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# Reaction data
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# Reaction 1
three_body_reaction( "2 O + M <=> O2 + M",
[1.20000E+17, -1, 0],
efficiencies = " AR:0.83 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.75 CO2:3.6
H2O:15.4 ")

H2:2.4

# Reaction 2
three_body_reaction( "O + H + M <=> OH + M",
[5.00000E+17, -1, 0],
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 3
reaction( "O + H2 <=> H + OH",

[3.87000E+04, 2.7, 6260])

# Reaction 4
reaction( "O + HO2 <=> OH + O2",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 5
reaction( "O + H2O2 <=> OH + HO2",
# Reaction 6
reaction( "O + CH <=> H + CO",
# Reaction 7
reaction( "O + CH2 <=> H + HCO",

[9.63000E+06, 2, 4000])

[5.70000E+13, 0, 0])

[8.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 8
reaction( "O + CH2(m) <=> H2 + CO",
#

[1.50000E+13, 0, 0])

Reaction 9
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H2O:6 ")

reaction( "O + CH2(m) <=> H + HCO",

[1.50000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 10
reaction( "O + CH3 <=> H + CH2O",

[5.06000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 11
reaction( "O + CH4 <=> OH + CH3",

[1.02000E+09, 1.5, 8600])

# Reaction 12
falloff_reaction( "O + CO (+ M) <=> CO2 (+ M)",
kf = [1.80000E+10, 0, 2385],
kf0
= [6.02000E+14, 0, 3000],
efficiencies = " AR:0.5 C2H6:3 CH4:2
O2:6 ")

CO:1.5

# Reaction 13
reaction( "O + HCO <=> OH + CO",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 14
reaction( "O + HCO <=> H + CO2",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 15
reaction( "O + CH2O <=> OH + HCO",

[3.90000E+13, 0, 3540])

# Reaction 16
reaction( "O + CH2OH <=> OH + CH2O",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 17
reaction( "O + CH3O <=> OH + CH2O",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 18
reaction( "O + CH3OH <=> OH + CH2OH",
# Reaction 19
reaction( "O + CH3OH <=> OH + CH3O",
# Reaction 20
reaction( "O + C2H <=> CH + CO",

CO2:3.5

[3.88000E+05, 2.5, 3100])

[1.30000E+05, 2.5, 5000])

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 21
reaction( "O + C2H2 <=> H + HCCO",

[1.35000E+07, 2, 1900])

# Reaction 22
reaction( "O + C2H2 <=> OH + C2H",

[4.60000E+19, -1.41, 28950])

# Reaction 23
reaction( "O + C2H2 <=> CO + CH2",

[6.94000E+06, 2, 1900])

# Reaction 24
reaction( "O + C2H3 <=> H + CH2CO",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 25
reaction( "O + C2H4 <=> CH3 + HCO",

[1.25000E+07, 1.83, 220])

# Reaction 26
reaction( "O + C2H5 <=> CH3 + CH2O",
# Reaction 27
reaction( "O + C2H6 <=> OH + C2H5",
# Reaction 28
reaction( "O + HCCO <=> H + 2 CO",

[2.24000E+13, 0, 0])

[8.98000E+07, 1.92, 5690])

[1.00000E+14, 0, 0])
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H2:2

H2O:6

# Reaction 29
reaction( "O + CH2CO <=> OH + HCCO",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 8000])

# Reaction 30
reaction( "O + CH2CO <=> CH2 + CO2",

[1.75000E+12, 0, 1350])

# Reaction 31
reaction( "O2 + CO <=> O + CO2",

[2.50000E+12, 0, 47800])

# Reaction 32
reaction( "O2 + CH2O <=> HO2 + HCO",

[1.00000E+14, 0, 40000])

# Reaction 33
three_body_reaction( "H + O2 + M <=> HO2 + M",
[2.80000E+18, -0.86, 0],
efficiencies = " AR:0 C2H6:1.5 CO:0.75 CO2:1.5 H2O:0 N2:0 O2:0
")
# Reaction 34
reaction( "H + 2 O2 <=> HO2 + O2",

[2.08000E+19, -1.24, 0])

# Reaction 35
reaction( "H + O2 + H2O <=> HO2 + H2O",

[1.12600E+19, -0.76, 0])

# Reaction 36
reaction( "H + O2 + N2 <=> HO2 + N2",

[2.60000E+19, -1.24, 0])

# Reaction 37
reaction( "H + O2 + AR <=> HO2 + AR",

[7.00000E+17, -0.8, 0])

# Reaction 38
reaction( "H + O2 <=> O + OH",

[2.65000E+16, -0.6707, 17041])

# Reaction 39
three_body_reaction( "2 H + M <=> H2 + M",
[1.00000E+18, -1, 0],
efficiencies = " AR:0.63 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO2:0 H2:0 H2O:0 ")
# Reaction 40
reaction( "2 H + H2 <=> 2 H2",

[9.00000E+16, -0.6, 0])

# Reaction 41
reaction( "2 H + H2O <=> H2 + H2O",

[6.00000E+19, -1.25, 0])

# Reaction 42
reaction( "2 H + CO2 <=> H2 + CO2",

[5.50000E+20, -2, 0])

# Reaction 43
three_body_reaction( "H + OH + M <=> H2O + M",
[2.20000E+22, -2, 0],
efficiencies = " AR:0.38 C2H6:3 CH4:2 H2:0.73 H2O:3.65 ")
# Reaction 44
reaction( "H + HO2 <=> O + H2O",

[3.97000E+12, 0, 671])

# Reaction 45
reaction( "H + HO2 <=> O2 + H2",

[4.48000E+13, 0, 1068])

# Reaction 46
reaction( "H + HO2 <=> 2 OH",

[8.40000E+13, 0, 635])

# Reaction 47
reaction( "H + H2O2 <=> HO2 + H2",

[1.21000E+07, 2, 5200])

# Reaction 48
reaction( "H + H2O2 <=> OH + H2O",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 3600])
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# Reaction 49
reaction( "H + CH <=> C + H2",

[1.65000E+14, 0, 0])

# Reaction 50
falloff_reaction( "H + CH2 (+ M) <=> CH3 (+ M)",
kf = [6.00000E+14, 0, 0],
kf0
= [1.04000E+26, -2.76, 1600],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.562, T3 = 91, T1 = 5836, T2 = 8552),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 51
reaction( "H + CH2(m) <=> CH + H2",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 52
falloff_reaction( "H + CH3 (+ M) <=> CH4 (+ M)",
kf = [1.39000E+16, -0.534, 536],
kf0
= [2.62000E+33, -4.76, 2440],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.783, T3 = 74, T1 = 2941, T2 = 6964),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:3 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 53
reaction( "H + CH4 <=> CH3 + H2",

H2O:6 ")

[6.60000E+08, 1.62, 10840])

# Reaction 54
falloff_reaction( "H + HCO (+ M) <=> CH2O (+ M)",
kf = [1.09000E+12, 0.48, -260],
kf0
= [2.47000E+24, -2.57, 425],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7824, T3 = 271, T1 = 2755, T2 = 6570),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 55
reaction( "H + HCO <=> H2 + CO",

H2O:6 ")

H2O:6 ")

[7.34000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 56
falloff_reaction( "H + CH2O (+ M) <=> CH2OH (+ M)",
kf = [5.40000E+11, 0.454, 3600],
kf0
= [1.27000E+32, -4.82, 6530],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7187, T3 = 103, T1 = 1291, T2 = 4160),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 57
falloff_reaction( "H + CH2O (+ M) <=> CH3O (+ M)",
kf = [5.40000E+11, 0.454, 2600],
kf0
= [2.20000E+30, -4.8, 5560],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.758, T3 = 94, T1 = 1555, T2 = 4200),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 58
reaction( "H + CH2O <=> HCO + H2",

[5.74000E+07, 1.9, 2742])

# Reaction 59
falloff_reaction( "H + CH2OH (+ M) <=> CH3OH (+ M)",
kf = [1.05500E+12, 0.5, 86],
kf0
= [4.36000E+31, -4.65, 5080],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.6, T3 = 100, T1 = 90000, T2 = 10000),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 60
reaction( "H + CH2OH <=> H2 + CH2O",
# Reaction 61
reaction( "H + CH2OH <=> OH + CH3",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[1.65000E+11, 0.65, -284])
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# Reaction 62
reaction( "H + CH2OH <=> CH2(m) + H2O",

[3.28000E+13, -0.09, 610])

# Reaction 63
falloff_reaction( "H + CH3O (+ M) <=> CH3OH (+ M)",
kf = [2.43000E+12, 0.515, 50],
kf0
= [4.66000E+41, -7.44, 14080],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7, T3 = 100, T1 = 90000, T2 = 10000),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 64
reaction( "H + CH3O <=> H + CH2OH",

[4.15000E+07, 1.63, 1924])

# Reaction 65
reaction( "H + CH3O <=> H2 + CH2O",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 66
reaction( "H + CH3O <=> OH + CH3",

[1.50000E+12, 0.5, -110])

# Reaction 67
reaction( "H + CH3O <=> CH2(m) + H2O",
# Reaction 68
reaction( "H + CH3OH <=> CH2OH + H2",
# Reaction 69
reaction( "H + CH3OH <=> CH3O + H2",

[2.62000E+14, -0.23, 1070])

[1.70000E+07, 2.1, 4870])

[4.20000E+06, 2.1, 4870])

# Reaction 70
falloff_reaction( "H + C2H (+ M) <=> C2H2 (+ M)",
kf = [1.00000E+17, -1, 0],
kf0
= [3.75000E+33, -4.8, 1900],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.6464, T3 = 132, T1 = 1315, T2 = 5566),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2

H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 71
falloff_reaction( "H + C2H2 (+ M) <=> C2H3 (+ M)",
kf = [5.60000E+12, 0, 2400],
kf0
= [3.80000E+40, -7.27, 7220],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7507, T3 = 98.5, T1 = 1302, T2 = 4167),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 72
falloff_reaction( "H + C2H3 (+ M) <=> C2H4 (+ M)",
kf = [6.08000E+12, 0.27, 280],
kf0
= [1.40000E+30, -3.86, 3320],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.782, T3 = 207.5, T1 = 2663, T2 = 6095),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 73
reaction( "H + C2H3 <=> H2 + C2H2",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 74
falloff_reaction( "H + C2H4 (+ M) <=> C2H5 (+ M)",
kf = [5.40000E+11, 0.454, 1820],
kf0
= [6.00000E+41, -7.62, 6970],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.9753, T3 = 210, T1 = 984, T2 = 4374),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 75
reaction( "H + C2H4 <=> C2H3 + H2",

[1.32500E+06, 2.53, 12240])
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H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 76
falloff_reaction( "H + C2H5 (+ M) <=> C2H6 (+ M)",
kf = [5.21000E+17, -0.99, 1580],
kf0
= [1.99000E+41, -7.08, 6685],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.8422, T3 = 125, T1 = 2219, T2 = 6882),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 77
reaction( "H + C2H5 <=> H2 + C2H4",

[2.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 78
reaction( "H + C2H6 <=> C2H5 + H2",

[1.15000E+08, 1.9, 7530])

# Reaction 79
reaction( "H + HCCO <=> CH2(m) + CO",

[1.00000E+14, 0, 0])

# Reaction 80
reaction( "H + CH2CO <=> HCCO + H2",

[5.00000E+13, 0, 8000])

# Reaction 81
reaction( "H + CH2CO <=> CH3 + CO",

[1.13000E+13, 0, 3428])

# Reaction 82
reaction( "H + HCCOH <=> H + CH2CO",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 83
falloff_reaction( "H2 + CO (+ M) <=> CH2O (+ M)",
kf = [4.30000E+07, 1.5, 79600],
kf0
= [5.07000E+27, -3.42, 84350],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.932, T3 = 197, T1 = 1540, T2 = 10300),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 84
reaction( "OH + H2 <=> H + H2O",

[3.57000E+04, 2.4, -2110])

# Reaction 87
reaction( "OH + HO2 <=> O2 + H2O",
options = 'duplicate')

[1.45000E+13, 0, -500],

# Reaction 88
reaction( "OH + H2O2 <=> HO2 + H2O",
options = 'duplicate')

[2.00000E+12, 0, 427],

# Reaction 89
reaction( "OH + H2O2 <=> HO2 + H2O",
options = 'duplicate')

[1.70000E+18, 0, 29410],

# Reaction 90
reaction( "OH + C <=> H + CO",
# Reaction 91
reaction( "OH + CH <=> H + HCO",

H2O:6 ")

[2.16000E+08, 1.51, 3430])

# Reaction 85
falloff_reaction( "2 OH (+ M) <=> H2O2 (+ M)",
kf = [7.40000E+13, -0.37, 0],
kf0
= [2.30000E+18, -0.9, -1700],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7346, T3 = 94, T1 = 1756, T2 = 5182),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 86
reaction( "2 OH <=> O + H2O",

H2O:6 ")

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])
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H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 92
reaction( "OH + CH2 <=> H + CH2O",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 93
reaction( "OH + CH2 <=> CH + H2O",

[1.13000E+07, 2, 3000])

# Reaction 94
reaction( "OH + CH2(m) <=> H + CH2O",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 95
falloff_reaction( "OH + CH3 (+ M) <=> CH3OH (+ M)",
kf = [2.79000E+18, -1.43, 1330],
kf0
= [4.00000E+36, -5.92, 3140],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.412, T3 = 195, T1 = 5900, T2 = 6394),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 96
reaction( "OH + CH3 <=> CH2 + H2O",

[5.60000E+07, 1.6, 5420])

# Reaction 97
reaction( "OH + CH3 <=> CH2(m) + H2O",
# Reaction 98
reaction( "OH + CH4 <=> CH3 + H2O",
# Reaction 99
reaction( "OH + CO <=> H + CO2",

[6.44000E+17, -1.34, 1417])

[1.00000E+08, 1.6, 3120])

[4.76000E+07, 1.228, 70])

# Reaction 100
reaction( "OH + HCO <=> H2O + CO",

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 101
reaction( "OH + CH2O <=> HCO + H2O",

[3.43000E+09, 1.18, -447])

# Reaction 102
reaction( "OH + CH2OH <=> H2O + CH2O",

[5.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 103
reaction( "OH + CH3O <=> H2O + CH2O",

[5.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 104
reaction( "OH + CH3OH <=> CH2OH + H2O",
# Reaction 105
reaction( "OH + CH3OH <=> CH3O + H2O",
# Reaction 106
reaction( "OH + C2H <=> H + HCCO",

[1.44000E+06, 2, -840])

[6.30000E+06, 2, 1500])

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 107
reaction( "OH + C2H2 <=> H + CH2CO",

[2.18000E-04, 4.5, -1000])

# Reaction 108
reaction( "OH + C2H2 <=> H + HCCOH",

[5.04000E+05, 2.3, 13500])

# Reaction 109
reaction( "OH + C2H2 <=> C2H + H2O",

[3.37000E+07, 2, 14000])

# Reaction 110
reaction( "OH + C2H2 <=> CH3 + CO",
# Reaction 111
reaction( "OH + C2H3 <=> H2O + C2H2",

[4.83000E-04, 4, -2000])

[5.00000E+12, 0, 0])
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# Reaction 112
reaction( "OH + C2H4 <=> C2H3 + H2O",

[3.60000E+06, 2, 2500])

# Reaction 113
reaction( "OH + C2H6 <=> C2H5 + H2O",

[3.54000E+06, 2.12, 870])

# Reaction 114
reaction( "OH + CH2CO <=> HCCO + H2O",

[7.50000E+12, 0, 2000])

# Reaction 115
reaction( "2 HO2 <=> O2 + H2O2",
options = 'duplicate')

[1.30000E+11, 0, -1630],

# Reaction 116
reaction( "2 HO2 <=> O2 + H2O2",
options = 'duplicate')

[4.20000E+14, 0, 12000],

# Reaction 117
reaction( "HO2 + CH2 <=> OH + CH2O",
# Reaction 118
reaction( "HO2 + CH3 <=> O2 + CH4",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[1.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 119
reaction( "HO2 + CH3 <=> OH + CH3O",
# Reaction 120
reaction( "HO2 + CO <=> OH + CO2",

[3.78000E+13, 0, 0])

[1.50000E+14, 0, 23600])

# Reaction 121
reaction( "HO2 + CH2O <=> HCO + H2O2",
# Reaction 122
reaction( "C + O2 <=> O + CO",

[5.60000E+06, 2, 12000])

[5.80000E+13, 0, 576])

# Reaction 123
reaction( "C + CH2 <=> H + C2H",
# Reaction 124
reaction( "C + CH3 <=> H + C2H2",

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 125
reaction( "CH + O2 <=> O + HCO",

[6.71000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 126
reaction( "CH + H2 <=> H + CH2",

[1.08000E+14, 0, 3110])

# Reaction 127
reaction( "CH + H2O <=> H + CH2O",

[5.71000E+12, 0, -755])

# Reaction 128
reaction( "CH + CH2 <=> H + C2H2",

[4.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 129
reaction( "CH + CH3 <=> H + C2H3",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 130
reaction( "CH + CH4 <=> H + C2H4",

[6.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 131
falloff_reaction( "CH + CO (+ M) <=> HCCO (+ M)",
kf = [5.00000E+13, 0, 0],
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kf0
= [2.69000E+28, -3.74, 1936],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.5757, T3 = 237, T1 = 1652, T2 = 5069),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 132
reaction( "CH + CO2 <=> HCO + CO",

[1.90000E+14, 0, 15792])

# Reaction 133
reaction( "CH + CH2O <=> H + CH2CO",

[9.46000E+13, 0, -515])

# Reaction 134
reaction( "CH + HCCO <=> CO + C2H2",

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 135
reaction( "CH2 + O2 => OH + H + CO",

[5.00000E+12, 0, 1500])

# Reaction 136
reaction( "CH2 + H2 <=> H + CH3",

[5.00000E+05, 2, 7230])

# Reaction 137
reaction( "2 CH2 <=> H2 + C2H2",

[1.60000E+15, 0, 11944])

# Reaction 138
reaction( "CH2 + CH3 <=> H + C2H4",
# Reaction 139
reaction( "CH2 + CH4 <=> 2 CH3",

H2O:6 ")

[4.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[2.46000E+06, 2, 8270])

# Reaction 140
falloff_reaction( "CH2 + CO (+ M) <=> CH2CO (+ M)",
kf = [8.10000E+11, 0.5, 4510],
kf0
= [2.69000E+33, -5.11, 7095],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.5907, T3 = 275, T1 = 1226, T2 = 5185),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 141
reaction( "CH2 + HCCO <=> C2H3 + CO",

[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 142
reaction( "CH2(m) + N2 <=> CH2 + N2",

[1.50000E+13, 0, 600])

# Reaction 143
reaction( "CH2(m) + AR <=> CH2 + AR",

[9.00000E+12, 0, 600])

# Reaction 144
reaction( "CH2(m) + O2 <=> H + OH + CO",
# Reaction 145
reaction( "CH2(m) + O2 <=> CO + H2O",
# Reaction 146
reaction( "CH2(m) + H2 <=> CH3 + H",

H2O:6 ")

[2.80000E+13, 0, 0])

[1.20000E+13, 0, 0])

[7.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 147
falloff_reaction( "CH2(m) + H2O (+ M) <=> CH3OH (+ M)",
kf = [4.82000E+17, -1.16, 1145],
kf0
= [1.88000E+38, -6.36, 5040],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.6027, T3 = 208, T1 = 3922, T2 = 10180),
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 148
reaction( "CH2(m) + H2O <=> CH2 + H2O",
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[3.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 149
reaction( "CH2(m) + CH3 <=> H + C2H4",
# Reaction 150
reaction( "CH2(m) + CH4 <=> 2 CH3",

[1.20000E+13, 0, -570])

[1.60000E+13, 0, -570])

# Reaction 151
reaction( "CH2(m) + CO <=> CH2 + CO",

[9.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 152
reaction( "CH2(m) + CO2 <=> CH2 + CO2",

[7.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 153
reaction( "CH2(m) + CO2 <=> CO + CH2O",

[1.40000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 154
reaction( "CH2(m) + C2H6 <=> CH3 + C2H5",
# Reaction 155
reaction( "CH3 + O2 <=> O + CH3O",

[4.00000E+13, 0, -550])

[3.56000E+13, 0, 30480])

# Reaction 156
reaction( "CH3 + O2 <=> OH + CH2O",

[2.31000E+12, 0, 20315])

# Reaction 157
reaction( "CH3 + H2O2 <=> HO2 + CH4",

[2.45000E+04, 2.47, 5180])

# Reaction 158
falloff_reaction( "2 CH3 (+ M) <=> C2H6 (+ M)",
kf = [6.77000E+16, -1.18, 654],
kf0
= [3.40000E+41, -7.03, 2762],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.619, T3 = 73.2, T1 = 1180, T2 = 9999),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 159
reaction( "2 CH3 <=> H + C2H5",

[6.84000E+12, 0.1, 10600])

# Reaction 160
reaction( "CH3 + HCO <=> CH4 + CO",

[2.64800E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 161
reaction( "CH3 + CH2O <=> HCO + CH4",

[3.32000E+03, 2.81, 5860])

# Reaction 162
reaction( "CH3 + CH3OH <=> CH2OH + CH4",

[3.00000E+07, 1.5, 9940])

# Reaction 163
reaction( "CH3 + CH3OH <=> CH3O + CH4",

[1.00000E+07, 1.5, 9940])

# Reaction 164
reaction( "CH3 + C2H4 <=> C2H3 + CH4",

[2.27000E+05, 2, 9200])

# Reaction 165
reaction( "CH3 + C2H6 <=> C2H5 + CH4",

[6.14000E+06, 1.74, 10450])

# Reaction 166
reaction( "HCO + H2O <=> H + CO + H2O",

[1.50000E+18, -1, 17000])

# Reaction 167
three_body_reaction( "HCO + M <=> H + CO + M",
efficiencies = " C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5
#

H2O:6 ")

Reaction 168
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[1.87000E+17, -1, 17000],
CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:0 ")

reaction( "HCO + O2 <=> HO2 + CO",

[1.34500E+13, 0, 400])

# Reaction 169
reaction( "CH2OH + O2 <=> HO2 + CH2O",
# Reaction 170
reaction( "CH3O + O2 <=> HO2 + CH2O",

[1.80000E+13, 0, 900])

[4.28000E-13, 7.6, -3530])

# Reaction 171
reaction( "C2H + O2 <=> HCO + CO",

[1.00000E+13, 0, -755])

# Reaction 172
reaction( "C2H + H2 <=> H + C2H2",

[5.68000E+10, 0.9, 1993])

# Reaction 173
reaction( "C2H3 + O2 <=> HCO + CH2O",

[4.58000E+16, -1.39, 1015])

# Reaction 174
falloff_reaction( "C2H4 (+ M) <=> H2 + C2H2 (+ M)",
kf = [8.00000E+12, 0.44, 86770],
kf0
= [1.58000E+51, -9.3, 97800],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.7345, T3 = 180, T1 = 1035, T2 = 5417),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 175
reaction( "C2H5 + O2 <=> HO2 + C2H4",
# Reaction 176
reaction( "HCCO + O2 <=> OH + 2 CO",
# Reaction 177
reaction( "2 HCCO <=> 2 CO + C2H2",

[8.40000E+11, 0, 3875])

[3.20000E+12, 0, 854])

[1.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 178
reaction( "N + NO <=> N2 + O",

[2.70000E+13, 0, 355])

# Reaction 179
reaction( "N + O2 <=> NO + O",

[9.00000E+09, 1, 6500])

# Reaction 180
reaction( "N + OH <=> NO + H",

[3.36000E+13, 0, 385])

# Reaction 181
reaction( "N2O + O <=> N2 + O2",
# Reaction 182
reaction( "N2O + O <=> 2 NO",

H2O:6 ")

[1.40000E+12, 0, 10810])

[2.90000E+13, 0, 23150])

# Reaction 183
reaction( "N2O + H <=> N2 + OH",
# Reaction 184
reaction( "N2O + OH <=> N2 + HO2",

[3.87000E+14, 0, 18880])

[2.00000E+12, 0, 21060])

# Reaction 185
falloff_reaction( "N2O (+ M) <=> N2 + O (+ M)",
kf = [7.91000E+10, 0, 56020],
kf0
= [6.37000E+14, 0, 56640],
efficiencies = " AR:0.625 C2H6:3 CH4:2
")
# Reaction 186
reaction( "HO2 + NO <=> NO2 + OH",

CO:1.5

CO2:2

[2.11000E+12, 0, -480])
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H2:2

H2O:6

# Reaction 187
three_body_reaction( "NO + O + M <=> NO2 + M",
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2

[1.06000E+20, -1.41, 0],
CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 188
reaction( "NO2 + O <=> NO + O2",

[3.90000E+12, 0, -240])

# Reaction 189
reaction( "NO2 + H <=> NO + OH",

[1.32000E+14, 0, 360])

# Reaction 190
reaction( "NH + O <=> NO + H",

[4.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 191
reaction( "NH + H <=> N + H2",

[3.20000E+13, 0, 330])

# Reaction 192
reaction( "NH + OH <=> HNO + H",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 193
reaction( "NH + OH <=> N + H2O",

[2.00000E+09, 1.2, 0])

# Reaction 194
reaction( "NH + O2 <=> HNO + O",

[4.61000E+05, 2, 6500])

# Reaction 195
reaction( "NH + O2 <=> NO + OH",

[1.28000E+06, 1.5, 100])

# Reaction 196
reaction( "NH + N <=> N2 + H",

[1.50000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 197
reaction( "NH + H2O <=> HNO + H2",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 13850])

# Reaction 198
reaction( "NH + NO <=> N2 + OH",

[2.16000E+13, -0.23, 0])

# Reaction 199
reaction( "NH + NO <=> N2O + H",

[3.65000E+14, -0.45, 0])

# Reaction 200
reaction( "NH2 + O <=> OH + NH",

[3.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 201
reaction( "NH2 + O <=> H + HNO",

[3.90000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 202
reaction( "NH2 + H <=> NH + H2",

[4.00000E+13, 0, 3650])

# Reaction 203
reaction( "NH2 + OH <=> NH + H2O",
# Reaction 204
reaction( "NNH <=> N2 + H",

[9.00000E+07, 1.5, -460])

[3.30000E+08, 0, 0])

# Reaction 205
three_body_reaction( "NNH + M <=> N2 + H + M",
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2
# Reaction 206
reaction( "NNH + O2 <=> HO2 + N2",

[1.30000E+14, -0.11, 4980],
CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")

[5.00000E+12, 0, 0])
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# Reaction 207
reaction( "NNH + O <=> OH + N2",

[2.50000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 208
reaction( "NNH + O <=> NH + NO",

[7.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 209
reaction( "NNH + H <=> H2 + N2",

[5.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 210
reaction( "NNH + OH <=> H2O + N2",

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 211
reaction( "NNH + CH3 <=> CH4 + N2",

[2.50000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 212
three_body_reaction( "H + NO + M <=> HNO + M",
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2

[4.48000E+19, -1.32, 740],
CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 213
reaction( "HNO + O <=> NO + OH",

[2.50000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 214
reaction( "HNO + H <=> H2 + NO",

[9.00000E+11, 0.72, 660])

# Reaction 215
reaction( "HNO + OH <=> NO + H2O",

[1.30000E+07, 1.9, -950])

# Reaction 216
reaction( "HNO + O2 <=> HO2 + NO",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 13000])

# Reaction 217
reaction( "CN + O <=> CO + N",

[7.70000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 218
reaction( "CN + OH <=> NCO + H",
# Reaction 219
reaction( "CN + H2O <=> HCN + OH",

[4.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[8.00000E+12, 0, 7460])

# Reaction 220
reaction( "CN + O2 <=> NCO + O",

[6.14000E+12, 0, -440])

# Reaction 221
reaction( "CN + H2 <=> HCN + H",

[2.95000E+05, 2.45, 2240])

# Reaction 222
reaction( "NCO + O <=> NO + CO",

[2.35000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 223
reaction( "NCO + H <=> NH + CO",

[5.40000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 224
reaction( "NCO + OH <=> NO + H + CO",
# Reaction 225
reaction( "NCO + N <=> N2 + CO",
# Reaction 226
reaction( "NCO + O2 <=> NO + CO2",

[2.50000E+12, 0, 0])

[2.00000E+13, 0, 0])

[2.00000E+12, 0, 20000])

# Reaction 227
three_body_reaction( "NCO + M <=> N + CO + M",
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[3.10000E+14, 0, 54050],

efficiencies = " AR:0.7

C2H6:3

CH4:2

CO:1.5

CO2:2

# Reaction 228
reaction( "NCO + NO <=> N2O + CO",

[1.90000E+17, -1.52, 740])

# Reaction 229
reaction( "NCO + NO <=> N2 + CO2",

[3.80000E+18, -2, 800])

# Reaction 230
three_body_reaction( "HCN + M <=> H + CN + M",
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2

H2:2

[1.04000E+29, -3.3, 126600],
CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")

# Reaction 231
reaction( "HCN + O <=> NCO + H",

[2.03000E+04, 2.64, 4980])

# Reaction 232
reaction( "HCN + O <=> NH + CO",

[5.07000E+03, 2.64, 4980])

# Reaction 233
reaction( "HCN + O <=> CN + OH",

[3.91000E+09, 1.58, 26600])

# Reaction 234
reaction( "HCN + OH <=> HOCN + H",

[1.10000E+06, 2.03, 13370])

# Reaction 235
reaction( "HCN + OH <=> HNCO + H",

[4.40000E+03, 2.26, 6400])

# Reaction 236
reaction( "HCN + OH <=> NH2 + CO",

[1.60000E+02, 2.56, 9000])

# Reaction 237
falloff_reaction( "H + HCN (+ M) <=> H2CN (+ M)",
kf = [3.30000E+13, 0, 0],
kf0
= [1.40000E+26, -3.4, 1900],
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5
# Reaction 238
reaction( "H2CN + N <=> N2 + CH2",
# Reaction 239
reaction( "C + N2 <=> CN + N",

H2O:6 ")

CO2:2

H2:2

H2O:6 ")

[6.00000E+13, 0, 400])

[6.30000E+13, 0, 46020])

# Reaction 240
reaction( "CH + N2 <=> HCN + N",

[3.12000E+09, 0.88, 20130])

# Reaction 241
falloff_reaction( "CH + N2 (+ M) <=> HCNN (+ M)",
kf = [3.10000E+12, 0.15, 0],
kf0
= [1.30000E+25, -3.16, 740],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.667, T3 = 235, T1 = 2117, T2 = 4536),
efficiencies = " AR:1 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 242
reaction( "CH2 + N2 <=> HCN + NH",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 74000])

# Reaction 243
reaction( "CH2(m) + N2 <=> NH + HCN",

[1.00000E+11, 0, 65000])

# Reaction 244
reaction( "C + NO <=> CN + O",

[1.90000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 245
reaction( "C + NO <=> CO + N",

[2.90000E+13, 0, 0])
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# Reaction 246
reaction( "CH + NO <=> HCN + O",

[4.10000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 247
reaction( "CH + NO <=> H + NCO",

[1.62000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 248
reaction( "CH + NO <=> N + HCO",

[2.46000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 249
reaction( "CH2 + NO <=> H + HNCO",

[3.10000E+17, -1.38, 1270])

# Reaction 250
reaction( "CH2 + NO <=> OH + HCN",

[2.90000E+14, -0.69, 760])

# Reaction 251
reaction( "CH2 + NO <=> H + HCNO",

[3.80000E+13, -0.36, 580])

# Reaction 252
reaction( "CH2(m) + NO <=> H + HNCO",

[3.10000E+17, -1.38, 1270])

# Reaction 253
reaction( "CH2(m) + NO <=> OH + HCN",

[2.90000E+14, -0.69, 760])

# Reaction 254
reaction( "CH2(m) + NO <=> H + HCNO",

[3.80000E+13, -0.36, 580])

# Reaction 255
reaction( "CH3 + NO <=> HCN + H2O",

[9.60000E+13, 0, 28800])

# Reaction 256
reaction( "CH3 + NO <=> H2CN + OH",

[1.00000E+12, 0, 21750])

# Reaction 257
reaction( "HCNN + O <=> CO + H + N2",
# Reaction 258
reaction( "HCNN + O <=> HCN + NO",

[2.20000E+13, 0, 0])

[2.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 259
reaction( "HCNN + O2 <=> O + HCO + N2",

[1.20000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 260
reaction( "HCNN + OH <=> H + HCO + N2",

[1.20000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 261
reaction( "HCNN + H <=> CH2 + N2",

[1.00000E+14, 0, 0])

# Reaction 262
reaction( "HNCO + O <=> NH + CO2",

[9.80000E+07, 1.41, 8500])

# Reaction 263
reaction( "HNCO + O <=> HNO + CO",

[1.50000E+08, 1.57, 44000])

# Reaction 264
reaction( "HNCO + O <=> NCO + OH",

[2.20000E+06, 2.11, 11400])

# Reaction 265
reaction( "HNCO + H <=> NH2 + CO",

[2.25000E+07, 1.7, 3800])

# Reaction 266
reaction( "HNCO + H <=> H2 + NCO",

[1.05000E+05, 2.5, 13300])
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# Reaction 267
reaction( "HNCO + OH <=> NCO + H2O",

[3.30000E+07, 1.5, 3600])

# Reaction 268
reaction( "HNCO + OH <=> NH2 + CO2",

[3.30000E+06, 1.5, 3600])

# Reaction 269
three_body_reaction( "HNCO + M <=> NH + CO + M",
[1.18000E+16, 0, 84720],
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2 H2O:6 ")
# Reaction 270
reaction( "HCNO + H <=> H + HNCO",

[2.10000E+15, -0.69, 2850])

# Reaction 271
reaction( "HCNO + H <=> OH + HCN",

[2.70000E+11, 0.18, 2120])

# Reaction 272
reaction( "HCNO + H <=> NH2 + CO",

[1.70000E+14, -0.75, 2890])

# Reaction 273
reaction( "HOCN + H <=> H + HNCO",

[2.00000E+07, 2, 2000])

# Reaction 274
reaction( "HCCO + NO <=> HCNO + CO",

[9.00000E+12, 0, 0])

# Reaction 275
reaction( "CH3 + N <=> H2CN + H",

[6.10000E+14, -0.31, 290])

# Reaction 276
reaction( "CH3 + N <=> HCN + H2",

[3.70000E+12, 0.15, -90])

# Reaction 277
reaction( "NH3 + H <=> NH2 + H2",

[5.40000E+05, 2.4, 9915])

# Reaction 278
reaction( "NH3 + OH <=> NH2 + H2O",

[5.00000E+07, 1.6, 955])

# Reaction 279
reaction( "NH3 + O <=> NH2 + OH",

[9.40000E+06, 1.94, 6460])

# Reaction 280
reaction( "NH + CO2 <=> HNO + CO",

[1.00000E+13, 0, 14350])

# Reaction 281
reaction( "CN + NO2 <=> NCO + NO",

[6.16000E+15, -0.752, 345])

# Reaction 282
reaction( "NCO + NO2 <=> N2O + CO2",
# Reaction 283
reaction( "N + CO2 <=> NO + CO",

[3.25000E+12, 0, -705])

[3.00000E+12, 0, 11300])

# Reaction 284
reaction( "O + CH3 => H + H2 + CO",

[3.37000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 285
reaction( "O + C2H4 <=> H + CH2CHO",

[6.70000E+06, 1.83, 220])

# Reaction 286
reaction( "O + C2H5 <=> H + CH3CHO",

[1.09600E+14, 0, 0])

#

Reaction 287
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reaction( "OH + HO2 <=> O2 + H2O",
options = 'duplicate')
# Reaction 288
reaction( "OH + CH3 => H2 + CH2O",

[5.00000E+15, 0, 17330],

[8.00000E+09, 0.5, -1755])

# Reaction 289
falloff_reaction( "CH + H2 (+ M) <=> CH3 (+ M)",
kf = [1.97000E+12, 0.43, -370],
kf0
= [4.82000E+25, -2.8, 590],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.578, T3 = 122, T1 = 2535, T2 = 9365),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 290
reaction( "CH2 + O2 => 2 H + CO2",

[5.80000E+12, 0, 1500])

# Reaction 291
reaction( "CH2 + O2 <=> O + CH2O",

[2.40000E+12, 0, 1500])

# Reaction 292
reaction( "CH2 + CH2 => 2 H + C2H2",

H2O:6 ")

[2.00000E+14, 0, 10989])

# Reaction 293
reaction( "CH2(m) + H2O => H2 + CH2O",

[6.82000E+10, 0.25, -935])

# Reaction 294
reaction( "C2H3 + O2 <=> O + CH2CHO",

[3.03000E+11, 0.29, 11])

# Reaction 295
reaction( "C2H3 + O2 <=> HO2 + C2H2",

[1.33700E+06, 1.61, -384])

# Reaction 296
reaction( "O + CH3CHO <=> OH + CH2CHO",

[5.84000E+12, 0, 1808])

# Reaction 297
reaction( "O + CH3CHO => OH + CH3 + CO",

[5.84000E+12, 0, 1808])

# Reaction 298
reaction( "O2 + CH3CHO => HO2 + CH3 + CO",
# Reaction 299
reaction( "H + CH3CHO <=> CH2CHO + H2",

[3.01000E+13, 0, 39150])

[2.05000E+09, 1.16, 2405])

# Reaction 300
reaction( "H + CH3CHO => CH3 + H2 + CO",

[2.05000E+09, 1.16, 2405])

# Reaction 301
reaction( "OH + CH3CHO => CH3 + H2O + CO",

[2.34300E+10, 0.73, -1113])

# Reaction 302
reaction( "HO2 + CH3CHO => CH3 + H2O2 + CO",

[3.01000E+12, 0, 11923])

# Reaction 303
reaction( "CH3 + CH3CHO => CH3 + CH4 + CO",

[2.72000E+06, 1.77, 5920])

# Reaction 304
falloff_reaction( "H + CH2CO (+ M) <=> CH2CHO (+ M)",
kf = [4.86500E+11, 0.422, -1755],
kf0
= [1.01200E+42, -7.63, 3854],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.465, T3 = 201, T1 = 1773, T2 = 5333),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
#

Reaction 305
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H2O:6 ")

reaction( "O + CH2CHO => H + CH2 + CO2",

[1.50000E+14, 0, 0])

# Reaction 306
reaction( "O2 + CH2CHO => OH + CO + CH2O",
# Reaction 307
reaction( "O2 + CH2CHO => OH + 2 HCO",

[1.81000E+10, 0, 0])

[2.35000E+10, 0, 0])

# Reaction 308
reaction( "H + CH2CHO <=> CH3 + HCO",

[2.20000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 309
reaction( "H + CH2CHO <=> CH2CO + H2",

[1.10000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 310
reaction( "OH + CH2CHO <=> H2O + CH2CO",

[1.20000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 311
reaction( "OH + CH2CHO <=> HCO + CH2OH",

[3.01000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 312
falloff_reaction( "CH3 + C2H5 (+ M) <=> C3H8 (+ M)",
kf = [9.43000E+12, 0, 0],
kf0
= [2.71000E+74, -16.82, 13065],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.1527, T3 = 291, T1 = 2742, T2 = 7748),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 313
reaction( "O + C3H8 <=> OH + C3H7",

[1.93000E+05, 2.68, 3716])

# Reaction 314
reaction( "H + C3H8 <=> C3H7 + H2",

[1.32000E+06, 2.54, 6756])

# Reaction 315
reaction( "OH + C3H8 <=> C3H7 + H2O",

[3.16000E+07, 1.8, 934])

# Reaction 316
reaction( "C3H7 + H2O2 <=> HO2 + C3H8",
# Reaction 317
reaction( "CH3 + C3H8 <=> C3H7 + CH4",

[3.78000E+02, 2.72, 1500])

[9.03000E-01, 3.65, 7154])

# Reaction 318
falloff_reaction( "CH3 + C2H4 (+ M) <=> C3H7 (+ M)",
kf = [2.55000E+06, 1.6, 5700],
kf0
= [3.00000E+63, -14.6, 18170],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.1894, T3 = 277, T1 = 8748, T2 = 7891),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 319
reaction( "O + C3H7 <=> C2H5 + CH2O",

#

H2O:6 ")

[9.64000E+13, 0, 0])

# Reaction 320
falloff_reaction( "H + C3H7 (+ M) <=> C3H8 (+ M)",
kf = [3.61300E+13, 0, 0],
kf0
= [4.42000E+61, -13.545, 11357],
falloff = Troe(A = 0.315, T3 = 369, T1 = 3285, T2 = 6667),
efficiencies = " AR:0.7 C2H6:3 CH4:2 CO:1.5 CO2:2 H2:2
# Reaction 321
reaction( "H + C3H7 <=> CH3 + C2H5",

H2O:6 ")

[4.06000E+06, 2.19, 890])

Reaction 322
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H2O:6 ")

reaction( "OH + C3H7 <=> C2H5 + CH2OH",
# Reaction 323
reaction( "HO2 + C3H7 <=> O2 + C3H8",

[2.41000E+13, 0, 0])

[2.55000E+10, 0.255, -943])

# Reaction 324
reaction( "HO2 + C3H7 => OH + C2H5 + CH2O",
# Reaction 325
reaction( "CH3 + C3H7 <=> 2 C2H5",

[2.41000E+13, 0, 0])

[1.92700E+13, -0.32, 0])

A2.2 Anode Traditional SOFC
#########################################################################
#
# This an input file that defines models for phases and
# interfaces that simulate a solid oxide fuel cell anode with
# only anodic electrochemical reactions. It is based on the SOFC
# demonstration file provided with the Cantera software.
#
#########################################################################

# since Cantera input files are actually executable Python scripts,
# we can put any valid Python statements in the input file. Here we
# import the value of R from Cantera.
from Cantera import GasConstant
# These units will be used by default for any quantities entered
# without units. Quantities with compound units (e.g. concentration)
# will be constructed from these - the units of concentration will be
# mol/cm^3, etc.
units(length = "cm", time = "s", quantity = "mol", act_energy = "kJ/mol")
# Turn on mechanism validation to detect unbalanced reactions, if any
validate()

#-----------------------------------------------------------------#
#
parameters
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# a few numeric parameters are collected here to allow easy modification.
# this temperature is used to initialize objects. But since
# scripts/programs usually set the temperature, it is not really
# necessary.
tc = 800.0
# temperature in C
tt = tc + 273.15
# temperature in K

# These values are defined here only so they may be easily changed to
# assess the effects of the oxide thermochemistry.
hox = (-170.0, 'kJ/mol')
sox = (50.0, 'J/K/mol')
hOHox = (-220.0, 'kJ/mol')

# enthalpy of a bulk oxygen ion
# entropy of a bulk oxygen ion
# enthalpy of surface OH'(ox)
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sOHox = (87.0, 'J/mol/K')
hO2ox = (-170.0, 'kJ/mol')
sO2ox = (50.0, 'J/K/mol')
hH2Oox = (-265, 'kJ/mol')
sH2Oox = (98, 'J/K/mol')
hO1ox = (-236, 'kJ/mol')
sO1ox = (0, 'kJ/mol')

# entropy of surface OH'(ox)

####################### BULK PHASES ####################################
# First we'll define the bulk (i.e. 3D) phases - a gas, a metal, and
# an oxide.
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#
#
Gas phase.
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# The gas contains only the minimum number of species needed to model
# operation on hydrogen. The species definitions are imported from
# gri30(m).cti. The initial composition is set to hydrogen, but
# usually this is reset in the program importing this definition.
#
ideal_gas(name = "gas",
elements = " H O C N",
species = "gri30(m): H2 H O O2 OH H2O HO2 H2O2 C CH CH2
CH2(m) CH3 CH4 CO CO2 HCO CH2O CH2OH CH3O CH3OH C2H C2H2 C2H3 C2H4
C2H5 C2H6 HCCO CH2CO HCCOH N NH NH2 NH3 NNH NO NO2 N2O HNO CN
HCN H2CN HCNN HCNO HOCN HNCO NCO N2 C3H7 C3H8 CH2CHO CH3CHO",
transport = "Mix",
initial_state = state( temperature = tt,
pressure = OneAtm,
mole_fractions = 'H2:1, H2O:0.0'))

#-----------------------------------------------------------------#
#
Bulk solid metal phase.
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#
#
This phase will be used for the electrodes. All we need is
#
a source/sink for electrons, so we define this phase as only
#
containing electrons. Note that the 'metal' entry type requires
#
specifying a density, but it is not used in this simulation and
#
therefore is arbitrary.
#
metal(name = "metal",
elements = "E",
species = "electron",
density = (9.0, 'kg/m3'),
initial_state = state( temperature =tt,
mole_fractions = 'electron:1.0'))
#
#
#
#
#
#

The electron is set to have zero enthalpy and entropy. Therefore,
the chemical potential of the electron is zero, and the
electrochemical potential is simply -F * phi, where phi is the
electric potential of the metal. Note that this simple model is
adequate only because all we require is a reservior for electrons;
if we wanted to do anything more complex, like carry out energy or
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# charge balances on the metal, then we would require a more complex
# model. Note that there is no work function for this metal.
species(name = "electron",
atoms = " E:1 ",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 200.00, 1000.00], [ 2.500000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00, 0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
-7.453750000E+02, -1.172469020E+01] ),
NASA( [ 1000.00, 6000.00], [ 2.500000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00,
0.000000000E+00, 0.000000000E+00, 0.000000000E+00,
-7.453750000E+02, -1.172469020E+01] )))
#------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
Bulk solid oxide electrolyte
#
#-------------------------------------------------------------------# Here too, we create a very simple model for the bulk phase. We only
# consider the oxygen sublattice. The only species we define are a
# lattice oxygen, and an oxygen vacancy. Again, the density is a
# required input, but is not used here, so may be set arbitrarily.
incompressible_solid(name = "oxide_bulk",
elements = "O E",
species = "Ox VO**",
density = (0.7, 'g/cm3'),
initial_state = state( temperature = tt,
pressure = OneAtm,
mole_fractions = "Ox:0.95 VO**:0.05")
)

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

The vacancy will be modeled as truly vacant - it contains no atoms,
has no charge, and has zero enthalpy and entropy. This is different
from the usual convention in which the vacancy properties are are
expressed relative to the perfect crystal lattice. For example, in
the usual convention, an oxygen vacancy has charge +2. But the
convention we will use is that an oxygen ion has charge -2, and a
vacancy has charge 0. It all works out the same, as long as we are
consistent.

# A bulk lattice vacancy
species( name = "VO**",
atoms = "",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol')))
# A bulk lattice oxygen
species( name = "Ox",
atoms = "O:1 E:2",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = hox, s0 = sox))
####################### SURFACE PHASES ####################################
#-------------------------------------------------#
# Metal surface
#
#-------------------------------------------------# The surface of a bulk phase must be treated like a separate phase, with its
# own set of species. Here we define the model for the metal surface.
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#
#
#
#
#
#

We allow
(m)
H(m)
O(m)
OH(m) H2O(m) -

the following species:
an empty metal site
a chemisorbed H atom
a chemisorbed O atom
a chemisorbed hydroxl
a physisorbed water molecule

# Notes:
# 1. The site density is in mol/cm2, since no units are specified and
#
'mol' and 'cm' were specified in the units directive above as the
#
units for quantity and length, respectively.
# 2. The 'reactions' field specifies that all reaction entries in this file
#
that have ID strings beginning with "metal-" are reactions belonging
#
to this surface mechanism.
ideal_interface(name = "metal_surface",
elements = "H O C",
species = " (m) H2O(m) H(m) OH(m) CO(m) C(m) CH3(m) CH2(m)
CH(m) CH4(m) O(m) CO2(m) HCO(m)",
site_density = (2.60e-9, 'mol/cm2'),
phases = 'gas',
reactions = ["metal-*"],
initial_state = state( temperature = 973.0,
coverages = '(m):0.9 H(m):0.1') )
species( name = "(m)", atoms = "",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'),
s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')))
species( name = "H2O(m)", atoms = "H:2, O:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 3.504213820E+000, 6.685948390E-004,
1.762687430E-006, -1.170301520E-009, 2.261853550E-013,
-3.791291660E+004, -1.055825340E+001] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 3.504213820E+000, 6.685948390E-004,
1.762687430E-006, -1.170301520E-009, 2.261853550E-013,
-3.791291660E+004, -1.055825340E+001] )))
species( name = "H(m)", atoms = "H:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 1.38522354E+00, -3.60291509E-05,
1.01482878E-06, -6.39234047E-10, 1.26064639E-13,
-5.45886573E+03, -5.04262898E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 1.38522354E+00, -3.60291509E-05,
1.01482878E-06, -6.39234047E-10, 1.26064639E-13,
-5.45886573E+03, -5.04262898E+00] )))
species( name = "OH(m)", atoms = "H:1, O:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 2.08905501E+00, 1.71443903E-03,
-4.27838552E-07, 9.11211411E-12, 1.13760370E-14,
-2.67334298E+04, -3.86138841E+00] ),
NASA( [2000.00, 2000.00], [ 2.08905501E+00, 1.71443903E-03,
-4.27838552E-07, 9.11211411E-12, 1.13760370E-14,
-2.67334298E+04, -3.86138841E+00] )))
species( name = "CO(m)", atoms = "C:1, O:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 1.04958397E+00, 5.37825549E-03,
-3.51895909E-06, 1.06323431E-09, -1.12689240E-13,
-2.73744388E+04, 7.60559022E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 1.04958397E+00, 5.37825549E-03,
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-3.51895909E-06, 1.06323431E-09, -1.12689240E-13,
-2.73744388E+04, 7.60559022E+00] )))
species( name = "C(m)", atoms = "C:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ -3.49330914E+00, 5.23524687E-03,
-3.03308918E-06, 6.55611035E-10, -1.40966550E-14,
-2.23124726E+03, 7.68421239E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ -3.49330914E+00, 5.23524687E-03,
-3.03308918E-06, 6.55611035E-10, -1.40966550E-14,
-2.23124726E+03, 7.68421239E+00] )))
species( name = "CH3(m)", atoms = "C:1, H:3",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ -6.10760599E-01, 8.61612510E-03,
-2.17714930E-06, -6.63815294E-10, 3.13819319E-13,
-8.89792082E+03, -2.00828704E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ -6.10760599E-01, 8.61612510E-03,
-2.17714930E-06, -6.63815294E-10, 3.13819319E-13,
-8.89792082E+03, -2.00828704E+00] )))
species( name = "CH2(m)", atoms = "C:1, H:2",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ -1.56917589E+00, 7.30948876E-03,
-2.33683999E-06, -2.63575385E-10, 2.08877321E-13,
1.94307500E+03, 4.44265982E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ -1.56917589E+00, 7.30948876E-03,
-2.33683999E-06, -2.63575385E-10, 2.08877321E-13,
1.94307500E+03, 4.44265982E+00] )))
species( name = "CH(m)", atoms = "C:1, H:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ -2.52762352E+00, 6.00297402E-03,
-2.49669461E-06, 1.36758705E-10, 1.03915796E-13,
9.56681068E+03, 7.44010148E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ -2.52762352E+00, 6.00297402E-03,
-2.49669461E-06, 1.36758705E-10, 1.03915796E-13,
9.56681068E+03, 7.44010148E+00] )))
species( name = "CH4(m)", atoms = "C:1, H:4",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 3.47651462E-01, 9.92277358E-03,
-2.01747493E-06, -1.06404583E-09, 4.18759375E-13,
-1.38997273E+04, -4.61646253E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 3.47651462E-01, 9.92277358E-03,
-2.01747493E-06, -1.06404583E-09, 4.18759375E-13,
-1.38997273E+04, -4.61646253E+00] )))
species( name = "O(m)", atoms = "O:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [
-1.51153811E-06,
-2.88011883E+04,
NASA( [2000.00, 2000.00], [
-1.51153811E-06,
-2.88011883E+04,

9.33885773E-01, 1.49287485E-03,
7.60133452E-10, -1.42499395E-13,
-3.47247502E+00] ),
9.33885773E-01, 1.49287485E-03,
7.60133452E-10, -1.42499395E-13,
-3.47247502E+00] )))

species( name = "CO2(m)", atoms = "C:1, O:2",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 2.15782085E+00, 8.85798101E-03,
-7.33295570E-06, 3.01455469E-09, -4.83617407E-13,
-5.17211366E+04, -3.96778204E-01] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 2.15782085E+00, 8.85798101E-03,
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-7.33295570E-06, 3.01455469E-09, -4.83617407E-13,
-5.17211366E+04, -3.96778204E-01] )))
species( name = "HCO(m)", atoms = "C:1, H:1, O:1",
thermo = (
NASA( [ 500.00, 2000.00], [ 1.42054865E+00, 6.41898600E-03,
-3.25611216E-06, 6.60406470E-10, -1.25958802E-14,
-1.72299589E+04, -1.34060408E+00] ),
NASA( [ 2000.00, 2000.00], [ 1.42054865E+00, 6.41898600E-03,
-3.25611216E-06, 6.60406470E-10, -1.25958802E-14,
-1.72299589E+04, -1.34060408E+00] )))

#############################################################################
##### Adsorption/Desorption Reactions #####
surface_reaction( "H2 + (m) + (m) => H(m) + H(m)",
stick(1.00000E-002, 0, 0), id = 'metal-rxn1')
surface_reaction( "H(m) + H(m) => H2 + (m) + (m) ",
[2.545E+19, 0, 81.21], id = 'metal-rxn1')
surface_reaction( "O2 + (m) + (m) => O(m) + O(m)",
stick(1.00000E-002, 0, 0), id = 'metal-rxn3')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + O(m) => O2 + (m) + (m)",
[4.283E+23, 0, 474.95], id = 'metal-rxn3')
surface_reaction( "CH4 + (m) => CH4(m)",
stick(8.000E-03, 0.0, 0.0), id = 'metal-rxn5')
surface_reaction( "CH4(m) => CH4 + (m)",
[8.705E+15, 0.0, 37.55], id = 'metal-rxn5')
surface_reaction( "H2O + (m) => H2O(m)",
stick(1.000E-1, 0.0, 0.0), id = 'metal-rxn7')
surface_reaction( "H2O(m) => H2O + (m)",
[3.732E+12, 0.0, 60.79], id = 'metal-rxn7')
surface_reaction( "CO2 + (m) => CO2(m)",
stick(1.000E-05, 0.0, 0.0), id = 'metal-rxn9')
surface_reaction( "CO2(m) => CO2 + (m)",
[6.447E+7, 0.0, 25.98], id = 'metal-rxn9')
surface_reaction( "CO + (m) => CO(m)",
stick(5.000E-01, 0.0, 0.00), id = 'metal-rxn11')
surface_reaction( "CO(m) => CO + (m)",
Arrhenius(3.563E+11, 0.0, 111.27, coverage = ['CO(s)', 0.0, 0.0, -50]),
id = 'metal-rxn11')
##### Surface Reactions #####
surface_reaction( "O(m) + H(m) => OH(m) + (m)",
[5.000E+22, 0.0, (97.90, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn13')
surface_reaction( "OH(m) + (m) => O(m) + H(m)",
[1.781E+21, 0.0, (36.09, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn13')
surface_reaction( "OH(m) + H(m) => H2O(m) + (m)",
[3.000E+20, 0.0, (42.70, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn15')
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surface_reaction( "H2O(m) + (m) => OH(m) + H(m)",
[2.271E+21, 0.0, (91.76, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn15')
surface_reaction( "OH(m) + OH(m) => O(m) + H2O(m)",
[3.000E+21, 0.0, (100.00, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn17')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + H2O(m) => OH(m) + OH(m)",
[6.373E+23, 0.0, (210.86, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn17')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + C(m) => CO(m) + (m)",
[5.200E+23, 0.0, (148.10, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn19')
surface_reaction( "CO(m) + (m) => O(m) + C(m)",
Arrhenius(1.354E+22, -3, (116.12, 'kJ/mol'),coverage = ['CO(s)', 0.0,
0.0, -50]), id = 'metal-rxn19')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CO(m) => CO2(m) + (m)",
Arrhenius(2.000E+19, 0, (123.6, 'kJ/mol'),coverage = ['CO(s)', 0.0, 0.0,
-50]), id = 'metal-rxn21')
surface_reaction( "CO2(m) + (m) => O(m) + CO(m)",
[4.653E+23, -1, (89.32, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn21')
surface_reaction( "HCO(m) + (m) => CO(m) + H(m)",
Arrhenius(3.700E+21, 0.0, (0.00, 'kJ/mol'),coverage = ['CO(s)', 0.0,
0.0, -50]), id = 'metal-rxn23')
surface_reaction( "CO(m) + H(m) => HCO(m) + (m)",
[4.019E+20, -1, (132.23, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn23')
surface_reaction( "HCO(m) + (m) => O(m) + CH(m)",
[3.700E+24, -3.0, (95.80, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn25')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CH(m) => HCO(m) + (m)",
[4.604E+20, 0, (109.97, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn25')
surface_reaction( "CH4(m) + (m) => CH3(m) + H(m)",
[3.700E+21, 0.0, (57.70, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn27')
surface_reaction( "CH3(m) + H(m) => CH4(m) + (m)",
[6.034E+21, 0.0, (61.58, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn27')
surface_reaction( "CH3(m) + (m) => CH2(m) + H(m)",
[3.700E+24, 0.0, (100.00, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn29')
surface_reaction( "CH2(m) + H(m) => CH3(m) + (m)",
[1.293E+22, 0.0, (55.33, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn29')
surface_reaction( "CH2(m) + (m) => CH(m) + H(m)",
[3.700E+24, 0.0, (97.10, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn31')
surface_reaction( "CH(m) + H(m) => CH2(m) + (m)",
[4.089E+24, 0.0, (79.18, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn31')
surface_reaction( "CH(m) + (m) => C(m) + H(m)",
[3.700E+21, 0.0, (18.80, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn33')
surface_reaction( "C(m) + H(m) => CH(m) + (m)",
[4.562E+22, 0.0, (161.11, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn33')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CH4(m) => CH3(m) + OH(m)",
[1.700E+24, 0.0, (88.30, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn35')
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surface_reaction( "CH3(m) + OH(m) => O(m) + CH4(m)",
[9.876E+22, 0.0, (30.37, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn35')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CH3(m) => CH2(m) + OH(m)",
[3.700E+24, 0.0, (130.10, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn37')
surface_reaction( "CH2(m) + OH(m) => O(m) + CH3(m)",
[4.607E+21, 0.0, (23.62, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn37')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CH2(m) => CH(m) + OH(m)",
[3.700E+24, 0.0, (126.80, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn39')
surface_reaction( "CH(m) + OH(m) => O(m) + CH2(m)",
[1.457E+23, 0.0, (47.07, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn39')
surface_reaction( "O(m) + CH(m) => C(m) + OH(m)",
[3.700E+21, 0.0, (48.10, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn41')
surface_reaction( "C(m) + OH(m) => O(m) + CH(m)",
[1.625E+21, 0.0, (128.61, 'kJ/mol')], id = 'metal-rxn41')

#############################################################################
#-------------------------------------------------------#
# Oxide surface.
#
#-------------------------------------------------------#
# On the oxide surface, we consider four species:
# 1. (ox)
- a surface vacancy
# 2. O''(ox) - a surface oxygen with charge -2
# 3. OH'(ox) - a surface hydroxyl with charge -1
# 4. H2O(ox) - physisorbed neutral water
ideal_interface(name = "oxide_surface",
elements = "O H E",
species = "(ox) O''(ox) O'(ox) OH'(ox) H2O(ox)",
site_density = (2.0e-9, 'mol/cm2'),
phases = 'gas oxide_bulk',
reactions = 'oxide-*',
initial_state = state( temperature = tt,
coverages = "O''(ox):0.95, (ox):0.05") )
# Note: hox, sox, hhydrox, andd shydrox are defined near the top of
# this file.
# An oxygen ion at the surface, with charge = -2
species( name = "O''(ox)", atoms = "O:1 E:2",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = hO2ox,
s0 = sO2ox))
# An OH at the surface, with charge = -1
species( name = "OH'(ox)", atoms = "O:1 H:1 E:1",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = hOHox,
s0 = sOHox))
# A surface vacancy in the oxygen sublattice
species( name = "(ox)", atoms = "",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'),
s0 = (0.0,'J/mol/K')))
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species( name = "H2O(ox)", atoms = "H:2, O:1",
thermo = const_cp(h0 = hH2Oox,
s0 = sH2Oox))
###########################################################################
###################### Habibzadeh 2011 mechanism ########################
surface_reaction("H2O + (ox) <=> H2O(ox)",
stick(1, 0.0, (0.0, 'kJ/mol')), id = "oxide-water")
surface_reaction("(ox) + Ox <=> VO** + O''(ox)",
[5.00e11, 0.0, (83.91, 'kJ/mol')], id = "oxide-vac")
surface_reaction("OH'(ox) + OH'(ox) <=> H2O(ox) + O''(ox)",
[5e21, 0.0, (50, 'kJ/mol')], id = "oxide-oh")
#############################################################################
####################### TRIPLE PHASE BOUNDARY #########################
#
#
#
#
#

The triple phase boundary between the metal, oxide, and gas. A
single species is specified, but it is not used, since all reactions
only involve species on either side of the tpb. Note that the site
density is in mol/cm. But since no reactions involve TPB species,
this parameter is unused.

edge(name = "tpb",
elements = "H O",
species = "(tpb)",
site_density = (5.0e-17, 'mol/cm2'),
reactions = "edge-*",
phases = 'metal metal_surface oxide_surface oxide_bulk',
initial_state = state( temperature = tt,
coverages = '(tpb):1.0 ') )
# dummy species
species( name = "(tpb)", atoms = "")
#############################################################################
# Here we define three charge transfer reactions. The reactions are
# reversible, and can be used to model either anodes or cathodes
################

Habibzadeh adjusted mechanism (org. 1e14) ################

edge_reaction("H(m) + O''(ox) <=> (m) + electron + OH'(ox)",
[1.0e15, 0.0, 90], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f1")
edge_reaction("H(m) + OH'(ox) <=> H2O(ox) + (m) + electron",
[1e15, 0.0, 90.0], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f2")
edge_reaction("CO(m) + O''(ox) <=> CO2(m) + (ox) + electron + electron",
[5e13, 0.0, 71.0], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f3")
#############################################################################

A2.3 Cathode and MR-SOFC
For the anode input file to represent the reactions occurring in a mixed-reactant SOFC, a
different TPB boundary needs to be used. Additionally, the MR-SOFC mechanism can
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be used at the cathode for the traditional, crossover, and MR-SOFC applications. Since
there are no fuel species at the cathode in traditional fuel cell operation, the model
neglects the anodic electrochemical mechanisms and simply utilizes the cathodic reaction step. We simply need to substitute the following section of code in place of the
TPB phase boundary script.
####################### TRIPLE PHASE BOUNDARY #########################
#
#
#
#
#

The triple phase boundary between the metal, oxide, and gas. A
single species is specified, but it is not used, since all reactions
only involve species on either side of the tpb. Note that the site
density is in mol/cm. But since no reactions involve TPB species,
this parameter is unused.

edge(name = "tpb",
elements = "H O",
species = "(tpb)",
site_density = (5.0e-17, 'mol/cm2'),
reactions = "edge-*",
phases = 'metal metal_surface oxide_surface oxide_bulk',
initial_state = state( temperature = tt,
coverages = '(tpb):1.0 ') )
# dummy species
species( name = "(tpb)", atoms = "")
#############################################################################
#
# Here we define four charge transfer reactions. The reactions are
# reversible, and can be used to model either anodes or cathodes
edge_reaction("O(m) + (ox) + 2 electron <=> (m) + O''(ox)",
[(5.5e13, 'mol/m/s'), 0.0, 73 ], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f3")
################

Habibzadeh adjusted mechanism (org. 1e14) ################

edge_reaction("H(m) + O''(ox) <=> (m) + electron + OH'(ox)",
[1.0e15, 0.0, 90], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f1")
edge_reaction("H(m) + OH'(ox) <=> H2O(ox) + (m) + electron",
[1e15, 0.0, 90.0], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f2")
edge_reaction("CO(m) + O''(ox) <=> CO2(m) + (ox) + electron + electron",
[5e13, 0.0, 71.0], beta = 0.5, id="edge-f3")
#############################################################################
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Appendix 3: Heat Transfer Analysis
An analytical model for heat transfer is needed to address the variation in temperature at
the reaction surfaces during fuel cell operation since the reactions are temperature
dependent and are of the Arrhenius type. Furthermore, the heat produced by the reactions and Joule heating is dependent on the reaction kinetics and production rates. This
circular relationship is included in the model to better reflect the conditions at the
reaction sites. The heat transfer model can be divided into several phenomena, shown in
Figure A3.1:


Convection in the anode and cathode flow channels



Conduction throughout the electrodes



Joule heating in the electrolyte



The heat source produced by the reactions at the electrodes and TPBs

Figure A3.1. Schematic of heat transfer in a SOFC

A3.1 Modeling Technique
The first step in the thermal modeling of a SOFC cell is to divide the system into control
volumes. The system includes four unknowns and requires mathematical equations from
four control volumes. Based on the heat transfer categories above, it is logical to divide
the cell into its components: the anode, the electrolyte, and the cathode. The control
volumes required in the heat transfer analysis are shown in Figure A3.2. The boundary
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conditions for each control volume reflect the neighboring system. Since the model
considers the gases in the anode and cathode flow channels to be infinite reservoirs, the
model is only concerned with the temperature of the gas. This is used as part of the
convection boundary at the electrodes. On the other boundary of the electrodes there is a
both a conduction boundary condition and a heat source generated by the reactions at the
TPB. The electrolyte has conduction boundary conditions on either extremity with a
heat source term throughout from Joule heating. The quantity of heat transported from
the electrolyte, Q A  and Q C , will be different for each electrode. These can be resolved from the solution of the heat diffusion equation.

Figure A3.2. Schematic of heat transfer control volumes in SOFC applications

A3.2 Heat Diffusion in the Electrolyte
A simplified form of the heat diffusion equation can be used for the case of onedimensional, steady-state heat diffusion with heat generation.

This allows energy

storage in the material to be neglected. The simplified equation is found in (A3.2)
d  dT
k
dx  dx


  q  0


(A3.2)

Assuming constant temperatures at the boundaries of the electrolyte, the temperature distribution in the electrolyte is found to be:
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(A3.3)

Once the temperature distribution is known for the material, it is simple to determine the conduction heat transfer rates, Q A  and Q C , at the interfaces with the anode
and the cathode using Fourier’s law.
Q( x)   kA

dT
dx

(A3.4)

Thus,
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A3.3 System of Equations
Now that the heat sources at the electrolyte are known, the system of algebraic equations
representing the fuel cell can be formed. In the anode, there is a heat balance for the gas
interface and the electrolyte interface shown in Figure A3.2 A and B. Similar balances
exist on the cathode side of the fuel cell shown in Figure A3.2 C and D. The resulting
equations are:
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(A3.7)
(A3.8)
(A3.9)
(A3.10)

These equations are solved for the temperatures at the reaction surfaces,
TA , TEA , TC , and TEC . The temperatures are then used in an iterative method to recalculate the reaction rates and, indirectly, the amount of heat produced in the electrolyte and
at the TPB. This results in a more accurate representation of the function and properties
of the fuel cell.
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